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INTRODUCTION

by

Vine Deloria, Jr.

One of the many problems in the field of Indian education has

been the inability of people working in the ,field to separate and

analyze some of the theoretical issues. The confusion that in-

evitably occurs when topics of political i rtance are seen in an

academic light is surpassed only by the controversy that arises

when primarily academic topics appear in a political context. In

this volume we have tried to present essays that will serve to

clarify rathei than confuse the interworkings of the academic and

political-forces that are present in Indian education.

The task of distinguishing social theories or even'educational

theories from the task of getting those theories translated into

program proposals and legislative drafts is immense. Even more

difficult is the task of maintaining'some form of logical consis-

tency in program proposals which is not destroyed by the tremendous

political-considerations that must be made when legislation is

4
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being discussed. While we have had a number of pieces of legis-

lation concerning Indian education in'recent years there is still

a desperate need for more legislation to cover areas,that cannot

be easily desdribed,tn one statute or program.

The major topic of concern at the present time seems to be

the control of educational programs and facilities by Indians,

whether reservation residents or urban residents. Gerald Clifford

points out that Indian control is more than a political process.

0.

It is in act a more prolonged movement of cultural revitalization

in which ciftain models of psychological breakdown and reconstruct-

ion can occur. From this premise we can derive a number of

important conclusions in our effort to separate problems .into their

constituent parts.

We must first recognize that cultural growth, while it may

manifest itself in political confrontations, is primarily a process

of evaluation in the prac,tical world in which we are involved.

Programs must be constructed so that cultural values which, seem to,

float through our lives seeking attachment to structural realities

can come to grips with both the content and method of community

life.. Education in the community context is even more than Indian

'political control of the institution's.. It is a radical change that

occurs, perhaps, in non-radical occurrences.' It may be exceedingly

difficult to point to the exact situation in which cultural change

is happening but no patter how we view the operations of programs

that change is occu ring. Thus programs that do not seem toe-

affecting any profo, d changes may actually be creating conditions

under which more fund ental and futuristic changes will occur.

-
1
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We must not, therefore, judge Indian control in terms of measurable

products.

The second point is perhaps just as important. The ultimate

nature of the relationship between American Indian communities and

the rest of American society, particularly the Federal government,

is primarily political and, not cultural. Yet so many times in the

past cultural attitudes have been cloaked in political terms. The

I

history of Indian life has many incidents that clearly indicate thee

catastrophe that occurs when .fundamentally social or cultural ideas

masquerade as political realities. The General Allotment Act of

1887, for example, was primarily a'cultural and philosophical\

theOry that became law because people did not make a distinction

between theory and legal reality. While today- Indian control must

express itself in school boards and coalitions funded and supported

by the Federal government distinguishing between cultural attitudes

and rules and reguAtions must be a priority item in the educa-

tional agenda. Programs designed to invoke cultural change must be

redesigned to take the structure that allows maximum sufficient

flexibility to channel changes that are already occurring.

Within this context of irreversible and perhaps not clearly

identifiable changing of cultural patterns and values the other

essays of this volume begin to make sense and take on an added

significance. Whether it is testing programs, early childhood

programs, vocational training, curriculum design or manpower needs

the present state of Indian education points toward Indl.an control

as that force which can and must induce both changes and the de-
.

velopment of interreltaionships between subject fields. We cannot,'



for example, follow the patterns of Chicano and Black early child-

hood educational models on the assumption that "all children are

alike" or even that "all people learn using the same processes,"

The very presence of the extended community of the American Indian .

fortes us to' onsider how the expressibn of th.4 community influ7

ences learning and other educational processes.
ft'

In the final sense, therefore, further development of the

.

theories of Indian control must be supplemented by development on

the intellectual and community level of what it means to have

Indian control of education, Is there.a specific "Indian" content
.

to education that distinguishes it from education received or ex-

perienced by other-groups?- Don Sharpes relates the experiences of

Indians with some of the pressing issues of contemporary life to

find a way to consolidate the historical .experiences of both Indians

and non-Indians in a modern curriculum. With variations according

to tribal backgrounds, Sharpest model should be considered as a

venture into new ways of structuring content of education so as to

allow Indians to view alternatives not it terms of control but more

in terms of cultural expression which solidifies and gives meaning

to political and fiscal control of institutions.

As we consider the essays in this volume, therefore, it be-

comes incumbent upon us to recognize that one .priority in Indian

education is to find relationships between previously unrelated ,

fields of knowledge and interest. 'We must also find the relation-
...,

ships that do exist between the technical andmechanical aspects of

\

education and the various fields of content. We must further,

define the process by which ideas are translated from one field to

iv
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another and the changes in our understandings of these fields that

occur in the translation. Clarification of the nature of Indian

educational problems should come from the interworking of these

processes as well as new viewpoints on the determination of

priorities in both content and procedures that we set in this

field.

As we begin to leave the Dark Ages of Indian education and

vocational training becomes more sophisticated than simply a,job

skill program and takes on the aspect of career and community-L-
.

oriented career process,.we shall find that the vital ingredient

in refining and improving educational achievements and opportuni-

ties, for American Indians really hoes reside in the understanding '

.
of education as a cultural process ofsolving que'litions of person-

al identity. To the degree that we fail to understand the Mechanics

and substance of that process, we will not have taken full advantage

of the many human aspects of our existence and we will remain bogged

down in the structural definitions of education which have plagued

us thus far.

ti



THE THEORY OF INDIAN CONTROLLED` SCHOOLS

by

Gerald M. Clifford

Boulder, Colorado

Oglala Sioux

I. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to suggest that the key to the

total development of the Indian Community is through local control

of schools for Indian children by Indian people. Of primary in-

terest is the broader sociological implicationlof local control,

its effect upon the development of Indian social institutions, and

thus the development of the human and natural resources of Indians

and Indian Tribes. In any discussion of Indian development there

must be a discussion of Federal structures and their influence upon

development. rhe most important concern of the Indian community

should be the ongoing monitoring of Federal legislation which es-

tablishes programs as well as the administrative structures for

their implementation. We should be concerned also with Agency de-

velopment of rules, regulations, and guidelines which control Pro-

gram impl )ementation. Only with the concerted effort of the whole

() 7
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Indian commonityto influence the legislative process will programs

A
that.teet our developme%ntal needs be forthcoming.

There.is at this time widespread support for Indiancontrol

.of the educational processes by the politically active Indian cm-
..

munity. The Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards, for-ex-

ample, has grown from four members at its inception in October of

1971 to over ninety-five members on October 311973. As this

movement for local control grows it appears that a .major conflict

between the Indian community and the policies of the Bureau of In-
1

,dian Affairs: is inevitable.:-.,

It might be argued that if the politically active Indiall groups

do bring about a changein structure at the national level without

havi4rallowed for the time lag which separates"the more progres-

sive Indian communities 'from those less developed there may be an

unexpected setback to the total,movement fn. Indian development:

iff

Some leaders' in the Indian communities have already complained that

the only discipline which rules the activities of such groups as

the Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards is the discipline

r.

of "Indian contronwithout regard to, the implications such control

has for the* excise of Tribal sovereignty. If', for example, a

.
local Indian commUhity determined that control over their school

t,

was the ruling discipline, an occasion could arise wherein a Tribal
01.

govetnment might oppose local educational control because it feared

a conflict with the Tribal political or administrative structure.

The community might then elect to establish relations with,a state

or local educational agency thereby weakening Tribal sovereignty.

It is crucial therefore for the Indian community to concern

- 2--
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itself with an ever increasing examination of the logical exten-
t

sion of the theories which direct and control political activity.

There is an urgency for change-nevertheless that'is gripping the

Indian community - an urgency which leaves behind the blessing or

consensks of the` Academic community and the considerations of tribal .

politicians. The value of this urgency will lie in its use ds a

-incentive to refine the application oftheories, it may suggest

some areas for research by Indian research teams, and it may help

the leaders of_Indian communities appreciate the implications of

their present political activities. An additional value of the ur-.

ge,ncy is to fQxc state and Federal legislators and Government Ag-

ency policy makers to'understand the substance of contemporary

/
movements perhaps to react favorably to the suggesti s and demands

of Indian.peogle.
4

s

The ffamework from which I begin is "subjective" in the sense

that I have been actively involved in the development and applica-

tion of the theory under disussion. Further, although given little

importance by western Europeans, the Indian views man as having a. ,

2 L

capacity to know through "relational events"' with other' beings.

This way of knowing is more pronounced in. American Indian societiSs,
3

wherein the value of real relationship is paramount.

To treat abstract concepts df beings and relationships of be-

ings as being exclusive truth is a habit of western man as well as

the contemporary academic .ommunity.. For such men, western
46*-t

scholars, insight into a pa;:ticular relationship becomes.blinding

such relationship becomes the basis for a system of thought per-

1-Laps the basis for a sociological theory. The uc.tual event or

°l()1
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experience from which the relationship is discussed seems to have

no further value, yet it is this event that forms our primary data

4
of the Forld.

Air

Whether or not I am, blinded by the relationship Which I see

between community control of Education and the total development

of the Indian people remains to be seen. But surely no one could.
t )

be blinder than those who have led us into the pit thus far:

'I will rely primarily on the files of the Coalition of Indian

Controlled School Boards and upon my own experience: .Necessarily

the discussion will contain ,generalizations which will not fit In-

dividual Tribes, nevertheless the overall processes which I des:

cribe- believe are accurate.

.11. The Theory Of Local Control Of Education

The following are quotations froMiNaricals documents of the, Co-

alition of IndianControlled School Boards:
4

;'The possession and control of one's educational system is vital
to the development and survival of a people . . .

"If American Indians are to survive as a people, they must de-

c'elop and control their own schools . . .

"Acutely aware -of the close inter-relationship between poor ed-
ucational achievement and poor economic, social, and political
achievement, Indians came to focus on the need for greater lo-
cal control and self-determination as the most effective means
of breaking the cruel cycle of poverty'and discriMination which
had distorted the lives of their peoples for generations . . .

"One reason for this emphasis is that until Indian people c'on-

trol their own Educational institutions theie is little hope for

any type of real progress, within the Indian communities . . .4

"If the Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards is anything,

Sir it is'simply this, Indian people demanding an account from

Government fdr the mess that has come to be known as "Indian



O'"

Ed4cation." Accountability, Mr. Chairman, can only be attain-
ed, when the structures of Government, and the structures for-
the,implementation of governmental programs, are designed with
checks against Bureaucratic abuse . . . it is the duty,of Con-
gress to insure that the structures of implementation proyide
for accountability to Indian people."5

"We submit to you, Mr. Chairman, that the greatest obstacle to
Indian Self-determination in Education is a Bureau of_Indian

Affairs committed to its ownself-preservqtion and survival as
ogiposed to the true concerns of the Indian community. Self.-

idreservation is never so apparent and operational a motive in

subverting and distorting policy decisions-as at the Area Off-

ice and-Agency Office levets . . It is the Area and Agency

personnel, presently running Bureau Schools who feel the great-

est threat frompdian.assumption of program control." t.

"The underlying concept-is for us, self-evident, that is, that
quality education is inherently connected with the degree to
whi*the educational system is a part of the social system of
the Indian communities . . . By "social system" we are,describ-
,,,
idg those boundrie within whicivee Indion participates fully.
It is bur contention that educatioal institutions must fall
within that circle of participation or they will remain alien
tb the Indian student." 7

Documents, letters, testimony, and files of the Coalition are

replete with statements such as those listed above. In its simplest

form then the underlying causal theory is: Indian community control

of Education leads to the development and survival of the total In-

dian community.

Conversely the same theory implies that Indian community con-

trol-of Education influences negatively the Survival of the tureau

of Indian Affairs in its present capacity of Administering Schools.

It would be useful at this point_to list some of the expressions

which are given-importance in the statements which we quoted.

1. possession and control of educational system
2.' development and survival of people
3. deYelop and control own schools
4. aware of inter-relationship between poor Education Achieve-.

ment and poor economic, social and political achievement

5. local control and self-determination
6. effective means of breaking cruel cycle of poverty and

5
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discrimination

7. poverty and discrimination distorted thd lives of peoples

for generations
8. demanding an account of goverhment
9. accountability to Indian people

10. bureaucratic abuse
114 obstacle, Bureau of Indian Affairs committed to its own

self-preservation

An analysis of the above expressions indicates a clear reaction,to

conditions of poverty; low economic, social, and political institu-

tional development,Minimal educational achievement and finally a

high level of personal disintegration. It also. peaks to us of a

people who do.not control the Educatnnal process; Indians do not

own the means of Education, i.e., land, facilities, and money.

They are also indicative of an oppressive force, the Federal

Government, which controls and possesses the means of Education

through its Agency the Bureau of Indian Affairs. And the B.I.A.'s

self-preservation depends upon retaining control over all institu-

tions of local communities. But most importadt peetrapsin terms of

1L
the'dynam)ks, of change, they speak of a vocal minority at the local

level calling for accountability to Indian people. This group con-

t_L> ends that the final resolution of Indiah,prablems means the pos-

session and4control of the means of Education by the local people.

This sounds amazingly close to a MarxiaM discussion, of the re-

lationships ofroduction. Parallel elements are evident. The two

classes, Indians and Bureaucrats, wherein the Bureaucrats control

the means of Education. The similarity becomes even, more striking

when we consider .that for all practical purposes, the Industrial

world has not arrived, Education is in facone of the largest em-

ployers on reservatiofls, yet only n of classroom teachers are t

8 ,

Indian. The similarity breaks down however, when we consider that



the exploitation comes not from realizing profit at the expense ofl

free- labor, buttler from civil service employees, fbr.the most

::_t Indian, drawing large salaries, wnile exhausting resources

tnat could have been used to employ local people, and at the same

time controlling the quality of Educatic4 as well as the Education-

al facilities. As an indication of this kind of exploitation, data

from a study dated May 1973, by the Bureau of Social Research, shows

that on a per capita basis, education in the BIA system appears to
9

cost about twice as much as itdoes in public schools. Yet'the
. .

1970 census figures show that in states such as South Dakota where-
,.

in most reservation. Indians attend BIA schools the 'rural drop out

10

rate exceed4777..

.\

III. .Aistorical Environmentll Conditions

4

Lest we get overly enthusiastic about the Marxiam framework it

.
would be appropriate at this point to pass i:oc the :ace value of

the theory to an in depth look at the underlying historical environ-

mental ccnaitions of its development. For this olirpose I have can-
,

strutted the causal graih,in Figure r bellow. The grapn is suffi-

ciencly cleai-and I be ssentialiy accurate.

The arrival iqthe west of the white man seeking his fortune

through'the posseSsion of real and personal property brought about

ti

the eventual subjection of the-Indian peoples. In some tribes inter-
.

.

marriage was not a factor. The military subjection in particular

cases may or may not have been hastened by inter For our

purposes it Makes no difference since the vast numbers of white men,

viperior technology, and the destruction of the food supply made
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subjection only a matter of time.

The combination then of all the forces listed and most direct-.

ly the BIA Control of Indian life together with the coming of the

missionaries combined to bring about a break-down in the Indian

social structure. Following the creation of the reservations the

factors and influences listed below combined to destroy the tradi-

tional tribal structures. The new reservation setting with the

traditional position of the ctiief.now filled by a government offi-

.

cial responsible'ultimately to the, civil service produced startling

adjustments in the modes of survival of the Indian people. The

government Agent began to exercise the politics of divisionireat-

ing schisms in the people's concept of themselves and hastening the

destruction of the traditional mode's of tribal authority. The nev.

rules of survival required submission to the y Food came

only by way of distribution from the Agency; food was the means of

survival.
A

The Traditional leadeks who had attained formerly, their

'leadership roles by self-discipline and demonstrations of :special

ability were replaced by those Indians who played the game of BIA

manipulation for survival and personal gain. Not only did this pro-

cess act to give power over the community to the BIA Agent and his

functionaries, but'it produced deep divisions in the tribes. The

same processei are found in contemporary tribal governmental reli:t

The presence of the BIA, the competition for commodities, the

divislons in the cOmmunity resulting from changing patterns of auth-

ority along with the rising incidence of alcohol consumption, result-

ed also in the breakdown of the traditional judicial systems. Re-
.

- 9-
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ligious and charismatic judges the traditional society understood

law as requiring reconciliation as well as retribution. The new

reservation type of judge was neither religious nor charismatic,

rather he was the type who could pliy the game of the politics.of

survival.- Thus the new rules produced legal-rational judicial sys-

tems practicing the judgement of retribution to the state. Civil

cases in this new form of- Tribal Court were almost non-existent.

Further these Indian Courts could only handle misdemeanors.

Probably one of the most important considerations for present

day tribal governments is how to hold together tribal ownership of

the little land that is left to them. The Allotment Act and its ad-

ministration 657 the BIA, dealt as severe a blow to the breakdown of

/tribal structures as any one of the other causes. The Allotment

Act provided for a division of the reservation land base and distri-

bution to individual Indians. This division not only provided the

mechanics for white individuals to acquire Indian land piecemeal but

. -
it also laid the seeds for econoinic divisions between Indians.

On the one hand Indians whO managed to get into the cattle bus-

iness had to lease land from other Indians who had neither the capi-

tal nor the business skill§ to become ranchers. On the other hand

white-ranchers and farmers who had access to capital denied to In-

dian ranchers were able to advance money to land owners thus convinc-

ing them that it was better to lease from a whiteman than a fellow

Indian. Individual ownership of property held in equal legal status

with tribal ownership of property served to put individual land-

owners in opposition to the tribe when land policies were made. The

concept -a\the tribe evolved from its original meaning of "all t e

10 -
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people" to mean only the., formal governing body of the reservation.
,

Thus the "Mechanical Solidarity" of-the people was further disin-

tegrated with nothing to replace it.

The religious structures of the traditional societies began to

receive,less importance in the community as. religious communities

set up schools and churches through out reservation lands. The in-
,

,fluence of traditional religious authority in the person of holy-
,

men and their capacity as mediators between the great spirit and

man was replaced by the influence of the missionaries. This change

had a further debilitating effect upon most tribes. The old reli-

gious systems required a submission to individual sacrifice.and
A

cipline for the good' of the people as a whole. ,Not only was there

community ceremony, there was individual committment and discipline.,

Traditional religion served both a community and personal social de-

velopment function._

The, missionaries failed to replace the Indian holy-men with

men who could match their charisma arid, id not provide a structure

for individual self-discipline which allowed for integral human de-

,

velopment. Still less did, they succeed in developing native clergy(.

The real impact of the missionaries was that of making the Indian

people less religious ineffect undermining the potential of whatever

institutions they might eventually have.

In an effort to "tame" the Indian, the United States Government

'invited missionary sects to set up schools and provided, them with a

percentage of government money to run the schools. Although many

Indian students attended These schools until the last decade, thote

ry

students who were able to survive in the church schools were Indians

of mixed ancestry who didn't feel the full weight of the clash of

- 11 -
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cultures as did the full-bloods.

Although the Missionaries came to the Indian country'bearing'

. the sign of Christ, their major message was the efficacy of the

western EUropean value system. PeThaps an,lccide-ntal by-product of

the missionary failure to produce assimilated Indians, was the degree

to which they contri6 ted to the survival of the traditional Indian

who after dropping out'of school in the first few grades faded into

the outlying areas of the reservations and quitely practiced the

traditional forms of worship.

Reservation existence soon featured poor food, poor shelter,

high incidence of alcoholism, frequent exposure to cold, and lack of

reasonable sanitation tacilities. All of which combined to contri-

bute to an excessively high incidence of tuberculosis. Tuberculosis,

new diseases brought by the whites and other health problems contri--

buted to the replacement of the traditional healer, the medicine man,

by the white,BIA doctor, and eventually the PHS doctor.

Missionary schools could not dandle all_the Indian students.

Federal boarding schools were set up which moved Indian children

from their homes to distant locations sometimes far across the na-v

tion. A number of government schools the Indian school in Rapid

City,.South Dakota, for example, were run by the military. Such

schools were to some extent more successful than the church schodls

if we judge their success by the stability of the individuals who

spent time there. The military schools extended military sys-

tem of authority to the students thus allowing them to exercise

judgement and authority :in their.relationships with their fellow
11

students.

roe



On the other hand, the schdols administered by the BIA and

the Missionaries produced very few graduates, nor did they allow

for any degree of self - discipline and growth thiough responsibility

The long periods of attendance acted to deprive the child of the

atmosphere for personal growth and integration that traditional

.
family and religious upbringing provided, nor did the boarding

schools replace this process with a suitable substitute. Moreover

students came away from such schools convinced that it was a shame-

ful thing to speak their native language, convinced that Indians

-st<

were inferior to white men, and thdt there was no:future for anyone

r.

on the reservations. In spite oi7having accepted negative preju-

dices about themselves, the In&Lan students could not cease being

Indians and thus the underlying cultural vaities still ruled social

conduct.
,

The Indian was neither.able to assimilate to the whiteman's

21EC

.ways, nor was he able to reconcile- his predominately community or- -

ientation and his family oriented gut feelings with the ideologies

taught to him in. the Boarding and Mission schools. The result was

and continues to be personal and community disintegration, a high

degree of alcoholism, and finally the most recent phenomenon among

young Indian people, a high incidence of suicide.

Although other factors or elements contribute to the, breakdown,

I feel'that those listed above are of maximum importance. I have

not mentioned the effort to move Indians off their reservations by

the Federal Government during the 1950s and 1960s. The relocation

F

program produced the Urban-Indian, his roots on the reservation, his

body in an urban community, :carrying with him:Ian-the problems
6

Xr
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resulting from having been born on the reservation, being haunted -

by his memories of this existence, finding new .problems as he ex-

perienced poverty in an.urban setting. This policy has come back-

to haunt the BIA in the form of the American Indian Movement WIWI

had its origins, in the urban areas but which has gravitated back to

the reservations and is giving rise to a growing reservation-mili-

tancy.

IV. The Reversal: The Re-Generation of Internal Forces

There is no more powerful statement expressing the depth of

shock and dismay of the people during the final moment of military

subjection and reservatiory confinement than that of Black Elk, the

Oglala Lakota, holy-man.

....there were many, many soldiers. They stood in two lines
with their guns held in front of them as we went through to
where we camped.

And so it was all over.
I did not know then how much was ended. When I look back

now from this hill of my old ages I can. still see the butcher-
ed women and children lying heaped and scattered all along the
Crooked gulch as plain as when I saw them with eyes still young.
And I can see that something else died there in the bloody mud,
and was buried in the blizzard. A people's dream died there.

,It was a beautiful-` dream.
And I, to whom so great a vision'was given intmy youth,

you see' me how a pitiful old man who has dout nothing, for the

nation's hoop is broken and scattered. There is no center any

longer, and the' sacred tree is dead. 12'

To say that the nation's hoop is broken and scattered, that-

there is no center any longer, and that the sacred tree is dead is

to summarize in three short phrases every crucial element that ser-

ved to create a mechanics of solidarity in Indian"'Society. But

Black Elk was not without hope. He prayed:

It may be that some little root0 the sacred tree still -lives.

r 14
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Nourish it then, that t may leaf and bloom and fill with sing-

ing birds. Hear me,,not for myself, but for my people; I am

old. Hear me that- "they may once more go back into the'sacred
hoop and find the. good red road, the shielding tree: 13

I have quoted Black Elk at length for two reasons. First be-

kause I believe that these passages give an indication of the Lakota

societies' prevading psychological mood at the time of subjection.

(Other tribes shared similar experiences). Because this mood is

prevading, extends through the whole society, and becomes sociolo-

gically relevant. It speaks of the integration of social behavior

-felt with varying intensity through.the passage of time and by each

new generation. The second reason is that it speaks of anotherprin-

ciple hich by each is relevant to education and that is a communi-

'dream." If a people's dream seemed to die with Blac. lk's

generation yet Black Elk hoped the dream would live in gene

o come. Whatever can be said about the great "American Dream,"

which I might have titled the input of the causal graph in, figure

, ti.t did not become the dream of the Indian people. Though it can-

trib t d to the breakdown and decline of the old structures, it al-

so se the stage for a dialectical reversal. A discussion of this

reversal. poses problems more complex than the didcussion of decline.

I hope nevertheless to touch upon developMepts_which.are most im-

portant to\the regen ion of internal forces giving direction and

ti
meaning to Indian so y.

As the labs of average would, lead an attentive scholar to pre-

dict, a small percentage of.Indians attended college, to a greater

or lesser extent survived the attendent traumas, a graduated. The

alternatives which they had to face as'Indians were not at all

, .

clear. To the people of my generation who attended high school in

15-*



the early fifties and college in the late fifties, only one option

was held out to us by the educators. We Were told that there was

,nothing for us on the reservation. A college degree, and the possi-

bility for a good job, any job, any where but on the reservation,

was held-out to us as the ultimate good. Among those who blindly

accepted this option to pass i.tu the world of the white man, `there.

have been a significant number of drop outs. What was asked of us

was to pass into the world'of the white man, deny our underlying

repulsion at the operative mechanics which rule his world, master

the rules as he plays them and in spite of ourselves, subscribe to

'
his standards, participate in his, institutions,eand in effect be-

.

come a white man. Such a choice would insure. that our children or

our children's children would have totally assimilated.

We might 4efine a threshold, a breaking point, beyond which .

It

the pressures of cultural clash upon the individual In Lan force
\

him to drop Out,
II

He then must,become what his is, an ndian. It

is, at this point that self-image becomes an operative prikciple in

,determining social conduct. It is important to recognize that the

subjects of the discussion are those Indians who are facing the

monster (the dream of white America) head on. 'Whether they face

this monster in the BIA, mission, or public school classrooms, the

urban setting, or "in higher educational institutions, eVentually,
r-4,-

7

they have to face it. Some Indians are able.to avoid this confron-
t

tation. Trey know very Well who they are. They are Indian. They-4-

ndver have to ask themselves what it is to be an Indi n, they simply

are. Black-tlk was such ankindian. The holy-men ui day are.such.

The,rest of us as we are pushed beyond the threshold, experience

()9 7



either further decline, or 'radical reversal... (fillfore 2)

In the past those who were able to stay in the white man's

society either had a higher threshold or else were in a profession

or geographical location that rendered them neutral to this clash

of cultures. The Indian'dropouts, professional and non-profession-

,al, in this clash of values came to admit that they were, indeed,

different than white men. They.were forced to ask themselves why

they were repulsed at the white man's ways even after learning the

skills that elfabled them to compete with him on .1 professional

basis. The questions arose: "WILft does, it mean to be an Indian ? ",

"Who am I ? ", "Who are we?" Such questions are the beginning of the

option for truly Indian survival, life without assimilation. From

these questions emerged an ideology which passes beyond the narrow

confines of the "American Dream" and recovers the possibility of an

"Indian Dream."

While the Indian'drOpouts of the last two 'decades pondered the
4

meaning of their existence, new developments were taking place which
4

served to alter somewhat irreversibly the skills of the Indian com-

munitie's to deal with the Federal Government. The establishment of

the Office of EcOnomic Opportunity by the Economic Opportunity Act

of 1964 was'a milestone for Indian people. O.E.O. in its short ex-

istence did more for the development of the Indian people than did

the BIA in all its years of existence. The success of'0.E.O. was an

accidental result of government programs and not part of.the Federal

Government's Indian policy. O.E.O. really had nothing to do with

Indians in the ideological sense. It was initially a tool of the

Great Society to wage a war on poverty.

- 17 -
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While the O.E.O. structure was being designed, the BIA fought

jealously to obtain jurisdiction over the administration of any

monies that might go to Indialts from this agency. The BIA did cot

prevail and an Indian desk was established in the Washington O.E.O.

Office to administer poverty programs specifically designed for

Indian. people. The results of the poverty programs on reservations

m toere asunding, less beFcause they were effective in themselves,

but rather because of their institutional structure. For the first

time tribal governments were able to hire their own people, design

their own programs, administer their own programs'and be held fis-

cally responsible for the expenditures of reasonably large amounts

`of money.

The Indian desk.of the O.E.O., with a small staff, was able to

effect the development of tribal human iesourdes in a more effective

manner than the 16,000 bureaucrats of the BIA. For the first time

since pre-reservation days a structure, the Community Action Program,

was established within tribal governments ;Mich allowed for the de-

velopment of professional skills by tribal members regardless of pre-

- .vious economic or educational backgrounds. At the same time this

structure allowed Indian college graduates to return to their resef-

vations in some meaningful role in the ongoing life of the community..

Because of the nature'cf the Community Action programs Indian admin-

istrators had to learn the arts of grantsmanship and congressional

and Agency lobbying. And although gains were realized in upgrading

the administrative skills of Indian individuals, they. mere often

lost in thf new intensity which the O.E.O. programs brought to tribal

/ .

politics.
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The position of CAP director came to be more powerful in many

-
cases than that of Tribal Chairman, S6Metimes the CAP director_re-

plac&d the tribal chairman as the, most damned person on the reserva-

tions. No matter how successful the CAP director was in bringing

monies to the:reservatfen.he could only relate to a small number of

14
n ,

people. For every,parsowhe was able to hire in a CAP program, he

.couldn't hire the sixty or seventy persons who had also applied for

the job.. :7_,It was inevitable that Tribal administrations, under the

same pressure as other governmental entities to provide employmen

- opportunities for their constituents,
would begin to see the BIA

with itmassive-funding and many jobs as an area to be exploited

by Indians. As an indication of the extent of the prize we might

consider the NavaitillIea Office of the BIA which serves the Nlvajo

Nation-

This Area Office has 4,821 BIA employees together with 472

part-time and temporary employees. There are 133,487 members of

15

the Navajo Tribe. It is only reabonable for a tribal government

to want to control this office which is the largest single agency of

employment on the reservation. The lesson learned from the O.E.O.

experience, local control of institutions, provided a rationale for

demanding and planning for eventual Indian control of all institu-

tions relating to Indian communities. Inability to achieve immediate

exercise of this control began to build uncontrollable frustrations

everywhere.

No matter what perspective we use toconsider the Indian com-

munity there will necessarily be Federal legislation as a relevant

factor in determining the limits of the situation. The first major

- 19 -
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piece of social legislation affeCting Indian cogmunities was the

civilization fund created for the purpose of Civilizing the IndiansA
A

on the pre-Mississippi frontier,. The second was the Snyder Act of

1921 which authorized program services to Indian people by the BIA

and which remains the-law authorizing financial support for the BIA

sOool system. The thtrd crucial law was the Johnson-O'Malley Act

of 1934 which authorized the Secretary of the Interior to make con-

tracts with any state and other non-profit agency for the education;

medical attention, agricultural assistance and welfare of Indians.

The JOM Act became the Federal Government's mechanism to in-
*

duce states to take an interest in educating Indians. This law soon

made it. attractive to state and local public school systems to have

high Indian enrollment. They got paid to provide a seat in the

classrooms for Indians. They gave nothing more. In the 1950s big

money becarN available to states and local school systems through

'Public Laws 874 (Impact Aid to Federally-clicted Children) and 815

-

(Public School Constructibn) which prorit dedrgeneral operating re-
.

sources to public school districts enrolling children whose parents

either lived or worked on Federal property. By later amendment these

two laws made engine those districts that enrolled Indian childrP,n
lb

living on Federal reservations.

None of the above laws gave any hint that the Federal Govern-

went might consider Indian people capable of running their own

schools. Again by accident and not because the Federal Government

was trying to solve Indian Educational, problems, two major pieces

of general education legislation were passed"which came to have a

tremendous impact on the Indian community. These law's were the,

ZO -
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Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), particularly

Titles I (Compensatory Education) and VII (Bilingual Educaigion) and

the Education Progressions Development Act which featured teacher

training programs such as Teacher Corps.

Because programs funded under' Titles I and VII of ESEA were

used in many itstanoi:s to bring Indian adults into the clas'sroqm to

work with Indian children, Indian philosophy, values and eventually

curriculum became a part of the educational experience. In addi-

tion, cultural and linguistic materials were legitimized in, the

school systems. This development proved to be an important turn-

ing point in the history of Indian education.

Previous eductional programs of the Federal Government had

been - designed to snuff out Indian culture with the implementation

of ESEA programs even the academic community had to acknowledge that

cultural concepts and values were a crucial if not essential factor

in the education of Indian children. Academic resistance began to

stiffen and scholars began to view the goal of Ednrntion as one of

transf.,;:ming these concepts and ,,slues from one cultural system to

17

another.'

The Teacher Corps Program was also an important development.

It allowed for a practical examination of the education system by

offering a mechanism for Indian dropoutscto complete their under-

graduate work as well as pursue graduate degrees while gaining

valuable experience in the classroom. The educational system had

k

to respond to both students and teachers undergoing a learning

process.

In addition to ,theSe developments, higher education grants to

- 21 -
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Indian students during the 1960& showed continuing increases and

made it possible for large numbers of Indians to'attend universi-

ties and colleges. 4 report by the BLA*Indian Education Resources

Center dated June 15, 1973 showed some 13:6190 Indian students par-
18

ticipating in the BIA grant program. In varying degrees these

sLudents were facing cultural clashes and in many instances return-
.

ing home with almost imperialistic, designs on the educational in-
,

stitutions that existed at the local level.

Summary: Reversal

New ideologies were born by Indians rejecting the assimilatioa.

theory. The tribal governments, and most importantly the local com-

a
munities, experienced some measure of self-deterMination and con-

trol through the Co nity Action programs from O.E.O. New develop-

ments in educational programs contributed to the understanding by ed-

ucators and the academic community that Indian cultural values were

still operative. Also, Indian students found'new resonrr,s and aids

to help them progress toward degrees. All of the above set the stage

for the re-generation of internal forces in the, Indian communities.

V. Radical Change In Federal Government Policy

Indian Education became a national concern'in the mid-60's.

Senator Robert Kennedy voiced this concern in a speech in 1967 asked:

"Can we not decentralize the administration of our schools, offering

parents a voice in the policy of the institutions which are supposed

to educate their children?" A year later in 1968 he became the

22
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Chairman of the Special Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education of

the parent Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. Follow-

ing his assasinatdon the Subcommittee was chaired by his brother

,Senator Ted Kennedy. After two years of investigation of problems

faced by Indians in the field of -education the Subcommittee in

November of 194D9 labeled Indian Education as a tragedy and a dis-

grace. Its final report stated:

"I. The dominant policy of the Federal Government towards the-

.
AmericanIndian has been one of coercive assimilation.

A. The policy has resulted in the destruction and disor-
ganization of Indian communities and individuals.

B. A desperately severe and self-perpetuating. cycle of

poverty for most Indians...

III. The Coercive assimilation policy has had disastrous effects

on the eeucation of Indian children: It has re§ulted in:

* A. The classroom and the school becoming a kind of battle-

ground where the Indian child attempts to protect his-
integrity and identity as an individual by defeating
the,purposes Of the school.

B. Schools which fail to understand or adapt to, and in

fact often denigrate, cultural differencqs...

C.' Schools which fail to recognize the importance and va-

lidity of the Indian community...

D. A'dismal record of absenteeism, dropouts, negative ,

self - image, low achievement, and. ultimately, academic

failure for many Indian children...

IV. The coercive assimilation policy has two primary histori-

cal roots:

A. A continuous desire to exploit, and expropridte,

Indian lands and physical resources.

B. A self-righteous intolerance of tribal communities

and cultural differences:"19

Th0 cumulative effect'of this concern and the knowledge pt,

conditions highlighted in the Senate report resulted in a law signed

- 23
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by the President on June 237, 1972, Title IV, PL 92-318, which was

called thd Indian Education Act. One of the most important ele-

ments in the new law was a provision for mandatory Indian community

involvement. But perhaps more important the law also allows for 5%

of the funds appropriated under Peet A of the Act to go to non-

local aielikational agencies oporating schools,q., private Indian-

controlled cotmunity schools. It was probably the recognition of

the importance of this provision of the law that united a number of

national Indian organizations in a major effort to move Congress to

appropriate funds for this Act and to force the Administration to

expend the funds once they were appropriated.

On July 7, 1970, President Nixon in a historic Policy Statement

regarding Indian Education stated:

Consistent with out pglicy that the Indian communi-t-r-shuld-
have the right to take over the_ control and operation of Fed-
erally fundecEpcogramS-,- we believe every Indian Community
-wisting to do so should be able to control its on schools.2°

Most recently in his messageto the National Congress of Ameri-

can Indians meeting on October 9, 1973, in Tulsa, PrPsi,lent Nixon

stated:

I have just signed the Department of Interior Appropriations
Agt for Fiscal 1974. It contains funds for the activities of
the Bpreau of I dian Affairs totally $561.1 million. This fig-
ure is a 22% inc case over five years ago and represents just
one of this Administrations efforts to launch a new era of .Pro-
gre'ss for` the Fire Americans . . .

I am striving for Indian self-determination without tgi-minatir
and for 'close consultanion with respcnsible.Indian representa- '
tives on matters effect the Indian future. 24 -

In view of these statements by the present administration it

would appear that Indidns havg never been in a better pcisition for

development. Yet the appearance iS,far from reality. Perhaps what

is important is that policy statements have been made by both

- 24'-
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Congress and the President. But an operative mechanism still does

not exist that will allow the implementation of these policies.

VI. The Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards

Two years ago, in October of 1971, seven representatives from

four Indian schools met in Boulder, Colorado, to discuss the feasi-

bility of, and tp develop a strategy for, creating a coalition of

Indian schools concerned with educational reform. 'The immediate

issue that sparked the meeting concerned funding for three locally

controlled Indiansci-Nols: Wind River Indian High School in Wyoming,

Busby School in Montana, and the Loneman School on the Pine Ridge

Reservation in South Dakota. Even though the President, the Secre-

tary of the Interior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs had all

vigorously endorsed Indian control of Indian education, the 43ureau-

cracies under them had successfully blocked all efforts to turn over

7- control of education to local'Indians

The BIA had been stalling for months rather th roducing the

money needed to ensure Indian control ofthese proje t . The group

at-Boulder decided to ask representatives of Indian controlled

'school boards across the countrytto travel together to Washin ton to.

see what could be done about making the BIA fulfill the admin

tion promises. Members of seven Indian'controlled school boards

from New Mexico to Wisconsin, with the support of at lea ree

other boards, made the trip in late October of 1 Through a ser-

ies of meetings with official's of the BIA and Tepartmerit of the In-

terior, as well as with Senators, Congressmen a press, they

were able to secure contracts for the Wind River and Busby schools

- 25 -
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for the local people.

The Loneman question was post pbned because of the Aberdeen

Area Director's involvement in Oglala Sioux Tribal p6Iitics.

Because of the group's success in Washington and the need for

continued_ Lialsonlbetween_Indian controlled school boards, the mem-

bers -of the Washington delegation decided to make their organiza-

tion permanent. It was the first time Indians from local communi-

ties had banded ,together on a national basis td, confront the funda-

mental questions in the field of Indian education. In December of

4 197141 the same group formally organized the Coalition of Indian Con-

trolled School Boards with the following major objectives:

1. The assertion and defense Of the rights of American Indians
to self - determination with respect to the education of their.chil-

.4'dren.

2. To provide the necessary legal, technical and community de-
velopment assistance to Indian groups as they createtheir own
school boards, organizations, education committees and schools.

3. To make locally-controlled Indian schools land organizations
self-sufficient by training people in each community to organize and
negotiate independeritly and directly with loca,l, state and Federal
agencies as well as State legislatures and Congress.22

In the past two years the Coalition has grown from its initial

four schools to ninety-five member schools and organizations. Ic has

been very active in coordinating national efforts and in working with

other Indian organizations to put pressure on the Administration to

get it to implement the Indian Education Act. 'The Coalition has

played a key role in the current movement for self-determination in

Indian Education. Its most unique aspect is that the board members

while them*lves from local communities are able to provide tech-

nical sksistance to other local Indian communities. Thus a bond of

unity has been built up between people of diverse tribal backgrounds

26
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through aiding one.another in the interchange of experience and

ideas.

VII. The Theory Reviewed

It wouldhe useful at this time to pull together the important
1

considerations presented thus far. In discussing the elements of

breakdown as well as the factors present in the generation of the

beginnings of reversal the interaction of the fact of cultural clash

and its attendant results remaining the prime factor in the contem-

porary educational process. The Senate Report of Indian Education

acknowledges even more forcefully this notion when it uses the term
!

"coercive assimilation." It is unnecessary, therefore, to defend

this thesis. It leads directly to the most important eymeht of

education in the future -- Indian control. By definition self-

determination is identical with development, if true self-determina-

trop is operative. What remains to be shown is that local control

of schools is the key to total development if total developmeght,4

means concurrent development of human resources with institutional

development. The question of causality becomes one of m ual causal-

ity: people are necessary for the development of .titutions and .

institutiqns contribute to the development of t people.

4
In reviewing Lhe theory of the thresho of fig. 2 page 8,

it would be fallacious to conclude that e can and should push each

child beyond the threshold h g for "radical reversal." The

theory shows the dialectic of "reversal" experienced by contemporary

Indian leaders and that resulted in Lhe development of new ideolo-

gies or "Indian dreams." The dialectic creates a ptocess which

27 -
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produces theorists who begin to articulate the goals of a social

movement. Social changes idologies are rarely indentical, nor are

the methods for achieving social change, yet contemporary American

domestic movements are identical in the one respect of rejecting

assimilation.

The theory of the threshold implies'"that children not be de-

liberately pushed beyond the threshold. By contrast it implieg_

that the school should become a place-pf personal growth if the

local community concerns itself with adapting the institutions to
A

the conceptual and cultural base of the students and by extension

itself. Although not explicit the fiiPlication that personal growth

1

world remains a constant factor. With a cultural bade firmly fixed
10---

in such a setting will prepare the students to cope with the white

in his formative years the students should be able to proceed

through vocational or higher academic education and be prepared-to

intergrate without assimilation if they so choose.

The conclusions about our contemporary movement. co gain control

of local Pducational institutions to be :II-awn from consideration of

the image-Of the threShold are: 1) Dialectical reversal and the

_recovery of the ;'Dream' has already begun; Indian theorists and poli-
,

tical activists are intensely involved in the current Indian social

movement. 2) IndianIchildren in government and public schools to-

day are being pushed beyond the threshold. 3), The process of de-

cline has produced unstable home environments ich further compound

the childs response to cultural conflict. 4) The environment of_

the classroom must be changed to reduce the intensity of cultural

conflict and a mechanism of recovery must be instituted at the



community level.

A community controlled school wherein the community becomes

the center for total involvement could serve both of these functions.

Involvement by its very nature is therapeutic, it gives some meaning

to existence. Involvement in a movement to recover cultural values

in an Indian community likewise leads to recovery-of the religious

values.' The religious values of Indian culture provide the key to

social intercourse and solidarity,

VII. Tribal Control vs. Community Control

Throughout this paper we have discussed Indian,community schools.

For many tribes there would be no distinction between tribal and com-

munity schools. .For the large tribes however this is 'an important

distinction. Although the Coalition makes no.distinction in so far

as membership is concerned, the theory which they propOse centers

-

upon community control.- There is no reacon why tribal control should

noc also include' community control. What is necessary is a tribal

educational code, a resolution, or a chartering mechanism which would

allow for-local communities to become Tribal Educational Agencies.

The tribes could then be a regulating agency in the sense that State

Educational Agencies are to Local Educational Agencies.

In this sense the central tribal government would not interfer

With the local community decision-making process but simply insure

that there be no overt violations of financial or other regulations

that are deemed necessary.
This would in fact contribute to a so=

lution of the structural problems of many Indian controlled schools

on reservations. In some instances contract chools already have

-29-
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chartered non- profit institutions with the.state governmehtsfor

tax exempt purposes. But a conflict soon develops between tribal

contrpl and community control when.the tribal government perceives

the control of education as a tribal political threat.

Such is the'case on the Pine Ridge Reg-ervation and to a- great

-extent contributed to'the support by district people for `the

"pation of Wounded Knee. Cha\irman Wilson systematically began to

withdraw all community controlled projects., Included was a bi-

lingual project in the White Clay District, the home district of one

of Wilson'g chief_political rivals, Gerald One Feather. The Coali-

tion of Indian Controlled School Boards supported Oyate, Inc. the

local organization which is a Coalition member. Oyate, Inc. is an

Indian State Chartered Education corporation set up to receive funds

from the Office of Education via theBIA for the purpbse of develop-

ing and administering a bilingual program for Loneman school. With-

out considering this dispute in detail, it will suffice to say that

through. ethically questionable means".,.0e\Tribal Chairman and the

Aberdeen BIA Area Director conspired to take the contract away from

the local community group, then replaced the original staff and in

the process deStroyed the program.

The PIA ,rationalized,tqat it would be a weakening of tribal.

.sovereignty' if the wishes of the local community prevailed over, the

wishes of the tribal government. Oyate, and the Coalition acknow-

ledged the argument of the BIA and suggested the compromise describ-
.

ed above which inctbded acknowledgement of both tribal sovereignty

as Well as community control.

The lesson to be learned from the Oyate experience is that
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unless tribes have an Educational Code which frees education from

the current tribal level political process, the educational process

will suffer. Local control is not a threat to tribal government,

in fact it strengthens tribal government, through strengthening

local units of that government.

In the effort to develop new and comprehensive legislation for

the
finanCe'orIndian community controlled schools, a section be in-

eluded requiring tribes to establish non-political Tribal Education-

al Codes, or chartering mechanisms.

IX. Community Preparation

There will be.no significant takeover problems on the part of

Indian communities if technical assistance is provided. Indian

communities for the most part have had a taste of local control

through O.E.O. experience. The one requirement that is absolutely

essential is that the community actually wants to take control. The

BIA has declared that they will turnover Control when an Indian

community wants such control, yet theygubtly generate, fears in the

community to prevent that desire from manifesting itself. When it

VP

is obvious that a desire for local control exists the BIA has gen-

erated Tribal Council political opposition. If this fails, that is,

when Tribal Council endorses the desires of the community, the BIA

thwarts local control by saying that they have no'money in the bud-

get for Contract schools. The experience of the Coalition has de-

monstrated that every Indian community has more than sufficient human

resources to successfully run a community controlled school: Once the

desire is expressed a minimum amount of technical assistance is

JO 12,1



all that is required to get the project moving.

The major concern of legislatures or funding agencies should

be that sufficient resources are allocated to provide technical

assistance to the newly constituted community schools. Such tech-
.

nical assistance should be provided by Indian Technical Assistance

'Agencies such as the Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards,

the National Indian Educational.Association, Indian Community Col-

leges, Tiibal Educational Departments, or other appropriate Indian

institutions. The mechanics of budget-preparation, school planning,

contract negotiations, staff selection, program development, etc.,

are not a problem once the initial experience is gained.

The community educational aspect of these decision making pro-

cesses are of great value to the total cammilnity'S perceptionof

its own worth. Only fear of the unknown, fear of failure, prevents

a local Indian community from manifesting its desire to control its

own affairs. The most effective way to remove this feards to have

a board member from an Indian controlled school which is operational

visit the community and talk about his school, the problems that the

board faced and, how they solved them, and describe his fellow board

members. When Indian community members see people no different than

themselves inning a school, the fear vanishes.

X. The Social Change Process

The chart onthe following page summarizes the discussion of

community control. I have designated it as a process chart although

it does indicate some causal influences. If ? eflects the experience

. \---

of the politically, active Indian community concerned with Indian
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control of educational institutions' for Indians. This process is

ongoing. Presently we are well above the dotted line on the chart.

It remains to be seen whether Indian organizations will continue to

work together to effect the needed change in legislation.

XI. Conclution

Local control of education proVides the most effective point

of departure for restructuring of the Indian society from

The profound changes of the past, the trauma of present cultural

domination by white America wrought in the various tribal societies,

.

and the forces of economic and political disorientation in the con7

temporary world make it impossible to return completely to the old

:tribal structures. Yet new structures are adaptations of the Old

can be developed that fit the underlying world view of the people.

Unless the development of the new structures is real, that is, is

C

dominated by the Indian people, they cannot be functional.

The theory of local control of education as the key to the d

velopment of the Indian people has a major point in its favor: im-

mediacy of.contact and relatd.onship with young and Old, with parent

and child. It also provides a structure for the Indian professional

to root himself once again in his own environment and to explore in

depth the wisdom of the tribal perspectives while using all the tech-

niques of modern science. It provides the people in a local-commun-

ity with a focal point for community interchange, a focal point for

cultural expansion in areas in which Indians excell but have never

fully developed.

Indian people are among the most talented people in the world,
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yet they have no forum for creativity. In the traditional socie-

ties every.person was able to find a productive role which allowed

him to develop his full potential as a human being. Today we are

left with asociety in which the Indian person cannot find a mean-

ingful, productive, or creative. role. Indian people must come to-

gether in such a way that they make decisions for themselves and
0

draw on their ova store of hurDan resources. Local control of edu-

cation provides one such mechanism or forum for creativity. It

provides both employment at the local level and the control of

--milliqns of dollars which could be used both as a lever to influence

financial institutions pp provide capital for Indian development and

as prime tools for developing Indian controlled financial institu-

tions.

Because local control of education is the most effective tool

for the strengthening of communities it is also the most effective

tool to bring about real change in tribal government, hence, self-

government. If tribal governments build up community decision-
,

making and control of resources this will',serve to strengthen tribal

government by opening up new options. The dangers of Indian sover-

eignty lie primarily in political conflict when'the BIA and Tribal

Councils attempt to politicize educational institutions thus' forcing

local communities to seek to establish themselves as state educa-

tional agencies or local educational agencies which are subdivisions

of the states. To Lhe extent that such\ agencies are subsequently

dominated by state functionaries and state legislatures, tribal so-

vereignty is weakened.

The answer to this problem is not for tribes to oppose local

r.
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',Controli but rather to provide mechanisms within the tribal struc-

tures, tOiallow for local control. The momentum within, the Indian

cothpaitifity toward self-determination, but it cannot be and is .

Tlot realized only at a tribal council1 level. The tribal president
YI.
can no more be an absolute sovereign in tribal society than President

, ,-, Nixon can be in American society. Yet it.remains or the political

activists to discipline themselves to seek local control of educa-

tion within the context of tribal structures, or to force the deve-

lopment of new forms of tribal government. If the practitioners of

local control of Education root their political activities in the

sound principle of Federal responsibility for Indian education

through treaties and agreements, then even though they are forced

to begin by using the mechanism orIndian controlled "contract,

schools," loal educational agencies, or private schools, they can

move the Federal government toward comprehensive legislation that

will provide adequate financing and a national administrative agen-

cy or agencies that will allow for local' control within the context

of tribal sovereignty.
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A THEORY OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL CAREER EDUCATION

by

Clodius Smith

Cleveland State University

Lakewood, Ohio

,

Career and Vocational Technical IntroduCtion

For American Indians

A fundamental purpose of AMAican education is to prepare

citizens to live a 'productive and rewarding life. The objectiv,..s

of the students who participate in the nation s
1 systew of education

-are to acquire knowledge and training adequate to enable them to

perform competently as citizens of a democratic society, to gain

economic skills commensurate with iheir ability and career plan-

ning, to develop cultural understanding commensurate with their

ability, desire and real or expected status, and to gain a suffi-

cient knowledge of human relations to enable them better to enjoy,

if not improve their life styles% The value of these 'goals to

American Indian children, youth and adults is no less than it is t_

other citizens. To pursue these goai,s fully is an inalienable

right of every citizen.
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Forfar too many young First Americans, our school system is

currently failing id its essential mission. Adult Indians ao not

find the adult educatioh apd manpower programs provided by the

Department of Labor and the BIA' programs offered in schools avail-

able to them satisfaccor)7 to their purposes. Young Indian people,

both on and off reservations,,who remain.in school, either Federal

or local, complain that courses are dull and irrelevant, that their

education is not openingathways,to a fulfilling adulthood. A
1'4

subtaatii-number of them score below their grade level in basic

academic skills. High dropout rates, absenteeism, academic fhilure

and drug usage signal their discontent.

Individuals, regardless of color or race, who have discontinu d

their formal education have made a desperate decision. They will

find later that, being neither schooled ner skilled makes them un-

needed in a dynamic society that responds to-the needs of techno -'

logical changes rather than to individual needs. School systems

must recognize these people as a part of 'their natural population.

They require alternative educational approaches which make educa-

tion meaningful to the learner in his own culture and at his level

of understanding. The lack of effective program structures to make

life-time learning desirable and available, the lack of adequate

publicity supported structures to make post high school, training of

less than baccalaureate degree available, and the lack of accessi-

bility and availability of mign-conce ill training for all

age groups are prominent educational definIncies of our world,

today.

From available information, and based' on the experience at
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hand, it would appear that the philosophy and design of the educa-

tion reaching American Indians has been, for'the most part,

inadequate academically as well as vocationally. The aim and ob-

jectives of such strategies are more often unexplained than active-
N\

ly supported with adequat1e resources by proponents. Considering

that governmental agencies have badL rather direct control over

both the funding pf occupational education in its sevelllTorms

and the education of Indians in public and government schools, one

wonders why career and vocational-technical education was not made

more fully available to them. It would appear that the concept and

program fits well the needs of this group, indeed, even better than

for the population at large which was described by Commissioner

Marland in the following terms:

A shockingly high number of unemployed youth are products
of the general curriculum and we can wect small improve-
nt until the general curriculum is Anne away with in

avor of a system of highschool education with but two
exits--continued education and employdent--and nothing
else.

Statistics tevealing the number and percent.of unemployed

Indians and the number and percent who prematurely discontinue

their education suggest that educational needs of virtually all

First Americans can be best met through an occupationally oriented

education ram. The purpose of this paper is to emphasize the

need for a_saxaez...admeatieir-prcrgratruf-VITEITY6ifir hni cal

dimension for a group of citizens who have not received the appro-

priate understanding by governmental agencies. Although there are

several definitions and descriptions of such programs, the special

needs of Indian groups,which can be met bya school based program

which has the support of the community and other organizations and



agencies and relates to industry, perhaps Hoyt's definition is best

able to guide this effort.

/'
The total effort of public education and the community

, aimed at helping individuals to become familiar with
the values of a work-oriented society, to integrate these
I.Falues into their personal value systems, and to imple-
ment these values into their lives in such a way that
work becomes, possible, meaningful and satisfying.

Career and vocational education as presented in this paper is

the term applied to a comprehensive education envisioned for

American Indian.children, youth and adults which focusses upon

careers. It begins in the first grade'and continues through the

adult years with educational.activities that blend academic and

occupational learning concepts into a unified program. This pro-
.

gram then results in preparing people for careers through academic

preparation for professions and/or vocational skills for effective

employment. Vocational education is a basic part of the concept

of career preparation as perceived for the purposes of this paper.

Vocational-technical education deals with three broad purposes: to

prepare each individual for employment, to help the individual

update and upgrade skills and abilities, and to provide training in

new occupational areas.

This career and vocational-technical education provides for a

Orn.**Meve.rn...................
highly individualized form of education which accommodates the

needs of Indian students and attempts to relate their education to

their future life eend career. The acquisition of occupational

entry level skills is only a part of the objective of the program.

Effective education for a career goes beyond occupational skills

to enable students to live a productive and gratifying life.

The career and vocational-technical education program

42



envisioned here contains a pluralistic structure whose desired out-

comes necessitate cooperation among all' elements of education as

well as support from industry and the community. The program must

give consideration to the local and current situations in areas in

which there is a concentration of Indian population. Emphasis in

this program Is:placed upon'school-related activities based upon

the belief that the most comprehensive educational activity can be

best presented by the school, but the:concept does not negate the

other units in providing cooperative educative experience opportu-

nities.

An analysis of historical, philosophical, conceptual and

theoretical literature offers substantiation that the antecedents

of career and vocational-technical education are well founded. For

the sake of brevity, reference is made to a limited number of edu-

cational philosophers:

John Dewey contributed to the concept in the early twentieth

r

century. He opposed narrow, utilitarian theory or practice of

industrial education. In contrast, Dewey contended that the poten-

tial for him was to satisfy native tendencies to explore, to-manipu-

late tools and materials and to construct and create. He Supported,

\ the view that occupation education afforded the learner knowledge

of the industrial world and the fundamental-processes of economic

life that had previously been conveyed to the young through his ex-

in the new home and the community. In essence, Dewey

believed that industrially oriented education provided workers with

the opportunity to learn of the social and cultural background of

their vocation as well as the skills involved.
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Alfred North Whitehead_ stated in 1929 in The Aims of

Education:

The anti-thesis between a technical and a liberal
education is fallatious. There can be no adequate
technical education Which is not liberal, and no
liberal, education which is not technical....Education
should turn out the pupil with somefhing.he knows well,

In Slums and Suburbs, James,COnant recommended abolishing
f

student classification by labels.such as college prepatory, \Toga-
-,

tional, or commercial. Rather, he recommended that counselors

dcvelop individualized programs for every student emphasizing

sequencestf courses leading to higher education or marketable

skills upon graduation. A wide range of vocational and technical

courses available to students, including adults, as employment con-

ditions changed was a part of the Conant 'concept.,

When addressing a national conference on the Development of

Vocational Education Programs for American Indians, Anthropologist

Anne Smith stated:

Our government tried first to exterminate, then isolate,
and finally remake the -Indian into a second class Anglo

mold. After 350 years of pressure, however, the Indian
has still retained much of his cultural identity. The

answers to the problem of how to treat the Indian educa-

tionallria'cultural pluralism. Educators must develop

an attitude of respect for and sensitivity to all culture

and they must give Indians control of their own educational

destinies.

At this significant national conference,- the representatives of the

BIA conceded the need for a closer relationship, in its schools'

curriculum between what is taught and what is'tob_e_enoountered In

the world outside of the,ol'asSroom. It was also reported that

,o.,

programs supported by the, Manpower Development and Training Act

have b'een useful, but have experienced problems. At the same

n .1



conference, Mel McCdtchAn of the Affirmative Action Division of

Sandia-Laboratories suggested that more male Indians should be

employed *, that MDT training programs should include upward mobility

and management, that the changing employment situation should

receive greater consideration and job development needs attention

if a reasonable employMent4r after training is expected.

Recommendations which resulted' from the conference included:

. -

I. The development of specific programs for Indians and that
a special component of the program be the recruitment of
Indians and the development of jobs.

2. Training and recruitment programs should include recogni-
tion of cultural differences.

3. The inservice human relations training of persons who
teach Indian students.

4. Increased representation of Indians on boaxds, committees
and councils, increased cooperation betWeen agencies and
increased coordination among agencies.

Special Program Considerations

The Education Amendments of 1972 (P.L.. 92-3183 placed increas-

ed emphasis on the cultural contributions of Indians in the further

development of Indian education in a number of ways. As laudible

as the creation of an Office of Indian Ed,,ucation to be headed by a

Deputy Commissioner may be,, assurances are needed for lay partici-

patron of Indian citizens at the grass-roots level. Although lay

participation will include citizens who are appointed by the Nation-

al Advisory Council on Indian Education, local involvement of

parents ofIndian children, and youth active participation on boards

of .education and of tribal representatives will be necessary to

affect changes in-programs at local levels. The amendments'go far

in requiring Indian participation in the planning, development,
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operation and evaluation of programs for First Americans offered in

public schools. This-Involvement should be the b g ning of some

creative linkages and effective program developments between public

ti

schools and Indian groups.

- Rural Schools

The roots of American Indians are in rural lands. There have

been substantial population movements which have not been to the

advantage of thepersons moving to the city. The lack of freedom

and power-to impose ones self upon the environment in positive and

purposeful ways has been labeled psychic isolation. Acute, also,

a
are the experiences of those persons sho are relocated from reser-

vations and rural areas into large metropolitan centers. Their new

situation and requirements are unlike previous experiences which

provided standards of behavior embedded in a mix of history, tradi-

tion, legend and religion.

The inordinate number of Indians who reside' in rural areas .

suggest that speiial attention be given to career education arrange-

ments for small schools in rural areas.

Attention is called to efforts conducted by New Mexico State
I

,University and Western New M xico University. Also, Cochise County,

Arizona, conducted a program which has reorganized v cational edu-

cation into clusterS, expanded .,;uidapce andtesting, d provided

mobile facilities, work-study activities and the use of computer-
:

assisted information retrieval and decision-making facilities

designed:

1. To develop a comprehensive program of occupational
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orientation at the elementary and secondary school

levels.

2. To provide special career guidance services to dis-

advantaged American school youth in the schools.

3. To provide a wide range of work experience for students.

4. To provide special classes for students not previously

_enrolled in vocational education programs.

5. To provide for intensive occupational guidance and

counseling to those students leaving school.

6. To provide for local support for the various phases of

the project after termination of Federal assistance.

smaller Urban Areas

Indian relationships to local government and local services

seem bewildering and tenuous. In our small cities, the Indian is

not popular, he does not draw attention to himself and his needs

and interests are not egardedend he becomes an invisible man,

His presence may not be noted in census reports. The special needs

and interests important to his emotional, physical and economic

well being go undetected by city councils; to them he does not

exist or constitutes no immediate problem.

The First American becomes the last American to benefit from

governmental services when he moves to the alien environment of the

city. The promise of urban life may have been great, but the ex-

perience for many has been to remain poor in the worst of housing

with an existence characterized only by desperation and discrimi-

nation.

Residential Career Development Center

In those locations where adequate facilities are available and

where concentrations of First Americans are found, a special

47-
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residential career development center--Indian developed and Indian

managed from'Indian families--would be a valuable program component.

This type of undertaking permits a wholistic approach to peer

development. Experience with the Madera and Roswell employment

training centers should be realistically evaluated in considering

thid recommendation. Assuming a positive finding, program dimen-

sions in the residential center should include general education,

skill training, family life and community services, health and

health services, cultural identification activities, economic

development services and provisions for normal community activities.

Residential settings permit education in the additional areas of f

money management, sewing, home care, home planning, food and meal

management, consumer education, personal grooming and physical

fitness. Further concentration on the family as an_institution

possible by family unit counseling which permits counselors to co-

ordinate each family member's activities with the entire program,.

Should a residential Program be developed, it is recommended

that the average amount of time to be spent in a program by a family

be one year. Upon com letion of the program, employment should- e

\guaranteed and assistance provided for placement in jobs for which

program participants were trained. If necessary, assistance in re-

locating to the place of a new job should be provided in a manner
____----'

similar to that currently provided by the,BIA.-OnCe families are

relocated, follow-up should be provided to evaluate the success of

the education received and the program in general as well as make

known other 'services which may be useful to the relocated family.
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Development and Coordination of Curriculum Laboratory

Plans should be made early in the life of the program to maxi-

mize resources for curriculum development and program coordination

for this special group to be served. It is presumed that plans have

been made for the establishment of a curriculum laboratory in career

and vocational education especially for this program as has been

developed by the twenty-five or more progressive state departments

of eication for their occupational education program.

A curriculum laboratory serves several purposes, but a special

and qverriding aim of the one envisioned here is that of a career

development program designed for American Indian students to assure

its responsiveness.to their unique needs. In addition, a career and

vocational curriculum laboratory for First American education should

serve the folloking funetions:

1. The development, diffusion, and dissemination of curriculum
2. The coordination of curriculum effort with developments in

educational technology and systems of delivery and admini-
strative

3. The provision for insenrice training of educational
persowipl in adapting to and using career and vocational
curriculum materials with First Americans.

These functions should be performed in close liaison with curq-

culum-related and educational agencies. Such groups and agencies

include but are not limited to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and its

sub-agencies, State Departments of Education and their sub-agencies

(vdcational education, career education, teacher education, educa-

tion for the handicapped, etc.) Division of Adult and Vocational

Education (USOE), Department of Labor, etc.

Appropriate consideration should be given to.the personnel

space and facility needs of the curriculum laboratory so as pot to
,
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handicap the potential of this vital dimension to the fledging

program. Without proper support of a curriculum laboratory, the

program could become sterile in its ability to produce results and

neither the program nor the laboratory will achieve desired ob--

jectives: ,

Assuming a modicum of coordination within the Office of Edu-

cation; it seems possible to fund the proposed career and vocational

curriculum laboratory for First Americans from currently authorized

resources outside the program in question. It would perhaps require

special consideration. It is known that in fiscal 1972, the Office

of Education announced grant awards to states for the purposes of:

1. Improving the capabilities of State curriculum laboratories
to operate as curriculum management centers and

2. Re-orient efforts toward curriculum development and
management in career education.

If an interpretation of the law could be made defining First

American Education as a special group to be served by funding as a

"state," or if the Office of Education has discretionary funds that

may be used for this purpose, the limited resources authorized for

.First American Education could be augmented for this important

purpose)

To assure initial viability and continued effectiveness of the

currinalum laboratory, it should become a participating member of

the Curriculum Coordination Council established in 1973. The Coun-

cil membership includes the Chief of the Curriculum Development

Branch, Division of Vocational Education Research, Office of Edu-

cation, and the directors of the federally funded curriculum

centers. The Curriculum Coordination Council was established to

establish a network to assure the sharing of information and to
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avoid duplication of efforts. The specific purposes are:

1. To provide a mechanism for the sharing of information on
curriculum materials and availability and other develop-

ment.
2. To develop and recommend guidelines for curriculum and

curriculum development with the ultimate goal of increas-
ing the effectiveness of curriculum materials and enhanc-
ing their transportability.

3. To establish and maintain a system for determining curri-
culum needs in vocational-technical education and report-
ing conclusiong to the field.

. To coordinate activities in curriculum development, dis-
semination, and utilization with the aim of avoiding
unwarranted duplication, enhancing quality of effort, in-
creasing the transportability of curriculum materials,
and improving the acceptance and use of curriculum
materials.

5. To report these curriculum coordination efforts to the

field.

The new program. should become an integral part of this net-

work in curriculum development. The benefits to the program would

be Further enhanced by shaking in the soon-to-be-developed guide-

lines for curricula and curriculum development later this year.

Relationship of Career Counseling and Curriculum

The career counseling approach that would ieem to hold the

most fruitful results with American Indians would be one that con-

siders Native American Cultur . Career counseling activities should

be personalized to the extent possible and seek to provide.educa-
. A

tional experiences which prepare First Americans for job entry and

advancement in a variety of related areas. To do so effectively,

rthe curriculum should stress the importance of values and attitudes

and include content and methods that help the students, regardless

of age, to understand his or her potential in terms o reer

development through educational, training oppor
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open to him or her.

The above AAposition is supported by the Vocational Education

Amendments of 1968 which emphasized the relationship between voca-

tional education and guidance and gave stimulus to a more humanized

vocational curriculum. Vocational educators including Sanson

Nelson and Meyers stressed the desirability of an "academic mar-

riage" between, vocational education and guidance when they stated:

The unique and dual purpose of the educational curriculum
is to produce satisfied and satisfactory workers, a condition
which improves job productivity and occupational tenure...
Accordingly, curriculum planning should provide for adequate

guidance of the learner's vocational development. The re-

sulting curriculum should altow students to learn h to make

intelligent vocatidnal choices based on realisti occupational

images and self-udderstanding.

A good occupational experience program goes beyond the
development of technical skills and knowledge. It includes

the, learning of competencies dealing with occupational ad-
justment-the matter of distinguishing what .factors 4.n a work
environment the worker cannot control and those he can mani=

pulate for his purposes. It also incl6des a large measure of
investigative learning dealing with the nature and suitabili-
ty of jobs and occupations as they relate to the learner's
attributes, interests, strengths, and weaknesses.

There is a reciprocal relationship between the vocational- 1r

technical curriculum and career guidance that needs to be atticu-

lated in practice. By utilizing the principles of career education,

froM a common nre of group activity, individual student6n be

gditiled toward the acquisition of knowledge, a new concept of self,

and vocational competence in a variety of ways, largely determined

by each person's characteristics and initiative.

The curriculum for vocational-technical and career education

programs should reflect the following factors:

1. An understanding of human growth and development, the
problems and prAresses adjustment and the needs of
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the individual as he or she goes through those processes;

2. An understanding of psychological or Affective education

in all educational activity;

3. An understanding and skills in promoting desirable human

relationships; And

4. Training in the assessment of individual Characteristics

and his or her skills in relating -these assessments to
the development of the individual's potential.

The Cluster Organization of Curriculum

Vocational and technical eplucation is undergoing a period of

redefinition that,has a direct influence on the curriculum and the

breadth and depth and scope of the content that is offered to a

wide range of student groups. One of the most noteworthy develop-

ments of the recent past is the variety of attempts to provide

curriculum offerings that are mudh\broader than the traditional

positions that callerTiit-higily_specialized curriculum leading to

the development of some stage of craftmanship. Career

has been extended into the elementary grades, creating an awareness

of employment as a normal part of life for, most students, as com-

pared to vocational education as a concept, there tits been the wide

spread,eciTIZ:tion of IEZ-cluster approach to the organization of

e,

content and instruction.

The education programs Wperated by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs have not kept pace with the developments in career develop-

ment programs. Pupil Personnel Services Branch has recently con-

sidered the merits of career awareness as an appropriate dimension

of its activities. Only the initial steps are being takes at this

time, but career awareness should be an integral part of a voca-

tional education prograh for first Americans. . It should infuse
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content about careers into all subject areas.

The Cluster sCd,ncept of occupational training, which got its

major initial attention in the mid 1960's differs from conventional

organizational approaches both in scope and depth. The typical

vocational education program of the 1960 decade and ttfore is found

at the secondary level and is designed,to prepare the student for a

specific occupation. The clustering of career training activities

provides the student with early awareness and exp oratory learning

opportunities culminating in the development of job entry competen-

cies for several occupation found in a cluster such asLconstruction

as contrasted with masonry'', plumbing and carpentry. TheHicluster

approach does not purport to produce a highly skilled craftsman, '

but a person who is ready for employment in any one of several jobs.

Maley defined the cluster concept as a fqrm of vocational edu-

cation directed toward the preparation of individuals for entrance

into a spectrum ofaclip-rtans,--Tha-cccupAsjons selected for a

spectrum of cluster are those found to require the same proficiencies

in a number of areas, namely measurement, communications, science,

skill and mathematics.

The U. S. Office of Education has developed a cluster scheme

which consists of 15 career clusters, which are:

Cons4uction Occupations Cluster
Manufacturing Occupations Cluster
Transportation Occupations Cluster
Agri-Business and Natural Resources Occupations) Cluster .

Marine Science Occupations Cluster
Environmental Occupations Cluster
Business and Office Occupations Cluster
Marketing and Distribution Occupations Cluster
Communications and Media Occupations Cluster
Hospitality and Recreation Occupations Cluster
Personal Service Occupations Cluster
Public Services Occupations Cluster
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Health Occupations Cluster
Consumer and Homemaking Occupations Cluster
Fine Arts and Humanities Occupations Cluster

The,Office of Education has further refined the 15 career

clusters by dividing them into a number of sub-clusters and more

discrete functions at increasing levels of specificity.

Curriculum Validation

To be certain that the educational experiences which comprise

the technical and career education curriculum provided for First

Americans, are relevant, eHey should be validated. Validation is

only, one of many aspects of the complex process of curriculum

development in vocationaylnd technical education, but it is a per-

vasive aspect of that process. The reason for this is that vali-

dation measurements are 'taken at more than one step irr the process

and for more than one reason.

CrChbea-suggests-tlig:t vandattun moru_thart Ile process-of

examining the accuracy of a specific prediction or inference from

a test score: validation means "to demonstrate-0e worth of." To

validate is to investigate the success of the educational experi-

ence. Validation in vocational-technical curriculum design requires

the designer to be somewhere on the continuum between empiricist anci;.i

impressionist. Formal objective procedures should be weighed a-
.

*gaint informal judgment in ail validation efforts.

'A major requirement for assuring validated curriculum materi-

als is that some type'of systems approach or model be used in the

development of the purriculum and its components. System, as used

here, may be defined as the structure or organization of an orderly
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whole, clearly showing the interrelationships of the parts ;tol' each

other and to the.whole itself.

As applied to a process (and curriculum development irw'aves

a step-by-step process), the use of the systems approach impjlies

comprehensiveness of steps as well as interdependence of:stages, .

components, and concepts. Systems analysis techniques e able the

designer to do a better job of selecting the stage of the program

operation he must validate. That is to say, they help him identify

the relevant curriculum components with the outcome changes being

measured.

The use of such an approach assures that all necessary assess-

ments will be made. While there are many systems approaches, basic

features to them which; in effect, Ind to validate the'process

are:

1. Job sepecification or analysis

2. Specification of objectives
3. Development of preliminary curriculum system design

.4. A cycle of development, test, revise and Fe-test

5. Implementation and field testing the curriculum system

6. Follow=up And evaluation. /-

The curriculum is a sequence of learning experiences that

processes from the simple to the complex. The sequence is (1) res-:

ponses and' associations, (2) verbal and motor chains, (3) discrimi-

nations, (4) concepts, (5)'principles, and (6) problem solving pro-
(

cesses. Inherent in the sequence are the leson , modules and

units of instruction. Terminal objectives must be stated so that

validation measures 'contribute to the overall evaluation and

accountability. The application of validation measures does not

allow wide fluctuation in attainment of, objectives; neither do they

bring about,perfect stability.. They do help to control the
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achievement of objectives.

Presented here as a model is the 12-step process developed by

Butler.

1. Feasibility Study This step requires'an analysis of trends

in job markets and occupational patterns;

trends in economic, business, agricultur-

al, and industrial expansion; types of

jobs and worker competencies needed;

availability.of training programs and

facilities, their costs; and other-rele-

vant factors.

2. Task analysis Aftei it has been decided that the pro-

gram is needed, an occupational or job

analysis is conducted to determine skills

and knowledge required, kinds and level

of performances demanded by the job, etc.

3. Development of The designer prepares explicit statements

. training objectives about what a student must be able to do

upon the completion of the training pro-

gram--conditions and standards of his

performance, etc. Both terminal objec-

tives (unit, course, or program) and

interim or enabling objectives(lesson,
activity or module) are specified.

4. Development of Criterion tests are used in the early

criterion tests ,

stages of the curriculum design to deter-

mine validity of the objectives and later

7-Ed-help perta=summative evaluations of

the entire course or training program.

5. Validation of the This step is accomplished by- administer-

criterion test ing the test to an untrained, unskilled

group and to a trained, skilled group,

and correlating the scores to obtain

validity and reliability"coefficients.
The analysis'is conducted to improve the

test as a measuring instrument. This is

one of/the most important steps in the

validation process.

6. Validation of The test should contain at least one item

training objectiOts for each objective, and possibly not more

than five items for each objective, other-

wise it-becomes too long for practical

purposes. Validating the test (Step 5)

and validating training objectives can be

accomplished concurrently, provided, the

test items are not at fault.

7. Development of This step is carried out in accordance

learning sequence _with the duties, tasks and activities pro-

and structure vided in the job-task analysis. Activi-

ties, taiks,:and duties are structured
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8. Development of
learning strategies-

44

9.' Development of
instructional units

10. Validation of
learning'units

11., Implementing and
field. - testing the

system

12. Follow-up of
graduates

(and learned) in both a vertical and (---2

horizontal sequence. The, learning of

one is dependent on mastering those

that precede it. Most curriculum ex-
perts recognize that sequencing must be

handled with a great deal: of flexibility.
The objectives and learning styles of
students are the prime determinants in
developing learning strategies.
A test model of the instructional system
is produced. The curriculum system
development plan and the instructor's
manual or guide are needed. The system

development plan includes the task
analysis 'summary forms; validated ob-
jectives In validated sequence supported
by.a summary of the validation data,
validated criterion test items in vali-
dated sequence supported bY a summary of
validation data; an outline of instruc-
tj.onal strategies with associated content
(objectiveb) identified:, and production

and testing plans for the system. The

des'ign and format of the individual learn-

ing units should contain the porformance
objectives;'the -knowledge"and skills to

be acquired,"a list of tools, equipment,
supplies, and references needed for the
unit; a learning activity guide; interim
progress checks and student self-

evaluations; and an instrument to serve

as a pre-test and/or post-test for.

evaluations by the instructor.
Each unit is tested and revised until 85

percent of trainees in the sample reach

the criterion. Revision may require re-

sequencing and adoption of new learning

strategies.
This step %s carried out under actual

classroom conditions. The instructor's

role is established at this point,and the

instructor's manual developed. Field

testing is the final phase of the systems

development process. This means that the

program is monitored, evaluated and re7

vise& continuously as long as it is in

operation. A more appropriate term for
this phase may be-system institutionali-

zation.
At this point, guidance and placement are
brought, into play, and planning for
follow-up atone, three,- five and ten
year intervals can be started. Datak)b-

tained on occupational patterns, changes
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in needed competencies, job adjustment
problems, and work satisfaction indexes--,
all can be used to improve the instruc-

tional system-.

A Program of Career and Vocational-Technical Education

The career and vocational-technical education program prdposed

here is a school-based model modified to receive the support, when

feasible, from the employer implied in the employer-based concept,

from the community implied in the community-based concept, from'-the

family implied in the residential-based concept. This approach

maximizes the potential of the school-based model and extends the

greatest possible benefits of educational activities to the persons

receiving the education. Lt seeks to develop in students a com-

prehensive awareness of career options; a concept of self which is

in keeping with the work-oriented society; attitudes about work,

school and s ciety resulting for successful experiences and the

ability to ent r employment in an acceptable occupational area or

to continue educ tion at a higher level.

Program Concept

The program concept provides for 'the infusion of career

development objectives into a comprehensive K-14 educational pro-

grams. This broadened time-frame permits students to become more

intimately involved with and prepared to take advantage of the'wide

variety of careeropportuhities through school-related and support-

ime experiences. The infusion must be administered effectively to

insure that every student receives an education which integrates
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his academic skills, social development and career preparation so

that after completing the program, or steps in it, his options are

open to enter the labor market in a productive career or pursue

further education. Students.are to be provided a continuing aware-

nessness of educational choices for career planning which will lead to

productive and contributing citizens.

Extensive guidance and counseling activities are essential

elements in this concept to the development of self-awareness, self-

confidence, and mature attitudes. Further, the more traditional

vocational guidance activities such as the matching of interests

and abilities against career potentials are not less important in

this concept than with other approaches.

Obviously, the level of difficulty and breadth information is

related to the age and development of.the student. Units of

struction should be approached at different grade levels. Elemen-

tary students should study a wide range of jobsmin society and

their role and requirements. Junior high students should be pro-
,

vided opportunities to explore several clusters of occupations

through experiences and observations in the community and industry

as well as through classroom instruction. Senior high students

should be given opportunities to exercise individual initiative in

the pursuit of their selected occupational areas through job pre-
AlFte

paration for'entry into work or for post-s6condary education.

The program structure is pluralistic in learning activities

and'procedures and provides for the necessary cooperation among all

elements Of education as well 'as among the related industry and

community dimensions. The concept of self which is in keeping with



a work oriented society 1.s important to the development of

positive attitudes toward work, and satisfaction with successful

experiences. Understandings of the relationships between employ-
,

ment and education, and the development of self-respect, self-
.

reliance, perserverance, initiative and resourcefulness are desired

program outcomes.

Program Assumptions and Objectives

The assumptions of objectives upon which programs are based

represent philosophical expressions. In conceiving a comprehensive

program of career and vocational-technical education for American

Indians, the following assumptions and objectives guided the plan-

ning.

1. Qualified American Indians will share in the governance;
planning and administration of career and vocational

programs for American Indians.

2. A complete program must provide opportunities for the

youth and adults to particiPate in meaningful occupational

exploration and choice, pre-employment occupational pre-

paration to job-entry level competenCies, inservice'train-

.ing for upgrading and promotion, both pre and inservice

retraining as the nature of the labor force and occupa-

tional requirements change, guidance and employment coun-

seling, basic and general education for beginning and

improved educational skills, becoming a more effective

family member and homemaker, and cultural and avocational

pursuits as part of a full: and worthwhile life.

3. A basic assumption and requirement is that career and

vocational technical education is an'integral part of a

comprehensive and complete educational system.

4. Unemployment and underemployment are most often directly

related to "employability" of which general and occupa-

tional education are major elements.

5. There' will be developed a comprehensive integfated co-

ordinated program of generalieducation, occupational ex-

ploration and guidance, and vocational - technical. education

for yOuth and adults, It,should result In a meaningful

fusion of acadeMic and occupational e4icational activities.

6. A complete, or adequate. program will be developed that

includes a) guidance services, including _career ofienta-

tion and vocational guidance as an integral component; b).
t-
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exploration of the world of work; c) vocational-technical
education; andad) initial job placement arrangements.
Existing courses and programs should be modified to im-
prove the attitudes, skills, and knowledge of all school
personnel with respect to vocational education.

7 Related to occupational choice is the foundation for a
successful adult work life. Acquaintance with and under-
standing of the broad world of work can only be developed
over a period of time. All students must be given the

opportunity to explore their capabilities so that they
make meaningful decisions concerning their choice of a

life's work.

8. Job placement and follow -up capabilities will be fully

developed.

The performance objectives in careers are designed to intro-

duce polarity toward career development throughout the school pro-

gram.

The 8 bisic elements'are:

1. Self awareness that leads to self- identity
2., Educational awareness which leads to educational identity
3. Career,awareness that leads to career identity

4. Economic awareness which leads to economic understandings

-5. Appreciations and attitudes which lead to self and social

fulfillment
6. Decision-making skills' which lead to career decisions

7. Skill awareness and beginning competence which lead to
employment skills

8. Employability skills which lead to career. placement

Teachers in the^prograM will develop goal statements suitable

to the units taught, local situation, and grade level.

Program Measurement

Programs leading the development of careers should have

measurable objectives. With measurable objectives for instructional

programs, lt is possible to determine the progress in programs as

well as provide instruction in effective and efficient way. Meas-

urement in career education, and more precisely in the vocational

and technical courses, lends itself to criterion-referenced
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standards as contrasted.with norm-references devices. Norm -

referenced tests are used in to measure student performance as comr

pared to the performance of other students. Criterion-referenced

tests measures students' status against an established standard of

performance. The measurement of curricuram results against speci-

fic performance standards is consistent and is compatible with the

concept of career education.

It is perhaps in this arrangement and context that career ex-

ploration is best achieved. Through the study of the community

and job-related,activities in natural situations, students gain the

most realistic possible viewHof the work in a cluster of occupations

and in a series of life situations.

Career Exploration

The involvement of potential employers, industry, and public

agencies in cooperative relationships as an integral part of occu-

pationally related program will be beneficial. The purpose of

seeking the cooperation and assistance of these areas is to in-

crease the relevance of education to the employment situation in the

most realistic manner. Community participation in this manner

broadens the base of the program by encouraging public and private

employers to become actively involved in it. The result of a well

planned, coordinated and executed community based activities will

be an extension of the classroom into the community.

Job visitation is a primary means through which students. may

develop understanding, appreciation, and attitudes useful in making

career choices. Study and observation of careers And the program
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should be comprehensive in its use of individual and group counsel-
.

ing and cbservatiOn and field trips which:

1. Encourage critical appraisal of jobs through 'direct
observation

2. Provide students with a knowledge of what a job is like
through direct observation

3. Expand the vocational horizon of students by providing a
'variety of work observation experiences

4. Provide real, role models

5. Establish communication between students and workers
6. Provide students with factual, accurate, and up-to-date

informAion about jobs present and future
7. Provide a setting where students may test their current

career-aspirations through direct obs_ervation
8. Create an awareness among students of the rapidly changing

work world and the resultant implications of career
planning.

,Elementary Level Objectives

The'sequence of career education activities for elementary

school children rely heavily upon vocational guidance and should

be guided by objectives such as:

1. Introduce the student to the world of work and career
opportunities

2. Establish and hold the relationship of career education
to academiC content

3. Develop, through exploration, a self-realization related
to abilities and interest for future career selection

4. To provide a wide range of career,knowledge experiences
5. To develop,a desirable attitude toward the process of

career choice
6. Encourage the student to understand that career selection

is related to the need and abilities.of the individual.
7. Develop an understanding and appreciation of the inter-

relationship of the various careers in the World of work
8. To develop learning experiences which actively involve

the students in grades five to seven in processes which
are useful in making career choices

9. To develop materials and techniques which enable coun-
selors to participate with the students and teachers in
joint activities

10. To access students' interest in careers and guide them
toward greater understanding of the process of career
selection.
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Junior High Level Objectives

During the junior high years students should be provided

guidance, infordation, and opportunity for able exploration of

1

clusters of jobs to gain an understanding of clusters and jobs of

specific interest which ill be of value in making career choices.

A wide variety and range of manip ative experiences, field trips,

observations, and cognitive informatio should be included-in the

career and vocational-technical eduction program for junior high

students. Presented here are program objectives that have been

recognized as having merit and sustaining va1u4 for this age group.

1. To develop an understanding of career development as a

process of relating'self to occupations,

2. To guide students to discover through interesting and

meaningful activities that planning for career choices is

an ongoing process,
3. To provide students with knowledge and experiences of the

changing employment patterns and opportunities,

4. To develop an apprelation of human satisfaction found in

work,

5. To develop positive attitudes toward effective employment

and contemporary society,
6. To develop an understanding of the economics of employ-

ment and to gain a knowledge of the major occupational

fields,

7. To guide students'in ability to appraise interests and

aptitudes in terms of job clusters as they explore a,

variety of career opportunities,

8. To develop an understanding and appreciation for the basic

processes of production, processing and distribution in

the American economy,

9. To-develop an understanding and appreciation of employer's

expectations, viewpoints and requirements,

10. To develop an 'understanding of the-importance of career

development opportunities offered in schools, industry

and governmental agencies.

Senior High Level Objectives

It is axiomatic that secondary schools are preparatory
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institutions f6r-all students. The career and vocational=technical

curriculum of the 'senior high school should provide for the selec-

tion and study of job clusters for career pursuits and skill train-

ing sufficient for the successful employment in the chosen career

cluster. As in the case of elementary and junior high school pro-

grams, idance in 'understanding self, potentials and social re7

lationsh ps are important considerations at the secondary level.

At the high school level consideration should be given to tying

together test results such as General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB)

and career exploration. This arrangement could be developed on

the basic philosophy that every student should have the greatest

opportunity for occupational education with the individual's goals,

interests, aptitudes and needs given appropriate attention.

The specific objectives for high school programs of career and

vocational technical education presented here for First Americans

are typical of programs that have proven successful.

1. To create an awareness of occupations and their value to
individual and national interests,

2. To assist students. in developing a desirable httitude
toward cdkeer preparation, .

3. To bring to the attention of sNents occupational trends
and future needs, A

4. To assist students in evaluating and coordinating interests
and abilities with realistic occupational goals,

5. To assist-students in a variety of experiences in the
development of appropriate individualized career plan which
best suits their interest and abilities,

6,._To permit students to participate in the class management
and decision- making process,

7. To develop understandings, appreciation and attitudes
appropriate to the selected job cluster(s),

8. To develop skills, essential to effective job entry,
9. To develop effective understandings of realistic options

for career development through continued educational devel-
opment and/or experience,

10. To make program provisions for pla ment and follow-up of
all students.
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_Adult Level Objectives

Appropriate provisions should be made for the career develop-

pent of persons who have dropped out of school for those who are

beyond the normal secondary school age. Specific local program

goals should ,include career-oriented educational activities for out-
..

of-school youth and adults, who, fOr a variety of reasons, do not

participate in regular school programs or who want additional learn-

ing opportunities.

Mass media may be useful to attract the attention of the out-

of-school youth and adults to the program. Once adults are moti-

vated through the mass media, agencies and programs must be set up

that can handle the needs of these adults. These needs include

central screening, counseling, training, and placement. These nec-

essitate working with employers and other national/regional/and

local orgainzations which will participate in the guidance and

operation of the program.

The needs Of d outs and adults will best be met by a compre-

hensive career - oriented program centered on individualized learning

activities. This program dimension should be strongly supported by

well-staffed career development centers located in the community

which provide tutorial, testing, and referral services aimed at

identifying and developing students' career goals. Students Who

comprise this group should be permitted to drop in and out on a

free choice basis. A close liaison between education andiind try

must be kept if community-based activities are to be kept-abrea

of new developments.

The objectives for adult and out of school youth are:
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1.- To -przyije specialized training to develop effdctivp

employability through increased skills,
2. To develop within trainees the value of the dignity,

importance and. interdependence of types Of work and
*

skills,
3. To help trainees gain first hand knowledge, understanding

and appreciation of the changing employment pattern and
opportunities, *

4. To provide career guidance services that develop a
positive attitude toward self and dignity that comes with
successful employment,

5. To provide intensive skill development activities for
those trainees who have not been previously enrolled in
adult education programs and who terminated their formal
education before graduation,

6. To effectively place trainees in jobs or job clusters
for which they were trained,

7. To provide retraining in skills appropriate to work that
has long-trm possibilities,

8. .To conduct job development activities with business and
industry in career areas with a future,

9. To maintain follow-up activities for the benefit of
trainees,

10. To modify the program to the changing needs and interests
of trainees.

Indian Manpower Delivery System

It would appear that part of the problem lies in'the limited

resources allocated and dedicated to programs for Indians and the

remedial natul.e of the objectives of these programs. The breadth

of the concept of these programs has been ihadequate to provide
4 .

solutions to manpower development problems in terms of effective

employment for a substantative proportion of Indians. The percent-
,

age of unemployed and undereMployed First Americans remains higher

than other groups in the labor force. The concept of training as

contrasted with education may be a significant part of the reasons

why American Indians have not responded as have other groups. The

.suggestion here is that appropriate consideration has not been given

to the cultural and intracultural differences, bicultural forces,
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social development and general educational needs.

tYur national leadership has giyen philoiophical support to the

idea of manpower, career and adult dev,elopment concepts. President

Nixon in his AUgust 11, 1969 message to the Congress said:

A measure of the greatness ora powerful nation-is the

character of life it creates for those who are powerless

to make ends meet . . .
manpower training is a basic

bridge to work for poor people, especially people with

limited' education, low skills and limited job experience.

- Manpower training programs can provide this bridge for

many of our poor.

It is obvious that the desire of the Administration to train

4

the working poor is great but the depressing aspect, at least for

the profeSsional educator, lies in the narrowness of- the concept.

An oversimplification appears to be that the wofk'ethic will pro-

vide the drive to'raise a non productive member of,society to a,

productive one and that gradually but surely the, fOrtes of depri-

vation will give way because of the working class status so attain-

ed. As noble as this objective appears on the surface, there is

substantial evidence.that
training in itself is too narrow a cAcept,

to produce the medication needed to solve the social ills of today's

society. Education implies an enlightened citizenry; part of which

is their enlightenment about work and jobs. Career-and Vocational-

technical education is education for work at -its best in preparing

disadvantaged members of subdominant cultures to cope with today's

complex society.

This is not to argue against remedial programs as'a part of a

/strategy for the development of Indians, but rattier to support a

full, range of student personnel services for both youths and adults

in terms of individual needs. The public schools shOnld offer
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:ptcnRational counselling and testing, a basic education for adults

whose earlier education failed, some outreach to find theunder-

motivated, health services, legal aid services,, day care for pre-

school children, transportation assistances, and other services

necessary to assure that individuals can achieve the necessary edu-

cation for success in work-will be needed.

The BIA's education program does not include a well-developed

career development program. A career-related activity conducted.

by 'the BIA that shows promise is a series of Career Guidance

Institutes that are locally designed and operated educational pro-

grams which bring together educators and businessmen and women to

identify current and future career opportunities for students and

to explore the. requirements and preparation needed for these same

careers. The Career Guidance Institutes receive supplementary

support from the National Alliance of Businessmen which tends,to

respond to criticism that BIA programs need a closer liaison with.

the world-of, work:

The goals of .the institute are:

I. To upgrade existing career guidance programs so that

teachers counselors and administrators will have know-

ledge, skills, and attitudes needed.to assist,students

in embarking upon a realistic career goal-setting process,

2. To increase educator awareness of private sector career

oPporturtities av'a'ilable to high school graduates,

,3. To make educators aware of the need to match the career

interest of in-School youth with the job requirements of

private sector employers,
4. To correlate preparation requirements and curriculum with

student career choices and job requirements,

'5. To expand the tole of the leachers in classroom career

counseling,

*t* Manpower Development Urban Problems
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National letdership approached manpower development of

American Indians by the establishment of National Indian Manpower
4

Task Force in 1970. This was a response to Indian leadership which

sought to increase opportunity for "self-determination." The Task

Force 'recommended specific steps toward Indian involveme.nt in the

development of panpower policies designed to se

First Americans.

needs of

A major problem identified by the Task Force was that Indians

in urban areas,ususally constitute the smallest disadvantaged 'mi-

nority group in the local population. Contrary to popular miscon-

ception, the responsibility of the Bureau of Indian Affaris does

not, generally, extend to Indians who have left their reservation.

Yet, this misconception is often a factor in deptiving Indians in

urban areas of the opportunity to benefit from program& designed fdr

disadvantaged groups in the general population. Indians living in

urban areas are faced with a series of harsh employability problems.
6

While many of these problems are also experienced by other segments

of the population, some,are unique to the Iridian. For most Indians,

the language spoken in ,their reservation home,iS. that of their

tribe, and English is a second language. When Indian people migrate

,
from the reservation, -they have difficulty with English conceptual-

izations, both verbal and written.r
Because of culture; and environmental differences, a majority -

of Indian people are not oriented to the work,world..and the, inter-

.

personal "politics" of employment'. Indian people are ill-prepared

to deal with the pressures and mechanics of.day-to-day living in the

'cities (finding jpbs, housing, recreational facilities', supportive

-- 72
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services,' etc.). Consequently, there is a natural reluctance to

mingle with persons of a different culture and background. Not

knowing about available recreational facilities or where other

Indians may be located, and having recently arrived in a strang',

lonesome environment, causes some Indian people to seek undesirable

emotional reinforcements.

It should be recognized that manpower programs have been'struc-

tured for disadvantaged persons in urban areas with the primary

target population being blacks: Over the years, many of these prp-

grams have come under black control. Conceptually and operationally,

these programs were aimed at persons who Were members of an urban

subculture and not designed for American Indians from a rural back-
,

4

ground and who have a distinct culture.

The National Indian Manpower Task Force stated its concern for

the existing manpower delivery system in these terms:

1. Most urban manpower programs and some rural programs are

planned, funded, structured and maniged with no regard

for potential Indian participants.
2. Existing urban manpower programs are,domihated by white and

non-Indian minority groups, none of whom are aware of, or

sensitive to , Indian problems. Seldom are there Indians

on the staff or ajiong the trainees in these programs to

whom Indian trainees or rob applicants can relate. As a

result, Indian people avoid most urban manpower programs.

3. With very few exceptions, the existing manpower system,
controlled byinon-Indians, has mad no effort to locate,
identify, perform any type of outreach among those Indians

et
in off-reservation areas. OUtreach is one ofthe most
vital functions-of urban manpower programs.

Manpower prograins for First Americans must recognize the cultur-
O

al aspects of Indians and tribes, and so far as possible, the train-

ts should be staffed by/Indians. fIlug And _adminiatratiQn wmPoneP

is in keeping with manpower development philosophy, and career and

0 vocational-technical education concepts that priority be given to
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the maximum possible employment and training of Indian staff for

programs dealing with Indian people.

0
Planning, Structuring and Funding of Manpower Programs

for First Americans

There is need for more effective coordination of planning and

execution of career development programs--career and vocational-

technical education, manpower development and other skill training

programs--that are designed to serve the Indian People. Increased

flexibility to permit effective contractual arrangements would be

desirable. To make manpower development activities more readily

available to'Indian people, it seems obvious'that additional funds

are needed. One recommended approach would be to centralize the

coordination of career development activities in the Office of Edu-

cation and draw upon resources from the several agencies that have

legislated authority and funds (Department of Labor, Bureau of

Indian Affairs, Department ofjlealth, EducatiO

Tie need for increased coordination of cu

grams is not limited to those t at arc designe

and Welfare).

rent manpower pro-

specifically for

Indians. Writing in the October, 973, issue of ALERT, the Arizona

Superintendent of Public instructi stated: V

County coordinatOrs for caree ational education
who serve on area manpower planning councils, Council of
Governments (CAMPS) admittO there is nO coordinated ihsti-
tutional training information with non institutional training
information available for meaningful participation of county

,coordinators-

Wsignificant amount of manpower training is conducted out-
side of institutions established specifically for training
purposes. Interviews with the directors.of these programs
indicated t4ere is no functional coordination either between 4."
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these programs and institutional-programs at the, local

level. .

The funding of skill-development programs for Indians should

involve Indian tribes and/or organizations as prime sponsors to the

extent feasible and possible. °Although it Is possible for a tribe

to act as a prime sponsor, under certain circumstances it may be

advantageous for several small tribes to form independent corpora-
.

Lions in order to be eligible for funding as prime
4P

sponsors. The

Indian DevelopmentfDistric rizona, Inc., (IDDA) is a good

example of this kind of cooperative action.

The vehicle of state incorporated, nonprofit organization is

recommended for urban areas.. Many Indian tribes and organizations

have Followed this procedure with considerable success. Some tribes

have forme/ intertribal organizations in order to become more

effective as centralized administrative units which act as prime

1
sponsors to operate a variety of programs. This concept has proved

to be successful because it allows for greater flexibility in pro-

gram planning, fUnding, structuring, operating and evaluating. It

would be logic to further this approach in the manpower area.

The Taik Force stressed the need to reduce the present gap
a

between the approval to begin a.program and thd receipt of initial

funds. This funding gap creates difficulties for program staff and ,

enrollees, especially when they are not paid salaries or allowances

for several weeks. It may also result in, trainee dropout, due to

the necessity of finding other immediate income. In addition, a

'

project can be severely handicapped when funds for necessary staff

are delayed.

75-
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Assessment'for Taining

Employment requirements must be changed. Industry must not

rely solely upon a diploma or credentials for 'determining employ=-

ability. A dropout should have as equal an opportunity of access

to all jobs as graduates. Hiring should be based solely on the

individual's ability to perform the job.

Standard tests administered in connection with manpower pro-

grams are culturallybiasedand do not provide an accurate assess-

ment of Indian enrollees (GATB, Ammons Quick, Wunderlich, Kuder

Preference). Until such time as culture-free asses
---

,
available, current assessment methods must be replaced or supple-

ools are

mented by using Indians who are members of the staff, and wherever
11.

possible, of the Indian community to be served.

Efforts should be made to use Indians ,as counselors; because

it has been demonstrated that non Indians- cannot effectively serve

Indian clients. When it is,nat feasible to fund programs directly

*through -"Indian organizations, there must he greater involvement of

Indian staff to fill professional positions, such as project man-

agement*, counseling and training non-Indians for appropriate man- .e

wer programs or for a progression of manpower programs.

Placement and:FolloW-up

Current placement procedures followed by. agencies or project's

funded by the Department of Labor are geared to middle-class, non-

Indian norms without consideration for ethnic factors. It is un-

realistic to place a, relatively nonacculturated Indian in an
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employment situation without orienting employee and employer to

possible problem areas. Individual job development efforts con-

ducted by the existing manpower system for Indian graduates of man-

power programs are not generally given the priority. The result is

a lower, placement ratio for Indian manpower program graduates as

compared with other clients, as well as a greater percentage of

ilacements in low-skill, low-wage jobs. Presently, post-placement

follow-up is practically nonexistent. When it does occur, it is

-generally perfunctory.

Assessment and training Should be, so arranged to enhance the

placement of Indians in appropriate jobs. It is highly recommended

that Indian-oriented job developers be employed. This will benefit

the Indian client by assuring *consideration and understanding of his

special employment needs. The job developer should orient the

employer to the unique employability problems and strengths of his
. _

potential new employee." -,There -shoo glie a continuous effort of
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Summary

The program of career and vocationall-technical-,educati n pro-

posed for American Indian children, youth and adults in this
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recognizes the basic tenant tax supported-,education. It is based

dpon the philosophy of career education and encompassed the princi-

ples and practices of vocational and technical education. The

focus is upon a programmatic concern for the career preparation of

First Americans rather than upon specific organization, administra7,

tion or logistical detail.

In summary, it can be said that the central purposes of edu-

cation are to prepare the young to accept the reality of contruc-
--

tive pathways to adulthood, to help them engage in these pathways

successfully, and to assist them in finding personal relevance in

the life options available to them. The day in which academic pre-

paratidn is the objective of Indian education should end immediate-

ly. One of the goals toward which Indian education must direct it-

self is the provision for every student at all levels to acquire

the skills whith will allow him or.her to make a livelihood for him-.

self or herself and for his or her future family, no matter at what

level of the educational system he leaves. Such,education should

not be confined to the manipulative skills, but include capabilities

in activities which contribute both to individual fulfillment and

t6 society's Maintenance and progress. lo make Indian education

become relevant to the needs of Indians and the needs of society,

the entire_program must be restructured to focus around career de-

velopment so that both the need; of the individual and society will

be met.

Career and vocational-technical education, as perceived here,

is.a comprehensive educationl program focused on careers, which

begins in-grade one or earlier and continues through the adult years.

4



A comprehensive career and vocational-technical eduCation includes

a sequentially-developed education program offering career orienta-'

Lion, exploration, and job preparation for all students. A major

benefit is that students' perforMance in basic subjects should im-

prove as the entire curriculum is made relevant and more meaningful

by being focused and unified around career education. For elemen-

'tary and secondary education, the program includes a structuring of

basic subjects, 'grades 1-12, around the themes of career opportuni-

t-ias-and_requirements in the world of work. In elementary school,

students are informed about the wide range of jobs in our society

and the roles and requirements involved. In junior high school,

students may explore several specific clusters of occupations

through handsion experiences and field observation, as well as

classroom instruction. They will be assisted in selecting an occu-

pational area for further specialization at the senior high level.'

In senior high school, students pursue their selected occupational

area, exercising one of three options--intensive job preparation,

including the_development of saleable skills, for entry into the

world of work immediately upon leaving high school, preparation for

postsecondary occupational education, or preparation for fo -year

college entry.

Those students preparing for postsecondary' occupational edu-

'cation, including technical education and further skill development,

or four-year college entry will continue to be provided with occu-

pational cluster experiences including work experience where possi-

ble, with the academic subject areas being related to the profes-

/sional area for which they are preparing. Students engaging-in'-'
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specialized job preparation will be provided with basic academic

skills.essential. for further education. Consequently, every stu-
,

dent should leave the system with at least entry-level job skills

and with facility in basic academic subjects sufficient to enable

entry into further edikation.

The program should provide job information and skill develop-

ment to Indian students.to develop attitudes about the personal,

psychological, social, and economic significance of work. Extensive

guidance and counseling activities assist the student in developing

self-awareness and in matching his interests and abilities against

potential careers.

Finally, placement into an entry-level job or further education

is guavanteed for every student in an effective career education.

program.

I

it
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TESTING, EVALUATION

AND THE INDIAN EDUCATIONACT OF 1972
--------

by

Robert W. Heath

and

Mark A. Nielson

Nomos Institute

Berkeley, California

y-

Introduction

The Indian Education Act of 1972, like almost all recent

educational legislation, includes provisions that require evalu-

ation. For example, under Part A of the Act, local educational.

agencies must "assess the special needs of Indian children...in

joint consultation with the Indian community and the parent.
4

compittee." Applications must "provide_effective procedures for

an annual evaluation.'V rA condition of approval is that the appli-
1

cation will include "...procedures to insure that the program will

fit*a- be operated and evaluated in consultation with theliparetts of the

r)
children, representatives of the communities to be, served'"

C.

. __ -- "

....-.7......L.

Under Part B of the Act grants and contracts-lm-awarded...

Y1 81 -
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to evaluate the effectiveness of Federally-a-Ssisted programs in

which Indian children may participate," and-"...applications must

include a statemenC of...provisions for an evalua ion of the pro-

gram's effectiveness." Participation by the Par f the children

to be served and tribal' communities in the evaluation of the projeOt

is required..

Part C of the Act, organizations may apply for grants to support

planning and demonstration projects which plan for, test, and show

the effectiveness of programs for providing adult education for

Indians. There must be.participation by the tribal communities who ;

will be served.

There'is clear emphasis in the provisions of the Act on evalu-

ation and on the involvement of local Indian communities in this

evaluation. The, language of the Act reflects the critical impor-

tance of evaluation in maintaining the quality of projects and

maintaining their responsiveness to, locally defined educational

needs The history of compensatory education legislation provides

evidence of how federal education funds can be diverted from.their

intended purpose when effective, community-based evaluation is'not

implemented.

This position paper presents a brief summary(of the history

and status of testing in Indian education,' a discussion of the

specific purposes of testing and evaluation under the Indian Edu-

cation Act of 1972, 'a list of necessary elements of a sound evalu-

ation and testing policy, a discussion of the major issues related

to evaluation and testing in Indian education, and a series of pro-

posed position statements.
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The terms evaluation and testing as used in .ehis paper, and as

used in the educational research and evaluation technical literature,

have distinct meanings. Testing is only one source of data, among

several, that is used in evaluation. Evaluation includes the assess-
..

ment of the effectiveness of programs and projects. Evaluation

encompasses needs-assessment, cost effectiveness, extent of impact,

and similar concerns. A brief introduction to the major concepts

of educational program evaluation is given in an Attachment.

It is extremely important to note that the term testing does

not denote only the administration of standardized achievement or

IQ tests to individual children though thiS remains the public

image. In recent years testing technology has undergone fundamental

and extensive change. Concepts such as criterion - referenced measure-

ment,* item sampling, reference groups, summative and formative

measures, and unprecedented developments in statistical methods and

data processing have dramatically altered the practice of testing.

The implications and possible utility of these developments for

Indian education will also be discussed in the Attachment.

II. History and Status of Testing In* Indian Education

Intelligence testing-

The intelligence of native Americans has been the subject of

extensive investigation during the last 60 years. Literally hun-.

dreds of studies have been undertaken involving a wide range of ,

IQ tests and many different Indian tribes. The following discussion

relies heavily on Berry's (1968) survey of these studies.

IQ testing of Indians began in 1914 when Rowe and his wife

83
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administered the .Binet-Simon Test to some 250 Indian and 250 White

children in.Mt. Pleasant, Michigan. He explained the poor showing

of the Indian children's test scores on the basis of "inferiority

of native ability." Garth's conclusions (1921, )922, 1923, 1925,

1927) suggested that plains and southeastern Indian's scores on-the

Nationaf Intelligence rests varied with the ridegree of white blood."

_Tt.;e same conclusions were drawn by Hunter and Sommermeier (1922)

using the Otis Intelligence Test. However, Telford (1932) found no

support-foethis relationship when he administered the Draw-a-Man

Test to North Dakota Indian children.

Although studies comparing the IQs of- Indian and White children

continue to be done (Berry notes Barnes, 1955; Bernadoni, 1961; Dorn,

1954; Evans, 1957; JamisOn, 1959; Lloyds, 1961; Norman and -Midkiff,

1955; Parmee, 1968; Safar, 1964; Snider, 1953; Winn, 1955. See also

Blue, 1970; Crandall, 1970.; Uayagopal, 1971; Peck,'1973; Sabatino.

et al., 1972), the validity of such intelligence testing, was called

into Tlestion as early as 1926 when Fitzgerald and Ludeman noted

that Indian children did better on those sections f the National

Intelligence Tests, the Terman Group Test, and the Otis Group Test

.'Which did not depend heavily on English language ability. Similar

results were obtained in.1928 when Jamieson and Sandiford found

that Indians scored higher on performance tests than on verbal

(Engli'Sh) tests.., When Likneberg (1928) controlled for many cultural
4,

factorshe tounil that Yakima Indians did as well as Whites0on per-

iformance tests in the Pintner-Pattersoh series.

Several studies of Indian Intelligence have been done using

the Coddenough Draw-a-Man Test, claimed to'be a more "culture-free"

intelligence measure. Rohrer (1942) gave the Draw-a-Man Test to'

84 -
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1st-, 2nd-, and 3rd-grade bsage Indian and White children in public

schools, and found that the mean Indian IQ exceeded the mean White

IQ (103.8 compared to 102.9). Dennis (1942) gave the test to 6-10 .

year-old Hopi children, with an average IQ score of 108.3. When

He gave the Draw-a-Man Test to Zuni Children, Russell (1943) found %,

an average IQ of 105.

Havighurst et al. ,(1946) gave the test to six-through 11 year-
,.

old Sioux, Navajo, Papago, Zuni, Zia, and HoPi children with the

result that seven of the nine groups of Indian children performed

significantly better than the'White children. This result was re-

peated with'scores on thal-thur Performance'Test, another of the

more "culture-free" intelligence meaures.

Thus, where cultural factors are taken i to account, more re-
eV"

_-
cent studies show the intelligence of In an children to.be equal

to, and in some cases; superior to, tha, of White children. Ih

this regard, Havighur'st's-1957.review of intelligence testing of

Indians reflects these studies:

The conclusion which is drawn by most social scientists from
the data on Indian cultures and Indian intelligence is that
the American Indians of today have about the same innate
equipment for learning as have thd white children of, America.

At present, the findings of the social scientist have not

1.6und their waydto the general public. Much publicity has beeh

given to recent attempts by Jensen and Shockley to revive the dis-

_credited theory of racial genetic inferiority. Intelligence (or

$1?

mental abilities) testing continues,to be a widesprpad practice in

)

' the schools, and ?many teachers,who have Indian students still be-
,

lieve in the innate intellectual inferiority of Indians.
i.

There is, however, some indication that policies are changing.
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A study of achievement and Intelligence testing in the Northern
c

Indian California Education Project (NICE), for example, led the

/

\.

investigators to conclude-that

-
....there are no valid reasons for the continued use of the
typical intelligence tests since they are contaminated by
factors irrelevant to objectively measured academic achieve-
ment and.unnecessarily biased against low income and minority
groups (Bowlus, Miles, and Tarhet

2
1973).

I

On the basis of this,study, no intelligence testing is being done

in the project. Another example is the ?'event recommendation by

a task force within the eureau of Indian Affairs that intelligence
c

testing he prohibited in BIA. schools. This recommendation will soon

'be official BIA policy (Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1972).

Achievement Testing

As with intelligence testing, achievement testing of American

Indian's has been extensive: Investigations have-,been-done in a

large number ofIndian tribes using a wide variety of achievement

-- tests:

Foe-example, in one of the early-studies, Hansen (19371 tested

more than 1,000 'public- and boarding-school Indian children and 500

White children On the Tracy Short Answer Test. He found the White

students generally scored higher than the Indian students. Rupiper

(1960) administ\ered the California Achievement Test to 5,500 Indian

,children in Federal .4chaols and 9,300 White children in. the areas

of the Federal schools,, And:reported that the scores of White child-
sm.

ren were significantly higher than those of Indian children.

More recently, in a study of the relationship between self-
0

esteem and achievement for 100 Pima fourth-graders, Gardner (1972)

7 86 -
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reported that the students scored significantly lower'than (standard-
.

-
izid) norms on the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Reading. S abatin9

et al. (1972) compared 68:Chicano, 57 White, and 33 Navajo e lementary

. school children in special classes on the
.
Wide Range Achievement Test

.

(WRAT) and the Stanford Achievement Test (SALT). The Navajo children
,

were significantly lower than the White children on the WRAT, but

there was ,p,!; difference on the SAT. Fish (1970) found no differences
v;'

among-scores of 62 Indian, 46 Negro, and 143 White inner-city fourth

and sixtti'graders on the Iowa Test of Basic Millis.
ti

Achievement tests have-been widely used as the basis for:

evalu dot of Indian education programs. The most notable example

of this is the three outside evaluations of Bureau of Indian Affairs

schools done by Peterson (1948), Anderson, Collister, and Ladd (1953),.
. .

and Coombs et al. (1958).
;

-In the first'two studies, 8th-and 12th-grade White and Indian

children from throughout the country were tested on Pressey Diagno-
,

stic Reading, Pressey English, Arithmetic-Factor Abilities Gates

I\

Basic Reading, and OrleanSArithmetic Computation. The ranking

which was emerged was:

1. White ublic school children

2.Indianpublicischool children

3, Indian Federal school children

4. Indian mipion school,chifdren

In the Coombs study, thefCalifornia Achievement Tests here
-

given to 13,000 Indian and igt,opo White students in 11 state. The
A

same rank order resulted fr9ril this study as in the other tw

Traditional, norm-referenced achievement tests are sensitive

to the effects of .poverty, linguistic background, and cultural!b as.

I

\:

!
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Ttblishers' norms are rarely (if ever) appropriate for use with
/

oulturally-different groups. If the policy changes recommended
,

.by-tte/BIA Task Force onjesting.(Bureau of Indian Affairs,-1972)

bec ie official BIA policy, norm-referenced achievement testing

will gradually be phased out of BIA schools,.and will be used. only--

for individual diaghostic purposes. The Tilsk Force recommended

that norm-referenced testing be replaced by criterion referenced

testing closely tied.to curriculum and pertocmance objectives.

This BIA recommendation is consistent with the trend in the

field of education (the Experimental Schools Program and the Career

Education Program, for example).away from using norm-referenced

standardized tests in evaluation. Although norm-referenced tests

cfntinue.to be used extensively, (in state testing'programs, for
+,

example) there is a growing recognition of the drawbacks of norm-

'referenced testing ,and of the importance of,criterion,ireferenced

testing.

III. Purposes- of Testing and Evaluation

7 .

A. ),Purposes of Testing and Evaluation Under the Indian Educa-

tion Act of 1972.

\ For the gffice'of Indian Education to forthulat reasonable
,

'positions on the issues involved in vesting, an4 evaluation, it is

I/

necessary to distinguish between ,those activities over which thisI.
.,

C4f ce has direct administrative control and those which it can only

h4
i

to influence by example and persuasion.
, (t

I

Those evaluation and testing activities over which the Office.

/

of- Indian Education has direct control are specified in Parts A,

- 88
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B, and C of the A

clear that the C

adeqUate partinip tion.by%the people who will beeserved and by the

tribalcommuniti

.

as indicated earlier. In each case,,it is

ssioner must be satisfied thatthere has been

The_intent of the law is to locate the evalu-
.

ative decisiOn-d king, to the maximum extent possible, in local

Indian ommuniti

Under Part

local. education

categories: heed

subOtted with t

the and

Approval. Tle 1

each of these_ev

impo .taut tool f

propo ed-projedt

. count; ble to.the

of the pidje8t..'

Un er Part

grants d contr

of Feder lly 'ass

%-

ns mus

of the Act, ptoviding financial assistance to

gencies, evaluation is indicated in three general

-assessment, annual evaluation as part of the plan

e application, and evaluation in consultation with

ommunity-to-be-served as a condition of application

guage of the Act stresses local participation in

luation activities. Evaluation is a critically

rlocal communities to direct the focus of the

4

in its planning stage and to keep the 'project ac-

1

local community it serves for the effectiveness

of the programr- Special Programs and Projects,

cts may be'awarded to evaluate the effectiveness

sted programs serving Indian children. All

include ". statement describing the activities

ef

for-which unds are sougHt:and iinclude Provisions for an evaluation

of the project."1 Applications an be approved only if the U.S.

Commissioner of Education is satisfied that there has been "...ade-

quate narticipationeby the parents of the children to be served and
g

by the tribal communities...in the operation;and evaluation of thefr

project." (underlining' ours). Agin, evaluation is perhaps the
\ .

primary tool by which the relevany of special programs and projects :
,. .

1
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to the needs and interests of local Indian communities can be'

assured.

Under Part C of the Act, Adult Education, organizations may_,

.
Apply for grants "...to support'planning.and demonstration projects

which plan for, test, and show the effectiveness of programs for

providing adult education for Indians." Applications must includtW

provisions fdr the evaluation -of the proposed project's effective-

.

There are evaluation and testing activities over1Thich the

Office of Indian Education can exert influence but not direct,

administrative 'control. Since Indian children attend a wide variety

of types of schools (government-operated schools, local public

school;, and parochial schools), they are subject to the testing

/and evaluation policy of agencies (including the various state

.4

depaxtments of education) other than the Office of Indian Education.

it is Clear that this Office cannot make policy for these various

.
r' _

agencies even though they may serve large numbers of Indian children.
i 1 C

However, by demonstrating professional leadership the positions---

0
taken in thgrimplementation of theAct seem likely to influence the

1
policy of other education agencies serving Indian children- The

0

Deputy Commissioner for Indian Education and his staff will have

4.. 0
the potential for considerable power-of-persuasion and, access to

public media, regarding the testing and evaluation pofidy of other

e-
,

agencies. Thus, if the admidistration of the Act brings into
. 0

reality the participation of local groups in program evaluation and

if it takes innovative and strong leaderihip with regard 'to the use

of tests with Indian children, it is likely to influence strongly

the policies and practices of other educational agenciel,



t.

0
beginning of th-e program, USOE'has sought to involve"parentst--.

in local Title I programs on the theory that, the more parents
4

..-

were involved the better their children would do in school.
:In general, however, USOE has been unable to enfdrce'this

1.

'_, ,nation.on the states. In'1969; three out.of five schools
districts did not have Title I local parent advisory councils.

.
f.

../

B. difficulties inMaintaining Local Aceountability:

The hiatory.of-imPlenlentation,pi Federal compensatory \

educatibn indicates that there are serious pitialls*to be anti-

cipated in maintaining local accountability for the focus and

effectiveness ol projects and programs to be funded under the Act.

In a review of the political history of Title t of ESEA.,'Murphy

(1971) reports:

...Since .the beginning of the program, evalUation has been
high on the list of fedefaX rhetorical priorities, but law
on the list of actual 'USOE priorities. The reasons for this .

are many. They include fear of upsetting the 'federal- states:
balance, recognition of that .little expertise exis.ts at the:
state and'local levels to evaluate a'broad-scale-reforwpro:
gram and fear of isclosingjailure. No administratdr is
anxious to showthathis program is not working., .

The matter is. further complicated- by the 1aCk Ofagreement-
. on what would prOve whether Title 'I is "wotking." .This con-
fusion stems' f.rom covert digagreements over the relative
importance of Title I's several purpo4es. These include_
breaking-the. federalaid barrier,_ raising achievement,

-1 pacifying the ghettos, building bridges to private schools,
'-and providing fiscal relief to school districts. Depending

- on one's pergpective andaprIotetres, Title_I 'may be or may

not be Workihg. It one views the program, priNarily as a.
vehicle to provide fiscal relief for a city school system,
achievement test scores are hardly an appropriate way. 60,
measure success; the program is successful-if fiscal, collapse

is avoided.- The legislation, however, Calls for Objectiie
measures, and if they show that children are not gaining.in,
4ahievement it makes'it difficult for .Congrssmen to justify
their continued support of the program. Vit the same time,

it is politically dangerous to be opposed to program evalu-

, atibn. Thefefore, inconclusive evaluatins are ,politically
acceptable, although they may provoke rhetorical wrath in the
Congress, and exasperation in the Execut'Ve agencies.

..:There are some examples,.however, i here the USOE has
attempted,to assert leadership. For the most part these
efforts hevebeen unsuccessful.. This is best-exemplified in
USOE's attempts to establish two basic-criteria -=one calling
for the establishment of. local parent advisory councils and
the other governing the concentration of funds. Since'the

T

0
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...Creation of countervailing local, fdrcesrio prod federal
state, and, local officials to act more forcefully may the

most important step.- Efforts to establish strong
parent advisc5ry councils under-thenew federal guidelines
could help produce more localresponsiveness to the educational
.neels of the poor: Their demands for public accountability
and a role in the develdpment ofcprograms could-increase the,
infi:Uence of the poor at,theloCal level.

.

It is clear that it will not suffice for the Office oeIndien

cation to adopt the evaluation and testj.ng practices Chat have

become typicalof earlier compensatory ,education efforts. Aelivering

the promise of 'the Act will require innovation.,use-of the-Most

recent developments-in the field, and a clear commitment to develop
N

the capacity for local participation in program eValuation. In
.

suring that local Indian Tiunities have real authority for
. . .

. .

external evaluation, of projects, developing the use of criterion
_

referenced rather than normreferenced assessment, and assisting
..,. '.

local Indian 'communities-in.the definition of criteria will be,

necessary.

IV. Element's- of a Sound Testinkand Evaluation Policy

A. Validity

1. The criteria used t judge the'Success of any educational

effort must be consistent wi h the ideology and objectives of that

effort. Just as the College; Board f;ou0 it necessarto change the
7 (

-

,content of their achi 4tnent, test's with the advens of the "new" math

and science curricula in the,1960's; the standards used to judge

r,
projects and prog rams in Indian.education must .be maddt to correspond

to the intentions and p_recti&sof those prpjects. We must not

attempt to measupe weight with a ruler.. If a program,is attempting

to transmit cultural values, ethnic tradition, or transmit the

()
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. , 0
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( - o
values pf cooperative endeavor, then visible criteria, corresponding

Ideally,

_ -

to these
/
ebjectives should be used. the criteria forI

i assessing the effects of an educationalcprogram.should emerge) .

/
1 //

o "from the day-to-day functioning of that programK
$
gor _,

. .
_

..,

o'

_example, knowledge of the Structure of tribal government).

2. The criteria used to assess a program should represent ,

. o

d
, ,

.

a fair. sampling of the total content pf the program. 'The criteria

..

. should be defined and developed. objectively. (They
1

should not rely

oh.testimonial statements.) Educational criteria should not be
0-
i ..

A A

.

14,0ited to the easy -to- measure (such as standardized tests) nor the

"easy success" elements (criteria that would be achieved Without
, .

the project) of the program. The criteria used for anevaluatien

of educational projects under the India n Education Act of 1972 must

reflect the pluralism of the projects and of the communities they

serve.. A valid evaluation system cannot impose a single standard

J s

on multiple and sharply different programs.

3. The criteria for 'judging the success of educational acti-

vities should accurately reflect the values and goals of the

community served.

Performance criteria might include qaestions or workbook tests
2

Qf the type found in standardized tests, teacher-made tests, work- _

boOk problems, and so forth. However, they might also include

-r r

classroom and institutional characteristics such -a6 Attendance,

I. datat vandalism costs, and observor estimates of growth and develop-

\
4 1

L
1 , ment. The term criterion denotes any observable evidence of success

: ; , ,' .

or failure,. Not that the above definition does not excludeunanfi-
,

cil&ed or-Unintended effects. Neither does it require a project to

.

define,"behavioral..objectives."

.
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B. Reliability.

1. The 'criteria used must be free of self-justification.

Criteria must be believable as visible, reasonable'gvidence of

success or failure. For example, if project personnel are merely
.

asked to rate the success of an Indian teache-training project,

a suspicion of bias cannot be avoided. In contrast, an increase

in the number of Indian teachers actually employed is persuasive.-

2. To the greatest extent possible, educational criteriain

this setting should make use of information that is unobtrusive-

information created by the phenomenon itself. For example, a sharp

reduction in di5pout rate is a/relatively "unfakable" indicator

and does not take time from the instructional program.

3. The ultimate-test ofa criterion issempirical. If it is

sensistive to the effects of the'program over time, it will serve

-as an index_of the degree of success. Thus, if 100% success is

apparent jaefore exposure to the program, or if no one performs up

to criterion level after the program, either the criterion or the

rationale underlying it is faulty.
go*

C. Practicality

1. Whatever evaluation systenuls ehp12ye8, iE must be accept -

able to teachers, pupils, and the comwnity: lo evaluation method

is likely to yield usefuLinformaikon"if 41that system is, actively'

resisted.
-*

2. Evalbation*Systems should be open, that is, the entire pro-

cess should be tree of mystification and psMedo-scientific jargon.

Every aspect of it 'should, be understandable and public. The,evalu-

. ation should be a qick.responsg system. To be4seful in forMative:

94 -
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as well, as summativeevaluition it must provide feedbadk quickly:/

(Formative evaluation is conducted tiltgig.n the program development

o stage to assist the developers in clarifying objectives, identik-

r

ing strengths and_ weaknesses, needs-aSsessment and-similar

ties. Summative evaluatiori is conducted after the program

acttvi-

.

Is imple-

,mented to determine program effectiveness, extent of impact, Cost-

' effectiveness and similar charadteristics of the program.)

I

3. The method of evaluation should not require unreasonable

time or effbrt from teachers and pupils (as the use of standardized

achievement tests. often does.). To the maximum extent possible the

work of evaluation should not be'done by teachers and pupil's but

by others:
a

4. The evaluative criteria must be responsive to changes in

the various programs. Criteria must gra4 and change with the ex-

periences of the schools or evaluation will become a.barrier to

change rather than a catalystfor improve-tent.

should be designed-to be self-corecting-

Evaiiiation systems

. *Issues Critical to Policy Formulation

*.

A: huralism

The people to-be served by tile Act are co culturally diverse

as to neatiy defy' categorization.' The Act uses the following -

definition: °'

the'purposes of this .title, the term "Indian" means any

individual who:

.
, Is a member of a tribe, band, or other organized group of

.ndians, including those tribes, bands or groups terminated

4 ,ince 1940 and those recognized now or in 'the futu re by the

*,..ate in which they reside, or who is a descendant; in the

-':5t or second degree, of any such member, or \',

., ..
.

. ..

.

fo",
.
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Is considered by the secretary of the Interior to be an,
Indian for any purpose, or

Is determined to be an Indian under regulati6ns promulgated
by the Commissioner after consultation with the National _

Advisory Council on Indian Education; Whidh regulations
shall further define the tert-"Indian."

Not only is it difficult to define who is an Indian (and. Alaska
--,

Native), andwho is not, but within the population included.by the

-
/ definition of the Act, the differences among people and groUpg'of_

people are probably as,great as the, differences that distinguish

them from "non-Indians.' In Arizona, for instance, although the

Hopi and Nava)O are neighbors, they cannot understand one another 's

language. Within the Uopi tribe, there are two unrelated languages,

neither of which are intellitible to most other Arizona Indians
/

(Officer, 1956, pp. 3-4).

Estimates of the nu

surely in excess of 200.

ences within tribal grou

defined groups exist.

rural residents, reservation and non-reservation residents, and

er of trib4 groups vary birt-tt-is almost

Political, religious, and other differ-

s, family grdups, clans, and geographically

urther, the distinctions between urban-and

some case , the diffefences in values and go'als among age groups
%/'

comPlica e the policy/ formulation process.

It Lould be patently inappropriate
A

applidativ of, specific testing and evaluation procedures

1

those s rved by theAct. A sensible testing policy for an

in

to apply, or prohibit the

1

,group that, has for several generations lived in

1

.

Boston would almost surely be in:,appr

dispersed and isolated Indian dlation in

for all

the ropolitan-

ate for a widely,

the Southwest desert.,

The education of a inority groups in the United ,States has-

su as a result of the fallacious assumption of homogenqty_t_
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but no group has suffered more from this assumption thart the people

to be served by this Act. Any policy statements, or positions,

taken by the Office of Indian Education with regard to testing and

evaluation,must. surely have as a primary premise recognition of,

and responsiveness to, this dramatic diversity.

B. Multilingualism

Despite several years of Federally-sponsored research, develop-

meneand demonstration, the educational problems associated with

bilinguai populations in the United States have only begun to be

appreciated. Those problems are particularly complex in Indian

education. The Indian languages differ radically from English and

Spanish, making the mastery of English particularly difficult for

Indian children whose native tongue shares no linguistic roots with

,English or Spanish (Weaver, 1967). Ifi the Sioux langiraie,for

instance, there is no word for "time." (Potts and Sizembre, 1964)

Many of the children and adults to be served by the projects

a mist. ed IlkyOC Office of Indian Education are not bilingual
. .

but multilingual. Not on . tribal languages and English

encountered, but also Spanish, a variety of 1:1-- languages, and-

often differing dialects within these major language groups.

On a national scale, no truly satisfactory solution td the

biasing effects of bilingualism on standardized achievement and

IQ scores has been found. (This is not to say that in some instances

standardized tests in English may not be appropriate criteria for

success in a particular project.) It is importanl that any

policies regarding testing and evaluation be sensitive to these

sources of bias. Recent developments in criterion-referenced .

peasuremept and performance criteria, seem likely avenues for

-
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1 ,

avoiding these typesof'errors. it is posgible to have tangible
7

)

. t I' '
**

..j

-criteria fo. the success of pro.ect or program that are not just

linguistically "fair" hut'essentially non - linguistic.

C. Poverty
A' 2:

The complex of Characteristics;associand with laMilies living

S: ff

in putierty, poor housing, inadbquate health care, interior nutrition,

lack of mobility, and so forth,_ influence the test performane of
L .

children in these families. Since poverty and racial diierimpation

sr. havb traditionally gone hand in hand in our, society, it has not

been-possible to discriminatscientifically between the effects
.

of these two determiners of test performance.. In the case of Indian

children Who have - suffered from both;- the distiqctions may seem,

acalirmic. Nev ertheless, it is unrealistic to. expect childreii of

poverty-stricken tamilies to perform as well on achievement tests

"" as 'children from affluent families, regapaless. of. ethnicity.

Probably no identifiable,group in the 'United States suffers more

extensively and severely from poverty, than do Indians and Alaska
- .

tiatives. No educational reform regardless of its effectiveness and
'.14,

"equality, is likely to fully compensate for the crippli4 effects
1.

1

Of poverty. Even highly successful projects funded by this Act

will not-repair the recurring damage of poor nutrition, inadequate

housing, and poor health.

Thus,,thepogition taken by the Office of Indian- Education on

testing and evaluation; must reflect realistic expectations based

level of poverty in various communities, since poverty does

influence test performance. Though the Office may get high

. ,

standards for the performance of projectS,the influence of poverty

on children must be faced realistically.' The economic and social

49- '"..-Ar
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. _

affliCtion of -poverty i not likely to be curedor compensated,for

in Indiaa;communities by the Indian Education Acti&1972., Until

that afflection is fully removed, Indian children will continue to

suffer an educational handiCap. k f

f, t

I . .

E. Cultural Differences i

. ,

'':.

t-
, ..

f, jt is very likely that most Indian communities] want their

..-

children to be capable:of coping with, and in, the non-Indian

culture that surrounds them and to also value the:teaching of their
..?,%,:c

. . i

own cultural heritage: Inthe population' to be served by the Act,

4.

..:"

_

policy must not only reflect the difference between the White

middle-class culture and those educational values generally shared

by, native Americans, but must also be responvive to the variety of

goald and-values within the Indian population. the content of/

,existing standardized tests (bothmental ability and achievement)
e`

is a direct reflection of the educational \Tali-les-of the affluent

17.White majority of this society. But even if all children in the

United States could be trained to perform well on such ,Eests, the

success of the educational system in serving educational values

within minority populations would be overlooked. For example,

Fuchs and Havighurst (19731 Say:

It is di&.cult and perhaps impossible to state what Indians
want their children to get from the, schools as Indians. In the
first place, various Indian groups have different desires in
this respect. For example, the thirty thousand Lumbees of
North Carolina have lost their traditional language and now
use English. They do not prac;ice a traditional culture,
although they have pride in being Indian. Theycontrast
enormously with the Navajo, who have a living language, living
myths and religious ceremonies, and a vital tribal life which
they wish their children to retain:

Secondly, many tribes are divided'among themselves concerning
their expectations 9f the school as e teacher of Indian culture .

and history. Among the Hopi, for instance, one faction4ftuld
:Amit the school to teaching the English language and other

- 99 r
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skills necessary to. do business in the outer world, while
the tribe teaches the children their. culture. Another

, faction would use the schools more fully to carry,oil,the
-Th Hopi culture. i i

White,people'cannot usefully help to settle this -kind of
;problem. Indians. ill *Irk it out, and the schools,
especially those on and near reservations, should follow the
Indian voice....

Similarly, wide diversity is to be,exvected in such value-

, 'laden concerns as competitiveness,-sek roles, ec1i.nomic ambition,

,73

and family allegiance.

VI. Posittion Statemen

,

A. . The authority for external evaluation oflprojects should

be exercised by local Indian Communities. The criteria by which

projects are evaluated should be defined and developed/in
)
'Oose

communities (necessarily in cooperation With project staff), '

The development of usable; locally-releVant, performance

criteria will.probably require some initial training and technical

assistance (perhaps on a regional basis)6 some trial and error and

continuing support and encouragement from the Office of Indian

Education. As criteria are developed, tested, and revised, a

computeriZed data-bank may he useful in the sharing of'experiences

by various Indian communities.

The position propgsed here if; a flat-Iced departure from existing

evaluation practice. In most Federally-funded programs evaluation

is permitted to be internal, that is, in control of school districts

and project staff. This position is intended to give real authority,

for objectives and attainment of those objectives, to. local Indian

'groups. It d,parts from the habitual use of standardized tests

and exploits -the most recent developments in the technology,of
,

V
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educational evaluation. It is not a comfortable, safe, position.

It is, however, istent wfth the intent and language of he:Act

and perhaps critical to the :Act's success.'

B.' Mental Ability) Of IQ, tests should not be used with 1

Indian childrei0Oraduts; Tests which.purport,to measure intel=.

ligence or mental ability are,-invalid in culturally different

,
populations. Such tests are developed to pe predictors of success

in traditional academic lettings by pupilsItom the-culturally-,

dominant population. They-may, in some instances; be useful for

predicting the success in fraditicinal academic settings by culturally
;

However,, they are unlikely to predict success
IV'4

An the attainment of non -trail ional educational objectives.
= 4

Ful4her, they in no instance measure "mental ability" or

"native intelligence", even among White middle class children based-

upon the,results of such testing. _Many Indian children attend

5.'

public schools in districts or states. that require the administration
...-

Of.such tests. Though the Office of Indian Education. cannot itself

,

eliminate such requirements, it can by example and persussathion- &is-

\

courage tese practices.

C.. The .use of norm-referenced, standardized achievement tests
.;.14 k ar

with Indian children should be discouraged: The:Sources of An-

validity, bias, and misleading results in the use Ofthese

instruments with culturally- different groUps has been discussed.
A

Some prOjects"funded under the Act may hdtke-sound reason for

employing such tests. Consequently, the Office of Indian-Education,N

should not prohibit their use in projects funded underdie Act.
-

However, the full support, prestige, and influence-ofthe Office

of Indian Education shoulebe available in Indian communities that

- 101
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choose to. eliminate the use of norm-referenced tests, and the pr-

tree of placing norm-based scores in pupils' permanent

p.- Aq Evaluation Review Panel

records.

As detailed earlier, the Act requires evaluation with local

participation. It will be one of the responsibilities of the Office

of Indian Education to insure that this tune of participatory evaluT,

ation becomes a reality and that the quality of evaluation provides

useful information at the local level,

should be organized to review projects and aRlicat- ions

of evaluation plans. and degree,,?f community participati

tion. Because criteria ate "to 'be' locally-cretine.wi this

:= , - A'

;,

be representative,, of a\div.,eaity of Indian ,gomMunities.

gested the.; a seven - person. panel withmeMbership nomina

,An Evaluation.Review Panel',

for adequacy

on in evala-
=

'panel should

It is sug
4._i

ted by the
_

educational program. evaluation and shoUld tray;e-ayailable to it-the

necessarytechnical,expertise'and:,staff.respurces.

Since apprOximatelv 1,200 project applications are

the first year, the computerised management information

NationaljAdvisory Coanlel:on Indian Ed6cationbe,estabalshedi.

panel'is neek initial training in the,rechni041 aspects tif

expected in

system now

being developed Will be extremely sidisefill to the screening of the

evaluation component of project applications.

The Evaluation Review Panel could establish,screening procedures

for the evaluation compol l'ents of all ap plications. It could also in-,

vesrigate and assist those projects most deficient in local partici'-.,

.
patory evaluation. In this manner, it alould.serve ai'a safeguard

, against the domination of project objectifies over community concerns,

valdei, and objectiYes by project staff and 'other professionals.
, a.
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*Criteridn-ReferenCed Measures_

Underlying the concept of achievement measurement is the notion

of a continuum of knowledge acquisition ranging front no proficiency,
_

A-c.

at all to perfect performance. An individual's achievemen1 level

falls atome point on this continuum as indicated 'by die behaviors

he displays during testing. The degree CO which his achievement

resemblesdesired performance.at any specified level fs assessed 4

4 +
by criterion-referenced measures of achievement or proficiency.

The standard against whiCh a student's performance is compared

when measured in this manner is the behavior which defines each

Point along the achievement continuum. The term "criterion," when

m4ed. in this way, does not refer to final end -of- course behavior.

PCri!terion levels can be estab]ished at'any pointin-instruction

t

Where it is necessary to obtain information as to the adequacy of,

4
an individual's perfdrmance. The point is that the specific behaviors

inplied at each level of proficiency can be identified and usedtoi

describe the specific tasks a student must be capable of performing

A

before he achieves one of these knowledge levels. It is-in'this
d

sense that measures Of-,proficiency can a criterion-referenced. 1

' Along such a continuum of attainment, a studentri. store on a

criterion- referenced measure provides explicit information as to

what the individual can or cannot do. Criterion-referenced measures

indicate the content of the behavioral repertory, and the

'

t
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, correspondencebetween whatLan individual does and the underlying
.

continuum of achievement. Measures whichassess student achievement .

/.1
in terms Of a criterion standard thus provide information as to the.

degree.of competenCe attained by a particular studertt which is in-

dependent of reference-to the performance of others.

Norm-Referenced Measures

On the other hand, achievement measures also nvey information

about the capability of a student compared with the capability of

other students. In instances where a student's relative standing

along the 'continuum of attainment is the primary,purpose of

measurement, reference need not be made to criterion behavior.

4tucationa7, achievement examinations, for exam, are administered

fquently for,the purpose of ordering students in a class or
o.

. _-

school, rather than for assessing their_ attainment of specified

curriculum Objectives. When sac norm- referenced measures are

used, a particular student's'achievement is' evaluated in terms of

a comparison between his performance and the performance of other

members of t "group. Such measures need prbvide little or no in-,
A 4.
45r

formation about the degree of proficiency exhibited by the, tested

behaviors in terms of what the individual can db. They tell that

one student is more or less proficient than another, but do not-

tell how proficient either of them is with-respect to the subject -

matter tasks involved.

Inllarge part, achievement measures currently employed in

.education are norm-referenced. This emphasis upon norm - referenced

.

measures has been bilbilght about by the preoccupation of test theory

104 --
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with aptitude, and with selection and prediction problems; norm-
'4. e

referenced measures are useful for this kind of work in correlational

analysis. However, the imposition of this kind:of thinking'on the

purposes of achievement measurement raises some question, and

concern with instructional iechnology is forcing us toward the kind

of informatiOn made available by the use of criterion- referenced"

measures. We need to behaviorally specify minimum levels of.per-
.

..
. ..

..*..

formance that describe-the least amount of end-of-course competence

, ,

the student- is expected. to attain, or that he needs in order to go

on to the next course in a sequence. 'The specification of the

characteristics of maximum or optimum achievement after.a student

has been exposed to the course of instrudtion poses morg.difficult

problems of criterion delineation." (Glaser, 1963)

I

Maior Concepts in the

.v-aluation of Educational Programs

It is the purpose of this manual to offer suggestions-for

making the evaluation.of educational programs useful. It is intended

for use by the,staff Of schOol districts and other agencies who are
. -

responsible for progam evaluation. The informatiorigiven.here is

to help educators understand the purposes of program evaluation,

to help in planning the evaluation activities, to help in',-maintaining

. the quality of the planned evaluation, and to help educators develop

a comprehensive evaluation design.
OX

By "program" we mean an identifiable set of activities,

directed toward a'defined population, with explicit objectives..

Often funds from different sources, having similar goals and

- 105 -
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objectives, are directed .towgrd-a single population. The evaluation

of su- ch multi-funded programs cannot be expected to isolate the

--. %

specific effects of eaCh\fundidg source. The'pr4ram, however,
-4,.

.

. . J,
can usefully be evaluated, this consolidated evaluation can be ,.

reported to,each of the hniding sources.
,,
,

, ,
, /

..

By "evaluation" wet mean the process of obtainings and using
,e.,

reliable information about the nature, extent, an effectiveness
a *ft.

of an educational-program. Evaluation should not be limited to

test scores br to testimonial statements. Useful evaluation of

an educational program6Will make use of whatever,reliable infor-
.;

mation,is relevant to planning, developing, maintaining, and

improving that program.

Why Evaluate Programs?

. .e

A primary purposepf the evaluation Of educational programs
4

. f ..

-
is to meet a responsibility to parents and other citizens. If

,

education is to haVe constructive public support and involvement,

sound informhtion must be made available. Citizens must know what

needs the program is intended to meet; they need to have a realistic,

pictureof the ohjectiyesof the program. p.tizens also need an
\

accurate description.Of the substance of the.program, and they will

need information about the effectiveness of t program.

Similar information is-necessary for scho 1 districts to meet

,--

their.responsibilities to the state and 7cecra1 agencies that

administer public funds. These agencies in turn are responsible

0

to a larger public and must provide the informati n necessary to

an informed"citizepry.

- 106
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Evaluation is essential to the management of educational-,pro-
. ° .o 0

the Individual pupil, to the national

. ,

human .talent, materials, andothet

grams a6.every-

polcy.T'The allocation of
Y' -:-

..)

resources is based on estimates of objectives, program contenti,,.: --

3 '4 ',4
and effectiveness. It is the evaluation process that ields these

1
* e

estimates. Biyond the manJgement of curient programs,,good
,

° i
,.

4
-, ,o

planning for new or modifi d Orogprems s also dependentyop useful

"s -,.
. .

evaluative information.
-

Good.elaluative i rmationmay have multiple uses:. For
-

*_'.5

example, data4about the progress of individual chiId.eti in a parts-
.

Oiler subject (say math)', 'may help the teacher offer materials atid

learning opportunities tailored to"the-needs ofeach child. This

, . *

Same "infOrma0on, aggregated at the classroom.or school lev11,
*

4
,s,

i '4

ay Wuseful in-allocating resources and personnel (s4h

)At the district level the same

as aides).

information4combined with similar

data from-other. sthools,'mar be used in reporting.tO,the,school

board and the.publie, may provide a found basis for making appli-

cations for"future fundig; and may serve to identify unmet needs

that call for program planning.

.The multiple-uses of evaluation occur throughout.th&various

stages of an educational program:. Table 1 indicates some of these
.

mses. 4.

Good evaluation is useful evaluation. It is not the reliabi-

lity of instruments, nor the prestige of a consultant that assures

good evaluation. Program evaluation 'hould be of prpeti-cal utility

to pupils, parents, teachers,, staff, an responsible agencies.

Lieeful program, evaluation, it timely, relevant, understandable and

of.cour'se, feasible. To.be of real use to the variou4 participants
*

* i017
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-f -9f an educational program,. evaluation needs' the cooperative effort

r'. of those participants,
. , ,..,, . .

.....,

. .

. -

The Elements of Useful Program Evaluation
1 t--

We believe there are several critically importanCelements ofi

---,educational program evaluation. These elements are tangible

P
criteria, relevant and accurate instrumentation, an evaluation

-

plan, program description, able:and.coOpevtive people, and_ the

use of and reports of the results.

Tangible Criteria

One,of the basic, elements Of a useful program eva3;14apion ism

the identification of tangible criteria of success. Without a

clear statement of what is to be accomplished, evaiation is:.diffil:
. \i

cult if not impossible. For eachmajOt objective of a program* q5
:-. .

',

. - .
.

there should be cleat' and concrete Ways of knowg whether, or to' ,..

what extent, that particular objective has been thieved. Program
4f

. ,.

. objectives related to the cognitive developent of students often

use achievement tests as ,criteria, however non-test.triteria (such-
,, --

.

*-
,-----. .,:0

as the performance objective "The pupil will be able to-list five

basic elements of graphic composition") are also useful. Objectives

and corresponding criteria,are frequently stated in terms of non- :

cognitive observables (attitudes, psychomotor skills, self-concept,

health practices, etc.). The criterion in any case should be

selected or devised to fit the objective. The mere availability

of a criterion ieasure-,bowever widely-used, should not influence

the statement of program objectives.

- 109 -
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Many program objectives and criteria may be,stated in terms,

# ,
of institutional or programmatic indicator's. For example, educe-

',. . ,

tional prograts may be designed' to show effects on attendance data,

frequency of parent participation, proportion-Of:students seeking

further instruction, br the frequ7ency'of use of materials and

facilities such as librari,e or drop -in centers.

In some circumstances the process of formal measurement'ill

change the behavior being assessed-. Unobtrusive-indicators are-,

useful in such instances,, when responses may be contaminated by

.more intrusive measurement techniques..

It is often useful to employ more than one criteriohin de--

termining hoW well a particular objective has been achieved. For

, 4

example, primary-grade pupils',attitude4,toward,classroom equipment

and facilities may be assessed both thro gh iriterviewdand classroom
*41;

observation.

For program evaluation to be useful it need not deny either,

unintendedeffectsornon-measureahlbjectives. Performance of

previously stated objectives need not be'the*only source of,evalu-

ative information. In some instances important unanticipated
;

effects can,:and should be docudented. These unforeseen effects

may be particularly,useful-in planning and, defining objectives

for the, future. 'Also, any educational program is likely to have

some objectives that are not immediately subject-tO tangible

,criteria. Though criteria cannot be specified, these objectives

may *still be important. So long as a.sufficient proportionof the

objectives are driteria-related, usefu/-program evaluation is--

possible.,

- 11o:
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`Relevant and Accurate-InStuMentation

Criteria c n only be assessed by-some form of documentation.

method used. o' document a criterion is often called,an evalu-
/

.

ation "instrument " Though tests of all ,sorts (aptitude, achieve-4?

ment, interest, etc.) are widely used as' instrumentation in program

evaluation, many other forms of in4truMentation are also important.

.
Interview guides, observer check lists,, attitude scales, content

analysis forms, and-forms for recording.. various educational pro-

cesses are all, useful instruments in/Program evaluation. 'Good

evaluation instruments have two fundamental characteristicsi tele-
:

cy and- accuracy -

. .
0

No matter how precise or widely respected, All evalbatioW
.

.

instrument is worthless if- it does not correspond to:the program,

objectives. For example, if an objective is for ten-year-olds to

- be able to. write simple sentences, a vocabulary test is not the

F.

most relevant instrument. In testing,, this characteristic of an

instrument is called "valiUity." Whatever the type of instrument,

it should document the info ' ation relevant to a program objectivei

An instrument should be'acou aiwell as relevant. Once

'
we are:confident that.an evaluation i rument.is going, to produce

. 0

information about what, we intend, we ca Concerned about the

accuracy of that informationi Forexadp e askingvupils to solve

one arithmetic problem of a, particular typ will lick "provide as-

accurate ihformatiot,about-theif skill,aa w ll'performance on five

.

such problems. Accuracy in testing
0

reliability. The

need for accuracy is associated with al4 fords of instrumentation.

The training of observers and interviewers,,and similar'procedures,

are used to improve the accuracy of instrumentation:,

in -
(1.122
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Instruments that are inapprbpriate because of plysical'handi -`.

\.
caps of respondents or- for cultural or linguistie reasong, are

T

. likely to rqduce information that is neither relevant tkprogram
.

objectives nor accurate. In fact,, misleading evaluative information
go

May be produced by poor instrumentation.

. An Evaluat.ion Plan..
g

. .

Educational program evaluation is unlikely Al;preduce useful,

results-or to be.conducted effdctively withoutplannihg. Evaluation '

activities involve many kinds of people (pupils, teachers, admini-,-

straiors, consultants, data processors, and others). Tiie partici-

and

f
pation of these people, at the proper time, ana with the appropriate .

materials, reqdires forethought and preparation.. Several important

. . , .

considerations in planning are evaluation design, effidiency, data
. .

..

'

. ...

collection and editing, analysis, scheduling''and budget.

There are many ways that the evaluation of a particular educa

tional'program.may be structured. The structure of evaluation acti-

vities calculated to produce_the most useful information'is often'
4

called the eyaluation design. Basically, program evaluation is in-
.

rended to answer the questions a) were the program objectiv es achieved

.115) would they have been achieved without the program, and c) how did

thtyrogram achieve its objectives? Design considerations incldde

. .0
4 th,:. use of,..refer-encegrours and the timing of information-collection.

l-:.

...

Reference groups; Reference groUps are frequently (but probab-.

fly notfrequently enough) used to compare the status of participants

in the program to similar people who-are notaffectedby the pro-,

1

gram. This allows references to be.made about the objectives,

. -

directions, and effectix.eness of, the program, Generally, three kinds

. LLZ -

4
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of reference groups are used: control groups, comparison groups,
-

- ..

4 )

and norm groups. Control groups are typically formed when pupils

(or other participants) are randomly assigned to program activities

vs,. non-program activities. This random assignment assures eomparl-

ability of'groups and Unbiased inferences. Random assignment is

often not feasible in educational program evaluation though it is .

a powerful design tool and should be used whenever possible. More

frequently, existing intact groups of pupils are involved in edh- .

cational programs and comparable groups (in other classes, schools,

.

and districts) may be identified. When these groups, Called compari-

son groups, are administered the same criterion instruments as the

:people in the program,' evaluative judgments can be made about

.program. When neither control nor omparison groups. are feasible,.

or when=a larger or%more Categorical reference group (such as handi-

capped) isneeded, norm groups may be used. The norm groups of
.1 .

standardized tests are themodt ZOmmbri example of-this type. Haw-
,:

3,
ever, district, county. and state performance information Is also

4r
,

frequently available.. Since such norm groups were not designed to

be comparable to any one particular program group, caution must be

exercised -in ba'sing evaluative inferences on them. In, general,

good design calls for-selecting.and using the most comparable re-

Terence group consistent with other planning considerations.

The timing of information-collection is anotheekmajor design-
,

4

consideration. Three general time intervals are often used: preli-
c,,

1s,

minary (pre), progregs, and summary (post),.
-)

Pre-Post Designs. One good evaluation desin uses pre-post

criteria information and a reference group. In a Rre-post design,

N
ajneasure ofilperformance is taken before the: rogram has begun and

r- 1 r
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,-after it is:over. The performance of a reference group of pupils,

not involved in the program, is measured at the same times. The.

' effect Of the program can them be-gauged by comparing the perform-

ance.of 'the two, groups.

A posttest.-only design is useful when a yre-test might alter

the effc'ts'of the programbeing evaluated. Such a design involves
.

taking a measure of performance only at the end of the program.

1 -

The performance of a reference group of pupils outside the program

is measured at the same tiMe: by comparing the performance of tht

two groups, the effect-of the.programcan be determined.

Collecting evaluation information in an educational program

. while.it is in progress can'be especially useful. Such an evalu-

a
tt

ion design can indicate strengths and weaknesses in the program,

and can serve as a basis-for .improving the program. On the other
'

hand, teachers. and others can use the information from this type

of design'both in planning future activities and in determining

which puni?c need particular services or Materials:
' o

4

The design elements of reference- groups and time-of-informati
.

collection may 1)e pmbined in many ways, depending oti the nature
t7A

,*
.,

of the'educatiOnal grogram and other planning.con;idefationw. The
. .

.. ". , ..
, . "building blocks" of evaluation design may be pictured this way:

,
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Some, or all, of these design eleients might used in a

single program evaluation. They should be selecte to make the

`evaluation as useful as possible.

Sampling: -"'Another part Of an evaluation plan concerns effi-

.-
ciency. Where large numbers of pupils or other articipants are

involved in a prOgraffe, the evaluation Can be d e more efficiently

and economically by using person-sampling and-item-sampling. Person-

sampling involves measuring the performance a randomly-selected --

sample of pupils in a program. . The performance .of this sample can

provide a good estimate of the performance Of the entire group of

pupilb.

In item-sampling, each pupil in a program completes only a

randomly-chosen portion of the measuring instrument.. For example,

each pupil might be required to complete Only te.of the one hundted

items on a multiple-choice test. Thr ugh item-sampling, a .good

estimate of how the entire group would perform on the entire test can

be obtained without administering the entire test to each pupil: It

is aisle possible to combine person-sampling with item-sampling.

For instance, a -sample of the pupils in a program could each com-

plete a sainPle of the items on a test.

.Data-Handling. Data collection and editing are essential parts

of an evaluation.plan. Preparations must be made for the distribu-
%

tion of instruments-, the training of people in the use of the in-

struments (to protect validity and reliability)., and for editing

data. Most information collected in field-settings will have some

recording errors and occasionally directions are misunderstood. It'

is important -.to plan for editing (or quality-control) as pert of.

the information-collection process. No matter how sound the design,

- 115 - .
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or how careful the analysis, information contaminated at the source

is of little evaluative use.

,Analysis Plan. Analysis and summarization of ,the information

to be collected should be carefull ified before the evaluation

plan is put into action. The nature,,o the analysis will be based

upon-the dcaign. Sometithes.welind th he design selected is

impossible to implement becadse info ation was collected in such

a way that it cannot be analyzed; P anning the analysis' will qln-

cern such problems as combining , types of scores, observation's,

ratings, scaling, coding, choice o statistics, and discriminating

between trivial and import-at results

Scheduling. Everyone involved in the evaluation process will

probably, at some point, be concerned with the schedule of activities.

To avoid, poor use of people and resources and to assure good quality

information, the sequence of activities should be explicitly

scheduled. To be sure, the achedule may he revised as the plan is

implemented, but many evaluative problems may be avoided if they

canbc caticipated.

Similarly, the costs of evaluation should be anticipated.

.Evaluation usually cannot be supported by the funds designated for

the program operation itself. Budgeting for evaluation is the only .

way to be sure that a well-planned evaluation can actually be per-

formed. By including this budgeting function in. the evaluation plan,

it is frequentlYpossible'to avoid waste and 'duplication of effort.

For exapmle, it may be possible. to combine information-collection

activities and costs so that multipleuses are Made Of the same

units of information'. -

. .
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4

1.

Program Descriptio

: ,

plan for useful evaluation should in Jude an accurate

description' of the'important characteristics of the program: the

\

age, ethnicity and language ability level, umber, and socio-eco-

nomic status Of the

.,

counselors, and any

specgic.katerials,.

imthe program; how
.

-
, often' the materials

.1.s; continuously, an

pupils, the number and types/of teachers, aides,

other persons involved in the program; the

methods; and activities planned or undertaken

long-the program lasted or will last and/or how

and methods of the program will! be used (that

hour a 'day, one day a week. et6.); kid where

'the program took (or is taking) place--there may be many different

schools in the program, there may be a school- within { -a- school, or

0

there may be off-site services which are part of the 'program. '

Too often, evaluation results overlook the neces ity of

know that,describing What was evaluated.- It is of little use
a

"x" was, or was not, an effective program.
A

Able and CoOperative People

Probably the single'most critical element of edu ati

"

program evaluation is the contribution of the people rarticipating,

Program evaluation can
I

be useful only if the people involved are

able to make the contributions expected of them. In many instances,

this means that people must be informed, sometimes trained, and

certainly given the time and resources necessary to accomplish their
.

part of. the task:. Pupils, school staff, parents, and consultauts--

all dust be capableof-fulfilling their responsibilities.

Evenwhen able, people cannot be expected to make their

-1.17 -
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contribution to program evaluation, if they view the process as

threatening, a nuisance, or lacking in utility. Cooperation

often must be won by demonstrating the-usefulness of program evalu-

ation to the peopleit is intended to serve:.

Using, amid Reporting Results

Useful program evaluation is a continuing cycle that contributes

to needs-d6sesshent and diagnosis, program planning, refinement'of

objectives, allocation of resources, program modifica tion, and

sdnimative decision-making. Individual- pupils may be seen using'

. -

evaluative feeilback.from. peers, dides, teachers, and parents in just

such a cycle-
,
1

Those responsible for educational programs in school districts

will-find program evaluation useful in clarifyi ng, and making con-

crete (\
crete the n eds-assessmept that was the basis for instituting the

program. Preliminary meausres may result in some modification of

the original needs-assessment. As the program progresses, needs

.may change or be met from, various sources. Progress _information

can be used to keep the program.consistent with changing needs.

Summary evaluation also will reflect on the needs-assessment and

may indicate unanticipated problems.

ObjeCtives may prove to be unrealistically difficult or.-

previously attained. Program evaljAtion pre-measures are useful

in the refinement and clarification of-specific tangible objectives.

Summary evaluation information nay sug,est elimination; modification,

or addition or particular. objectives,

Program planning should'be based on relevant 'and accurate

evaluation information about the past perfotmance of the program

1 148 -
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and its various elements. The allocation of resources, similarly,

may be improved and kept up to date on the.basis of evaluative

information. The program may be modified in content and method

as evaluative data begins to indicate the relative strengths and

weaknegses of its elements. And policy decisions regarding

the value of`the program to the public, in relation to the priorities

of the ccitimunity, should have foundation in accurate information

aroout.the effects .of the program.

tj
These possible uses imply that the information produce4'by

_

program evaluation is reported in an underStandable'form, on a

_ . , 4
,

.

timely basis, to those who can use it. School boards are,'of

course, important users of program evaluation information. Some- .

.

times overlooked as users of evaluative information are district

and school staff, parents, pupils, and the general community served'

by the schools. The results of program evaluation can be presented

through news releases, interviews, and by press coverage of school
. -

board meetings. These recipients of progr9m evaluation are, and

should Le, also the sources of the information. Their cooperative

involvement produces useful program evaluation.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM MODELS "

FOR INDIAN COMMUNITIES

by

Philip H. Sorensen

Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California

I. Introduction

Section II.of this paper offers estions regarding the

generic problem of instituting an experiment or demonstration to

test the efficacy of proposed approaches in early Childhood educe-
.

,tion. The section draws heavily from the experience of Stanford

Research Institute in the longitudinal evaluation of the nation-

al Follow Through program since 1968. (See list of references) 6

Thus, Section II will include a brief review Of the planned varia-

tion concept as it evolved in Follow Throu6n. It also contains

some discussion of dilemmas that characteriie any major demonstra-

tion of quasi-experiment in a natural setting. The final part of

Section II presents a conceptual model for program evaluation. We

have found this model useful in categorizing evaluation issues and
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. . .

providing foci for evaluation activities.

Section III of.the paper.opens with soma questiOns that de-

,

serve 'consideration in apptaisini the relative effectiveness,

attractiveness, of appropriatenaiiiikinstructional models. Fol-

.lowingthat, several models are described according to observed

process characteristics. These data are drawt dItcctly from tech-

nical reports by SRI. Finally, in response 'to the request to sug-

gest specific early childhood education models, I have also.

included some discussion of findings that appear to be acceptably

dependable for policy guidance. I must emphasize that these will

lbe findings that are acceptably dependable for reducing uncertain=

ty about policy decisions rather than findingi that are acceptably

dependable for scientific conclusions. The section. includes des-

criptions of approaches that have, shown either most consistent

positive effects or effects of substantiaAnagnitude it at least

some of their applications. I will not be able, however, to

identify nine different models or even necessarily ones that are

"most appropriate" to urban, rural .(non ervation), and reserve-

tion applications. fin

The final part of the paper (Section IV) contains a preview

C
of some work "now in progress which shows some proMise of yielding

useful generalizations from which "new" models_ might be synthe-

sized or older models refined. These findings are highly specu-

lative at this point but derive from analyses Of relationships

between process and outcome variables across a substantial portion
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4
of the range of variation' created by the national Follow Through

program.

4

II. Program Valuation And The Planned Variation'Concept

The precise origins of the term and concept of "plannedvaria-

tion" are unclear but the label has been used inthepast'five or

six years to describe.the national Follow Through program and a

related substudy under the Head Start program. "Planned variation"

'refers to a program in which intentionally different educational

improvement models are tried out in various situations. Since

the concept is associated so intimately with the Follow Through

program, and since most of the discussion that follows draws from

the Follow Through experience, a brief review of the evolution of

the Follow Through program may be helpful.

416

A. The National Follow Through Program"

Congress authorized Follow Through in 1967 under an amendment

to tie Economic Opportunity Act to provide developmental,and edu-

cational services for poor children in primary grades who had ex-

perienced Head Start or equivalent preschool. A large-scale ser-

vice program, roughly similar in scope to Head Start, was en-.

visioned originally and reflected in 11fie enabling legislation.

Appropriations were t1% sufficient, 11614/ever,: so the program was

recast as an R&D program even though the language of the legisl'-'

,
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tion itself Was never_ changed,.

Since Foll'ow'Through was authorized under the EOA, the Office

of EConomie Opportunity had responsibility for it just a4 they

did for Head Start. 0E0 transferred. funds to the Office of Educa-

tion for-program administration, but 0E0 retained a vested interest

in the)programis design and management.

Follow.TrhOugh began in the 1967-68 school year when 52 pro-

jects were initiated in 40 purposively seleatedschool.districts:--

All thet-e-first projects were of the type that have come to be

,

called "self-sponsored;" that is, each local district conceived

and began to implement its awn conceptof ,a "best" or most appro-
.

priate program for impoverished primary grade children through

grade three. .

,1

During 1967-68, the Follow Through program office. in OE re-.

fined the concept of planned variation to more nearly approximate

a systematic experiment.. Various recoTized proponents of early

-education approaches were invited to serve as ''model sponsors" to

-

install and sOpoit their, approaches in one or more project loca-

ions. This mode of sponsorship began with the 1960-69 school

year. Local preferences for models or approaches were honcred--'

_

'

districts chose their preferred approach (within loose limits)

following a sort of "courtship" with interested, sponsors.'

.ples of local .autonomy and mutual preference determined the.spon-
.

e

sor-to-district affiliation rather than some evaluation design

-----Tconsiderationi.At the start of the j,968-69 `school year, there

"
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were 106 projects and 15 sponsors, counting self-sponsored and -

parent implemented projects as "sponsor" categories. Abdut half
_67-.J

of the projects initiated in 1967 -68 affiliated with a sponsor

and the remainder continued as self-sponsored pioject;.

Some projects were added in 1969779i'bringing the total num-

ber to 160. In addition, six new sponsOrs joined th'e effort.

More sponsors and a far.3 more projects were added in

ing the total projects to 177
6

and the number of,sponsori to 22.

-A few more projects and two more sponsors were added in 19711-72

t bring the project total to 180 and sponsor, total to 24. the
.*.

. t . .

, project list in 1972-73 totaled 173. There is no' need here for

details on,project terminations, voluntary or otherwise.: There

have-been a few. Also, a Sponsor opted out in 1969-70. 'About
0

92,090,children were involved irr Follow Through in 1972 -73,

certainly_not:h11 were, involved in the eve ationeamp.le.

The following are points to rememberemember: a out Follow Through as-

problems in.its evaluation are assessed:

1..,The seleation of districts, schools; teachers, and chil7.

.:.

dren to be involved i,n Follow Through was judgmental and guided
'. L .

.

-

. by rules of inaividual.district or child eligibility

tricts in poor communities=or children from-families that were

poor by 0E0 pover6rguidelines): None of the choices (with the

c
,

possitle .exception of some participant selection within a project)

f 40 .

was.andom.

2.' Control groups were not established simultaneously with

.

-
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the experimental groups.(i.e., Follow Through participants) by

random selectidn from sets Of children'eligible for participation.

. Ali control grodps- were established after-the7fact.

3. The mode by which sponsors affiliated with school

trict was purposive in the extreme and led. to substantial im-

balande in characteristics across .projects within sponsor cate-

gories and betWeen sponsor groupi gs.

4. Each model sponsor'ente tains a somewhat different set of

objectives or program priorities.. Also, every individual pro-

ject applies same additional variations on sponsor's objectives
,

that will be sought loCally. The measurement effort necessary to

embrate the full sweepCof all objectives held by all sponsors and

to solution.all individual projects has never yielded gracefully

As a conse tenoe, it is inevitable.tlaat the measures obtained

Can be criticized with some justification by any sponsor or pro7

lect asztidt including "all the things we're trying to.do."

B. Evaluation of the Planned Variations

The innovative "planned variations" idea is the unique aspect

of the Rollow Through experiMent,and the key to understanding the

plan for assessment. The fundamental purpose'of the Follow

Through experiment is to find educational strategies that might

be used to improve the effectiveness of the American primary

schools for disadvantaged children. Thus we have evaluations of

- 125-
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p

n,

--alternative early education thatsdi'ffer from one" Weber.-
44;

Limd from the alternative offered by the primary grades of the pre-
1.4t

...
I- sent gchool lysigims. ,

e

FIchseonsor has designed a program of education or inter-,
. _ -

vention'for disadvantaged children or a way of changing the,"sig-

,.

'

,1.,-r school, relations. .

%.

_,
The specified set of objectives for children are the primary.

nificant ()theta" in)their environments. (The programs of some

sponsors are not'diectly concerned with instruction df children,

but attempt.to-change school and community interactions.) Each .

sponsor has somewhat different imMediate and intermediate ob-

JeCtives-and different theories about child development, educa-

tional disadvadtages,.and edUcgtion in general. Each also - has

different methods of implementing the-program that he believes

will enhance the-school performanteand prgsumably the

'chances" of'poor or disadyantaged ehildred. The Follow

evaluation grovides_the opportunity for assessing these

only.against,a single set'of criteria.
:4

life

Through

approaches

',Evaluation of the national /Follow Through program then con-
.

sists priMarily.of determing which approaches. are effective in
.

achieving aspecified-set Ordevelopmental or educational objec"
.

tives for child-ren and a variety of changes inparent-community-,

criteria for the eValdation of effectiveness.. But the revaluation

also gives congideration to elements in the childred's,anvironmeni
..

. that influenZe development -- family, neighborhood, and community

1



setting as well as-the school. Although the.Follow Thiough pro-

gram watinitiatedwitfi the purpose ofJncreasing-the

chances" of the children, it.is_only possible to evaluate per-

formance

1

goal. Objectives on which the sponsored edg'ational alternatives .-
--....<0-- c

.

can be competed are,` broadly speaking, those that are held for

c c
end of the third grade. These are that 'chit=

on objectiVe; presumed to be ttermediate to that final

all children it,the
1 .

10*
dren (1) be excited about legrning, (2) feel good about themselves

and their pun competence, and (3) have mastered basic reading,

language, an
r

d arithmetic-skills that 4111 help them to proceed

successfully in the rest of their school? experienAe.

: t
The Follow Through evaluation lends itself-primkrily to

. -policy decisions that deal with selecting nationally krobust models

for improving existing instructional programs for disadvantaged

children. Federal education officials will presumably determine

the most appropriate ,educational.models to offer in their com-'

pensatory education programs. Thus, administrators anticipate

information about which educational milks raise achievement if

Q

disaarantaged youngsters in academic skills and Adel' educational

models create positive attitudes toward school On the part of

<poor parents and their children. The results of the evaluation

.will.be pertinent to such decisions when data from a large enough

sample obcOhildren who have completed the educational' programs

N.
.

assoeiated with the several sponsors become available.

kince itis possible that sponsored programs will not be,

1 - 127 -
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,equally effective Tn all situations (rangiig from inner-city ghetto

-
to rural Appalachia, from highly unionized to nonorganized teach-

ing staffs); It will be important to establish-evidence of rela-

tive effectiveness of programs on a project-by-project basis. An

evaluation performed at this level (which must await the develop-
.

ment of a far greater and more representative data base than is

currently available) will provide 'a basis for decisions at local.

levels about which programs appear.to be most appropriate to

. particular situations.

One must remember also that the only things common to Follow

Through treatments are that some (unspecified) nutritional, medi-

cal, and other services supplemented some (at least nominally

differentiated) experimental educational programs. When the

"treatment" 1.4 defined this loosely it is difficult to distinguish

"treated" groups from comparison groups. Poor children who are

compared with Follow Through children are likely to have had a

primary grade supplemented by services under another name (Title

I or Title III ESEA, hot funchprograms, etc.). Under-these cir-

cumstanoes, differential effects of Fol..,,.. Through and non-Follow

Through "treatments" would be.extremely difficult to detect.

C. Issues in the Evaluation of Large Scale Programs in Natural
Settings 4

Efforts*to evaluate Fo Through'as a Program and to derive'

conclusions regarding the efficacy of various Follow Through models

. , - 128, -I.../
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have helped clarify a number of fundamental issues. A basic one,

which_seens much more clear today than it was six years ago, is

whether the idea of planned variation can be fitted to an experi-

mental design or whether planned variations might he better con-

ceived as defining categories for a-6orrelational analysis.

.

4

D. The Experimental Model of Evaluation

,

. The logic of the planndd variation concept coimpliesMpari-
.

. ,

sons among models. In addition, if, these comparisons are to lead

to explanatory conclusions about the reasons why, and the conditions

under which, vaxious outcomes are associated with different models,

then an experimental design would seem to offer the most appro-

.

iiriate model for,evaluation. Carrying out an evaluation patterned

-

after an.experinenial design implies that the following conditions

can be established:

1,. That the treatments' (i.e., ,the implemented models) will.

be stable over a reasonable period.of time.
. .

2. That the treatments will-be monitored more or less con-
.

7

tinuously to assess stability and provide detailed descriptions of
.

treatment.

.

3. That an approximate balance can be achieved in the num-

bers of instances in which each model is applied.

4. That adequately maiched,nontreatment controls are avail-

able for Contrast.

5. That,a common core of acceptably -valid measures'can be ob-

.)
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tiined'Uniformly across all treatment and control groups..

In practice, these-conditions have proved exceedingly diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to achieve.

E. Treatment Stability`

Stability.ot treatment implies that formal evaluation will

not begin until the models hai.re undergone formative revision and

a period of implementation. This need,for an implementation or

"shakedown" period was not appreciated fully at the outset of the

Follow Through evaluation, although it quickly became evident dUr-

,

ing the first year (1968-69) withl'Sponsored models. Subsequently,
0

le=

it was decided that no project would be formally evaluated until

each model sponsor, had worked in that location for at least one

school year. -'This decision, although accepted. as necessary, was

somewhat arbitrary. Left largely unanswered are critical questions

regarding the procedures by which, models do become refined and
. .

acceptably, installed, 'It is an empirical fact that implementation

of Follow Through modelS'has proceeded more quickly and smoothly

for some appriach some locations than for, other.approaches.-in

- .

_other locations.' An adequate analysis remains tole done, however;

of the mechanisms, procedures, resources, and other:conditions under

-which implementation occurs most e.ffectively. The question of th$,.

"implementability" of an instructional model under a variety of .

local conditions 'is not a trivial one and ought to.be studied.more

fully than it has thus far.
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F. Treatment Description

Fiequenttmonitoring of classroom and other processes is feas-

ible but exceedingly costly. Nevertheless, such process descrip-

tion's are essential if one expects to develop dependable generali-,

zations-about, associations between outcomes and processes. More
s.

or less continuous monitoring, through hobservation and other veri-

fiable records,"also is'necessary if circumstanbes exogenous to_

the model but exerting some influence upon it are to be incorporat-

ed in the analysis. (An example of an exogenous event external to

the treatment but inflncing it would be a labortdispute that

closed or seriously disrupted school.functions,)

'G. Balanced- Number of Cases

. It may be-poisible to obtain an acceptable balance of treat-

ments by conditions'and a sufficient number of ,.instances of .each.

combination. To do so,,however, will impose some restrictions on

communities or school boards in the choices they can make-from

amongiroposed models. This restriction was never imposed syste-

matically on the school districts selected -for participation in

Follow Thrqugh. As a consequence, the_number of projects, per model
'`v.,1/4,

varied from 1 to 20. In addition, the distribution of projects
-

--.

-was uneven according to such variables as school organization (sys-
v

,,

,
,

tems with and without kindergarten programs), district size, regions

of the country,. rural' or urban locations, and racial and ethnic

4_0
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'groupings. An adequate evaluationdesign modeled.. after an experi-

ment would require some limit on the number of different models

to be coMpared and would impose some restrictions on choices that

could be exercised by communities participating in the elialuation.

In Follow Through, probably a desirable upper limit in the number.

of different,models would have been 12 (ii contrast to the 24

models that existed in 1972-73) and the minimum number of locations

in which each model was installed should not have been less than 6.
14

H. Nontreatment Controls

The establishment of nontreatment Controls poses political

problems as well as design difficulties. In Follow Through, .con-

trol groups'wtre created after treatment groups had been specified.

In many locations it proved impossible to identify acceptably.

[similar groups for comparison; in some instances', even though
1

appropriate groups could be found, they could not be induced to

participate.' If a control group design is attempted in an evallua-

tion of an experimental program such as Follow Through, it would be

desirable to identify sets of eligible participants within defined

locations and then Make random assignment to treatment or control

groups from this total set.

When the evaluation focus is on an instruttionaq.model; the

minimusL unit probably must be an entire. school since it, usually is

impossible to keep classroom groupings intact. Some migration from

school to school within a district will occur, but this migration
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is far less than the mixing. that typically takes place as pupils

progress from grade to grade within a school

The identifidation osets of eligible participants and ran-

P
dom assignment from the sets to treatment or control groups runs

afoul of-convictions that many people hold strongly about the ser-

vice characteristics of a program intended for econ omically dis-

advantaged pupils and families. This may not be the:only reason

why control groups were not established in\conjunction with treat-

ment groups in:Follow/Through but it certainly was an important one.

Z. Cotton Measures

Defining a common core of measures to be applied to all treat-

ment and control groups is feasibyand was achieved in Follow

Through. Agreeing on the form and content of the common core of

measures, however, is not a simple task. Any combination of mea-

. sures.will be vulnerable to criticism Oh grounds of program or

1

curricular invall ity..This will be so especially when the models
.

.differ.substantiallyfrom one another in the objectives that are

.. salient for them and\the timingby which aley'Seek these objectives.

OM.

.J. An Alternative Evaluation Orientation

., . __....."....., _
. --, .,

One of the consequdhces-of:the planned variation concept has 0

.

been a tendency to think of tpe- program models as "packag-es "" ami

art robust enough to produce desired outcomes regardless of the

L 133
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locations in which they are appliedThis concept 6f treatment

packages a clearly delineated -set of training manuals,

administrative procedures, turriculum materials,/and accountability

mechanisms) probably should be discarded as unrealistic.

Rather than considering each program model as a treatment

package, it probably makes some sense to consider each combination

of model and location, with all of its diverse,characteristics,

as a sample from a population of treatments. This view concedes

the impact of local influences on models. -It also.acknowledges

the genuine contribution that the planned variation concept has

had in amplifying the range of variation in treatment beyond that
,

which was likely to occur "naturally." It also suggests that an

appropriate model for evaluation--and in many ways, a superior

model for evaluation--may be regression or correlational analysii'--
,

'

rattler than an experimental des.ign that demands'nontreatment con-

trols.

tome of the problems" encountered in the Follow Through eNtalu-
,

ation could be reduced if correlational analysis were accepted as

a more appropriate model for assessing-the relationships that exist

among of instructional approdche's; pupil; teacher,

school, and school district characteristics; and community'charac-

teristics and expectations. Some losses in explanatory power might

be experienced, -but the-potential explanatory powerof'an experi-
, .

mental aesign:in a natural- (i.e.., essentially Uncontrolled) setting
..,

, / .

maybe illuspry. For examp1efidiflt.hq cbrrelational model, rather
. . .

: . ' t t, e 1 ,
,

a
a
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than the experimental model, is followed as most appropriate, then

naturally occurring variations (i.e.,-"regular" classrooms) also

may be included in the analysis. Sampling than, would assume

,even added prominence in planning.. The prospect of deriving popli-

lation estimates seems more feasible. Options such as successive

cross-sectional samples might prove superior to longitudinal ones.

which are characterized by severe attritional losses.
r

NO magic-would be wrought by shifting the evaluation orien-

tation toward a search for associative regularities and'iway from

group versus group contrasts of differences. Most of the condi-

tions described previously as essential in the application of an

experimental design to evaluation would remain relevant to the

correlational model. For example, continous or frequent measure-

ment of treatment still needS to occur so that process Variables

c
can be identified<and recorded. A common core of outcome measures

also is required. However, the,importance of.treatment stability,

balancing of treatments by nominal type, and,Matched nontreatment

controls can be reduced or ignored. .0b1c-iisly, one expects that

some orderliness Will emerge from correlationar studies of process
Jy

,and conditional variables in relation to outcome variables, and

. -

that this orderliness can be codified in guidelines for action.

These guidelines would take the form of pneralizations about the

stability of relatiOnships rather than being expressed inthe lan-

guage of experimental procedures.

Planned variation, viewed in the context of correlational

- 1357,
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analyses, comes to mean that one

variation in treatments and condi

of grade spans, community types,

variables.

plans to assure a wide range:of
6

tions within appropriate strata
t-

levels of funding, and oth)r'

This view, however, does, not demand high similarit)t,.

from place to place or time'to ti

Correlational studies would group

tO their observed similarities Ca

_nominal categories.

'

me within the same,nominal'appr

or stratify treatments according

, rt
ther than according to.th4ir,

- ,

A priori Classifications. Of approaches 'accord-

ing to the identitX of proponents or according to idealized des-.

criptions would be abandoned

-2-

empirical evidence=

in favor of claSsifications batecl*on

K. A Conceptual Model for Prograid"Zvaluation::

Public policy decisions are essentially political in nature

that is, they are responsive'to strong pressures to act or not to

act on certain issues. Research evidence can provide a powerful

rationale to undergird decision-making because it is more-objec-

tive.than the pressures of stakeholder groups. Thus, a fundamental

purpose of policy-oriented evaluation is to determine the worth of

a procedure, technique, or program as a basis"for making decisions

about future actions. In its most,,,rudimentary form, the task of

program evaluation-is to produce informatiOn'that permits one to

decide whether--or more,.analyticAly, the degree to which--under

,various specified conditions,-certain desired states of affairs
`i,.

have been achieved. The rudiments of a model for program evalua-



tion are Illustrated in Figure 1. (Adapted from "Conceptual

_

Model of Implementation, Outcome, and PrOcess Foci.OINational

and Local Program Evaluation," Stanford Research Institute, Menlo

Park, California, unpublished paper (1973).

The top rows of boxes in FiRre 1 denote intentions or assurop-

tions'that can be stated as testable hypotheses- -e.g., "if a

certain program is implemented under Specified conditions, then

certain desirable effects will, be realized." Two classes of pro-
,.

positions are implied by the blocks shown in the top row Of'the

sketch. The first proposition holds that the program as conceived

,

will be realized in the actual program; i.e.., the program (ideal)

at the federal or state level will be rendered in the program

(real) at the local level. Thus prdgram efforts as written into

plans or guidelines constitute the independent variables;and

changes in local .programs define the outcome or dependentvariablei.

At -the local level, however, specific "programs 'ere pbrbeived

,

as both a consequence of overall efforts and a cause of -other

,

comes or dependent variables. Thus, the second proposA ition is

that specified local programs (as influenced by the Overall effort

and complete with their structural and functional properties) Will

lead to or cause various desired outcomes to occur. These outcomes

are, defined primarily at the level of persons served by the pro-

grams (e.g., an increase in some academic skill, such as reading).

In this proposition, the locallirograms becoMe the, independent

variables and person variables become the ultimate' outcomes'1V

0 1 4*8



0

es-s own in the/top row.

which to judge program impact. 0

. -

The bottom row of Figured distinguishes, the actual programs

and.observed outcomes from the intended programs and desired out-
.

In effect) the Fottom row denotes

_
.

c
the empirical wor17:1aiiiElram-,-:-.raore or less similar to an in-

.
,

tended one, rS implemented and some effects, more or flay .

L
to .those desired, are observed,

0

The identified processes that link observed programs to ob-

. served outcomes define the foci of causal analyses. The results

of such causal analyses may provide the bases upon which decisions

about 'future programs can be made. These analyses are essentially

direct tests of the class of propositions in th_e_form!lif_X,,, then

Y,"'where X denotes program processes and Y denoteS the measured

consequences of participatiOnin these processes. These conse-

quences may be observed iwindividuals or institutions, such as

schools or families. For simplification, it is assumed that in-

tendedprograT Outcomes or objectives may be accepted essentially
-

as stited by program proponents, and that the specification Of-
-

evidence of program effectiveness or program success (success

-

criteria) is 'best suggested by them, Operationally, this results

in efforts to assemble a matrix of objectives that represent the

-kind ofquestions to be asked in seeking evidence of program

4

accomplishment. The forms of appropriate measurement /are as

varied as the perf4Mance in question, and may include7direct'ob-:

servati:on of behavior in natural or,contrived settings,, analyses

138
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of productS, responses to interviews or tests, and so.on.

The nature of the -prOgraiiis and outcomes, e /the; intended or

observed, .may .change with time, as the superimposed boxes in
- _

Figure 1 (T1,-T2...Tn) are meant,tb illustrate:' This is parti-
.

cularly true df longitudinal programs.
,

This time dimension also
tr

permits Scriven's useful distinction between formative and summa-
.

. .

tive evaluation to be illustrated in'Figure 1 ($ct./ifen, 1967).
/

Cranes, in the form and the substance of a program by Stages froth

'Time -'1 (Ti) to Time n (Tn) denote'the evolution that a program

may undergo. For simplicity, Figure 1 does not attempt to show

how the results from contrasts between observed and intended states

IP. -

- or outcomes at.Time-1 may be used' to modify conditions at Time.2

And beyond. - Howevere'such changes can, and probably will,.occur

as differences-are detected between that Which was intended and,

that.which was produced. Deci4ing what changes should be made

during program development constitutes the rationale and funct

of formative `evaluation.
. ,

Figure L also highlights a, basic evaluation dilemma: if the

*

,

desired outcomes are not - realized, is it because the program Was

faulty in concept (the 'theory" failed) or becausethe program

was inadequately or incompletely implemented (the implementation
- 4

failed)? Analytical comparidons between.observed and intended

,programs and observed and intenorn outcomes permit one to deaIvagt
7*

least partially, with the dilemma:, Analyses directed toward ex-

plaining differences between observed and intehded'programS can

a

- 14n
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C.

4

7

`address the issues of program . implementation._ If-one.can specify,.

and to some degree explain, differences between observed And in-
.

. tended programs, then it becomes'more nearly possible to in-.

,terpret differences between observed and intended outcomes-a
- C

1 attributable to weaknesses in implementation or inadequacies in
.

prograW concepts.

III. Applications of Follow Througlikodels to Indian Education

A. 'Considerations in Appraising and Selecting an Instinc-

-tional Model

The following sets of questions suggest a framework within

which to assess various Follow, Through models for their applies-

bility to Indian education. These questions are 'offerell in lieu

of specific recommendations'regarding'FollowThrough models that

--ipp&dr appropriate for application in locations w t an Indian

constituency: The desires, expectations, resources, and other

Characteristics of one:community may differ so markedly from those

;"

of another that-it would be presumptuous for anyone unfamiliar

with specific details to make recommendations., The quetions
4

listed, however, are basic ones that-ought not to be overlooked
,;

in -any appraisal of potential programs priot to_adoption..

- 1. Who aia-the stakehofderS that should help specify goals
_.

.

', and success criteria?

-,..........,

sThi'issme is fundameptal.. It is a,t0O-
- , ._-

/

.
pronged issue for it requires decisions regarding the identity of

.
persons who ought to participate and it also acknoWledges the

er

- 141 -
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subjective'character of educational goals and criteria for judg-
. ,- -

ing program success. With respect to the selection of partici- 7

4_
.

.
.

pating stakeholders, one also must askyhether-all stakeholders,

willhave equal-weight in decisions or whether some should be

.considered "more important" than others. For example, legitimate'

stakeholders in the appraisal and selection of an instructional

model for their schools might include school governing boards,

.

tribal leaders, parents, school-administrators, and teachers. It

also may include representatives ,from federal, state, or ioCal
7'

government agencies that contribute to the funding of the program;

Occasionally, outsia;experts.or authorities might be asked to

assist.. Thus, not only is it important to consider-who should

0

participate but the weight that will be given .to the judgments

of each. Finally, there

methods of assembling and coOtining judgments to arrive, at choices.

2. By what evidence will. program success be judged?' This

qdeation attempts to force specification of success 0"fteria.in

-

terms that permit objective measurement and rational evaluation

to occur. question challenges,decision makers to identify

the-kinds of evidence that would persuade them that'a particular

program-was successful against the criteria- of goals and, objec-

( /

tive earlier defined. r,

-3. How can evidence of success by,gathered? This question

raises the issue of whether or not the success,criter.a are meas- "1".

* .

rable. An Urimeasurable criterion is no criterion at all. However,

142 7
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,4.44.

the fact that no techniques exist to measure certain outcomes

dogs not necessarily mean that the outcome must_remain forever
z.4:-

-unmeasurable. If a means cannot be identified for measuring a

criterion or outcome that is considered to be very important,

then some attention must be given to developing the measurement

technology before initiating the trial of the approach or pro-

gram. There is-some danger of reacting to wishes rathet than

reality when *arming for the evaluation of a new instructional

' -prbcedure; it is hazardous to initiate the experiment and trust

that means for measurement will be developed in

bute to the evaluation. A strong argument can be made forre-

commending-that evaluation be planned within thP_limiMs-of:the--

existing mftaprement art. For example, it may be considered

very important that an educational program help children develop

a strong sense of self-worth.. If, however, no acceptable mea-

sures of this acttribUte exist,-then this objective probably

should be relegated to a lesser.rank of importance or the in-

conclusiveness of any estimate ought to be accepted in adVance

since there can be no guarantee that acceptable measurement pro-

cedures will be available by the time they are needed.

.

4. How should the evidence be weighed? The following three

classes of criteria can be used to illustrate the relationship be-

tween the, salience of objectives or goals and the kt,nds of evidence

or measures that.might be

ademic achieve

ought.

. The acquisition of basic skills

01 5 el

143.
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.)

such as in language and mathematiccs, may-be primary goals of an

early education program. This is particularly likely to be true

where there is also acceptance of the position that Indian chii-
4

dren-should be able to function,in the majority culture and eco-
_

nomy. Declaring academic, achievement objectives as important is

not necessarily antithetical to goalsof cultural identity that

maybe very strong. in an India#,community. If' one does not ex-
.

pect children to remain isolated from the majority culture', then

`at least "survival skills" probably are essential. An element of

. . .

the academic program might include bilingual instruction, beginn-

ing with the vernacular_as_the language of instruction and the

probable second language (e.g., English) considered as aisubject

of ,instruction.

The measurement of academic achievement may-or may not, be a,
.

problem depending on thd willingness ofvarious-stakeholders,to

accept certain evidence. For example, a great many tests exist'
1.

(and of rs can be fairly readily oontrived) for - measuring _skill

in the use of language, mathematical. concepts,---and so on. One

occasionally hears acrimonious debate, however, about the accep.--
.

tability.of.partioular tests,. Other sources of evidence 'probably
0

should include judgments of teachers (independent of test data)

and reports and impressions from parents.baied on chadien's be7

havior in thehome..
, 4

b. Socio-emotionA development. This class of criteria in-

cludes such variables as a sense of self-worth cultural identity,

- 144 -
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0

0

and socialization to prevailing values. In this latter regard,

it,seems iMportant to clarify expectations regarding assimila-,

tion into the majority' culture (or at least the kind and degree

of commerz that will be sought or experienced with other Cultrires)

by Indian children as they grow up. If_there is not an expecta-

tion of Continuing existence in a reiervation or,enclave culture,

then childien must understandhoth their own heritage and its

values as well as the values rif the majority culture.

It'is far easier to acknowledge these.criteria in abstract

terms than it is to explicate them or to specify the means by

which evidence of their achievement can be obtained. In general,

direct systematic observation of children's behavior and reports

ifrom persons who regularly observe children less systematically

(e.g., teachers, paralits) probably will need to be relied upon.

Other-techniques, such As thematic analyses of'artistic or liter-

ary production also may be considered.

c. Political control. Per by the adult Indian community

mayhei dominant objective either in itself or in relation to
, .

child-centered objectives such as those noted above. In some lo-

L,

cations, it can be expected that goals of self-determination and
o

control will override in importance details of programa in the

schools. One can-argue that socio-emotional growth objectiVes

o
and academic skills can be learned better and'applied with /greater,

0

4

(2%

relevance under conditions where political power is exercised

locally. For .example, pelf-esteem and sense of selftworth pn-

0.
- 145
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doubtedly are influenced by perceftions of self-deterMination

and'fate.control.c As another exampled ability to exercise effec-
.

'o
tive political control requires'intellectual competence andskills

if the affairs of an. institution%as

be managed effectively.
P

complex as a school are to

;
0

B. Differentiating Follow Through Model. According to Pro..!

"cess Characteristics.. (Material in this section was
drawn primarily from two sources in the reference list:
Classroom Observations (1972) and Stallings (1973).

A central purpoge of.the tonal Follow Through program was

to 'encourage the d pment and refinement of improved approaches

to early ed6catiori. Each of the sponsored Follow Through approach:-

es is intended to offer analternative to the kinds of school ex=

periences Xraditio 'fly encountered by poor children during their 1

primary School years.

The best evidence that the planned variation concept in
--:

, .

Follow Through has resulted in systematically different approach-

. es comes from.data obtained through:meticulousobservitions of

".

-.Ranks of'elassrOoms over the past four ye4rs, These classroom

samples have not included- every model sponsor. The
r%
samples-also

-

have been limited in the numbef of different projects, grade
- .

levelg and classrooms included.within any get'subseribing to a
.. .

.

. ,-given,mckle1.0 Within these limitatphs, however, soine::generali-
.

1 -%
.

.,.

,

-,'

zations can be made. ./

1. Sponsored approaches do disde6ibly differ from one

r

0

14,6

f.
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,

..

Th

,"

azfother. for. many prodess variable's.

2. Process characteristics for various Follow Through approach-
.

_ es predictadepare'from characteristiCs observed-in non-Follow
.+Xr

...-

Through classrboms for many process variables.

. An&1yse-of process data present strong evidence of in-

structional activities and components that correspond well with'.

descriptions of intended approaches, thus validating in part the

concept of planned variations in Follow Through treatments:

Two cautions are important in reviewing the data from class-

room observations. First, considerable variability can be seen

across projects locations) within each of the sponsored

approaches on Several of the process measures. For example, in

analyses of data obtained in 1970-71, a large number of process

variables were aggregated into five factot.scores. On 2 of the

.5,

5 factors, but not on the other 3, differences between -locations

within a simnsored approach were' 'consistently small for all but

one approach observed. These two factors, then, generally differ-

entiated the sponsors from one another since the varitiety with-

in the approach across locations was substantially less thph the

variability between approaches. This is not to suggest, of"

course, that only two factors are needed to describe the several

.

approaches.. For; example, some of the sponsored approaches showed

relatively small differences between locations on more than two
,

factors.

A second caution follows from the small number of projects

147 -
,011
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.,.

observed and limited number of observations that .were,made. Even.i
.

. ,
,

. \ .

though several days each year were spent in observing each class-

room

;..
.

. ..

rOom in the sample, we cannot be'sure...that the days selected for

observation represented fairly'and full

ties characteristic of the approach. The consistency of-data

from year. to year, however, fends credibility -to finding from

the ObServaiion.s.

. .

In 1971-V2, the number -of variables derived from classroom

observation records was increased beyond that in the preceding

4
year. A'factor.analysil was performed on 65 selected, observa-

tion variables. Varimax rotatiOns were perf on 5, 6, 7-, 8,

9, and 10 factors. The 9-factor rotion accounted for 577. of

the matrix variance and provided factors.that.wara more inter-

1,..pretable
than those from the --Sher rotations. :The loadingS of

each variable on the 9 factors are summarized belOw: Factor

, 1

scores (the combinations of scores on all -65 variables weighted

according to the factor loadings) were computed for each class-

room observed. Table 1 displays classroom means and standard

deviations of factor scores by individual sponsors and by all

Follow Through and all non - Follow Through classrooms combined.

The operational definitions of each'of fgdtors appear in.'

. the paragraphs accompanying Tables 2 through 10 that follow.

Table 1.

The process characteristics of obgerved classrooms shown in

Table 1 also can be displayed graphically. Figures 2_apd 3 are
.

, - 148 -
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shown for illustration. Figure 2 is based on data shown'in column

2 of Table 1 and Figure'3 is derived from!cblumn 4 in Table 1.

We have emphasized the observed process characteristics of

several Follow Through approaches since one's initial, or ex,p1

'continuing, preference for an approach often-is more influenced

by the activities and style of the classroom than by the measured

outcomes of academic achievement or other criteria. Some people

even may consider it more appropriate to judge.an approach on the

bisis.cif observed processes than on the basis of measuredoutcome.

In the-Subsection th at follawt,'tcome data will be described

for five of the-approaches whose prbcess- characteristics have

been-suOdarlied above..

C. Factor 1: Stimulus-Response ,Feedback (.0951variance,

accountable)._

sr

This factoi-detcribes a stimulus - response- feedback system of

stimulation: --The variables
. J

that load positively,indicate.direct --

and immediate interaction'between adult and child.' Variables

that load negatively. _show teachers digeugageck:frgril14terAptions,:

With children.

A classroom scoring, high oft-thitjactor-might.have. frequent
,f /

_--__
f , .

situations - like', the following: An adult would use a highly verbal

and diredt approach of questioning,

Children,'in,turn, Would respond by

twering ihe queStiOn., The0iiid-ren would then be°acknowledged,

requesting, or commenting.

performing the task or an-

01.80
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. praised, gr_corrected.for their- -task_performance_a___Such direct

questioning and requesting might influencCthe kind of response

a child would make. Since speculation is--m usually expected
,

when a direct question is asked tetarding specific information,---

might compel him tothe inability of a child to answer ,correctly

*give no response at all. The child who dMes

receive some reinforcing feedback.

Table 2 40;

FACTOR LOADINGS OF SELECTED VARIABLES FORFACTOR 1,
STIMULUS-RESPONSE-FEEDBACK

reply_is likely to

Variable

Child responding

Adult giving request or command to children

b.!

Adu direct question of children

Adult giving task-related ac
children

Adult giving children-feedback for academic
response to adult academic direct question

. 4

Child not responding 14

Loading..

+.77

+.70

+.70

+.62

+.53

+447

Adult pralsing children in eask-rell activity +.35

Use of concrete objects in certain activities

Adult attentive to children

Adult in motion

+.32

-.48

L.49

. ,

- D. Factor .2, Small Grou'p Activities (.0884 variance accoun-

table).

- 153 -
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8

' - . .

.

:Tbis factor contxasts classiooms with §mall activity groupings

.

.
- - -: ,.

where a wide selection of matLeriars were
..

uaa. in the insertiation-r-
al process', ,with a large group. 'd 1 a s s r o Ora setting yin which one

-_ ,..; ..,' - s o

'teacher instructed the-entire class, _Slaserooms with a high
.

scOre might look_ as folloTet§: Arithmetic and science would be
. -.: _

.,,
, ,-; ' 4,- .. . -.7

taught in small Fopps'by. teachers and aides using (I) math tools

guclr as weights 'and measures and (2) 'science ,materials such as
,-, r

CJ r r '' * :7, :. (..; ,c,,batteries, plants, and- animals. The-adult/child ratio would be
.., L' , , . , ,

Thigh, 411owihg for ,awide variety of ,.activities* to occur,. This
i.

- _

flexibility on the', p_art- of adults would be less likely to cedar
,

onein settings where ne teacher had responsibility for a large: ,,,- _
. y' ..

. ,

group of children and had fewer materials available;)
. , ,, i' - 4 re

. i;

*P.

Table 3 ..

;; '

FACTOR' LOADINGS OF SELECTED VARIABLES FOR FACTOR 2.,
1 SMALL GROUP ACTIVITIES'

A

a. Variable Loading
. i ,

.
.

Teachet with small group in academic activity . +.74

Arithmeeic, numbers, math +.74 -

',
UAide with small grop in academic activity +.74

3' . ..
.

.
Use. of science equipment, plants, and animals +.43 ',10,

v.,. ...
,-.- . . ..

-A-dult/dhild ratio '-
14 t y.. gA, r
.4- -T "

.,,

.
4

Wide variety of activities
.

+.53 ,1

Use of concrete objects-in certain aCtivi- ties
4

Aide with two children in.academic activity
, 4

S1 a, 0*

+:47

ti +.29 ,



0

0

:44

7_ .
Variable (Factor]2-cont:)

Stationary-desks in rows -

Teacher with large group-An icidemic activity

-Loading:

-.35: _

-.65

E. _lector 3, kange'of Emotion. in Social Behavior (.0792
varianceaccountable) ;:'

This factor suggests_that a-positive and negative range of .

emotions are not mutually exclusive within a classrOoM. It appears

. __ .

that the freedom to express happiness and displeasure is often

round in the sane classroom. Classrooms scoring high on Factor

3 would probably have bath adults and children openly, revealing

their feelings,whether ositive or negative. Adults seem to

act as a model for behavio if they ex ibi negative behavior,
.

so do.children. This is us all re rded through the affect or

tope of actions. Adults atte t to' modify misb havior of children

through a mixture of suggestin: alternativ behavior and making

firm statements regarding limit

A clear distihotion is made between the feedback system for

behavior and the feedback system for academic acc

qo
since the latter didensions loads negatively on this actor.

lishments,

Table; 4

FACTOR LOADINGS.OF SELECTED VARIABLES FOR FACTOR
RANGE OF EMOTIqN.IN SOCIAL. BEHAVIOR

7,155 7

0



Variable (Factor 3, cont.) Loading
.41W

- Adult showing negative behavior
0

Adult 'giving children negative corrective feed=

back for behavior +.72

--Child commenting to adult
. . ,

+.46

Adult commenting to children. +.42 .

Any child' or children shOwing negative. behavior +09

Adult giving children positive corrective feed-
back for behavior, . +.37

Child showing positive behavior +.23

Adult giving children negative.porrective feed-
back in task-related activity -.29

F. Factor 4, Child Initiative (.0673 variance account.-

2121:0.1.

This Sactor*.describes a situation of children taking, verbal

0

initiative: asking direct and. speculative questions, making task-
.

related 'statements, offering opinions on thework -of others, and

sharing portions of home life. A high scoring. on this factor.:

suggests children feeling accepted in the environment and self-_

confident, feeling free to express both positive and negative

0.

6

behavior.

'Table 5
4

FACTOR LOADINGSOF.'SELEcTED VARIABLES FOR FACTOR 4,
CHILD ll4ITLATIVE "

- 156 -
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r.

- 3

Variable (Factor 4, cont.)
.-

Loading

Child initiating interaction with an adult

Child asking direct qUestion,

+.75

+.70

Child maising,productive.statement',
+.68

. Child giving acknowledgment .
+.48

40 0

Adult ,interactingnteradting with child or children in

task-related activity

'., Adult not responding to children _+.48

Child sharing life experience +.40

-Child giiring request or command +.35

Child showing positive behavior +.35

Child asking:opernded _question +:26

Any child or children shacting negatiye behavior +,.24

G. Factor 5,'Formality.of Instruction (.0576 variance

accountable).

This factor contrasts a formal setting for teaching reading and

jrithmetic rAth a more flexible setting. In classrooms snoring

high -onon this factor, there would be frequent occurrence of ace-
,

ch would be conducted in a setting of stationary

-desks in rows, and, textbooks-and symbols rat -r
d

=bdert

'would be used in academic activities. The'adulte would ask

questions regarding the academic material and would, provide imme-
- i

%.

sate feedback to student respofiees. In general, the students

0.

would be involved in task-related activities. -the setting would

be consistent with the traditional emphasison academic tasks,A

(14 68

- 157-
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.

with a minimum of.tovementor manipulation of material.

Table 6

FACTOR LOADINGS OF SELECTED VARIABLES FOR FACTOR 5;
FORligl, INSTRUCTION

Variable Loading
.

Academic events +.89.
---

Use oftextbooks,workbooks, symbolic objects
in academic. activities +.70

Child engaged in task-related activity" +.66
. ,

:Child responding with academic theme +.65

Reading,, alphabet, language development +'.64

Adult instructing children in academic activity +:62

'Ouli giving children-positive corrective feed -

back in task-related activity +.51

Adult giving children feedback foracademic
response to adult academic direct question +.4-3

Stationary desks in 'rows +.41

.0 Adult motion -.34

. Adult inalpructing children by using objects .-.36.

Movable tables and chairs for seating -.39

11. Factor 6, Divergent Questioning (.0513 variance accoun-
table).

'0.

This factor describes a situation where adults and children

would ask open-ended questions requiring some geheration of ideas.

- 158-
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0

on-the Part of the receiver of the question, Classrooms scoring

high on this factor would,have adults serving as modelsin ask-

ing
, .

such .thought-provoking questionsas, "How (Ili we earn money

T
for our zoo trip?" "How, did you feel-when the bus broke down?"

or -"How many patterns of ten can you make with these blocks?"

The-children would not only respond to such,questions but would

alsoask divergent questions in return.
:

,

Table 7

FACTOR LOADINGS OF SELECTED VARIABLES-FOR FACTOR -6,.
DIVERGENT QUESTING

. Variable - .Loading

Adult asking open-ended question of children' +.92

Child responding to adult open-ended question +.91

Adult giving children feedback for academic
responses to adult open-ended question +.67

Child asking open-ended question +.38

.Adult showing positive behavior +.20

I. Factor 7, Individualized Work Setting (:0391 variance

accountable);

This factor describes a work setting where a:childwould re-

,
teacher or an aide in reading

or arithmetic instruction. ClasSrooms scoring high on Factor 7

would probably be flexible inthephysical,arrangement of furni-
,

ture. Academic study would be ipdividualized, since the adult/

lr
-

0170
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c
, . 0 . -,-

child ratio is high and the teacher and aide Fould ficiteract with
. -

children on a 61.1e-to-one basis. Praise, rather than negative
' -

correction would be given for task performance',
. -

:"_

Table.8

FACTOR LOADINGS OF SELECTED VARIABLES FOR FACTOR 7,
INDIVIDUALIZED WORK'SETTING

Variable Loading

Teacher with one child in academic .activity, +.73

Afde with one child in academic activity +.64

Open classroom +.48

Movable tables and chairs for sel:ating +.29

Adult pxaising children in task-related aktivity +.27

Adult giving children negative Corrective feed-, ,

back for task-related activity

- 3. Factor 8, Acidemic.Equipment and Materials (.0346 vari-
ance accountable)..

This factor describes the materials and equipment used for

teaching' reading- and arithmetic, science, and social -Stuliesd.

The adults in classrooms scoring high on this factor would use

audiovisual equipment, games, and, language experience charts to.

teach reading, arithmetic; science, and social studies. They
,

`would aritharily work with two children-. at a time. TW4 children
. . .

..

would show interest And would at,te

160.-

o the-teacher-and mat: ials.

I

k



Table 9

FACTOR LOADINGS OF SELECTED VARIABLES IN FACTS& 8, ACADE-

MIC EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Variable/ Loading

Use of tapes, records, filths, or TV in icadethic

activities j . +.73

Use 'of gameS in Activities 4 and 5

Use of language experience charts in Activity 5 +.63
11.

Teacher withtwo children in .academic activities +.45

Child attentive to adults +.35

'8ingle contained classroom -.21

Open .classroom 4 -.36

Noise level -.46

K. Factor 9, Children Not Engaged with Adults (.0557 vari-

ance accountable).

This factor dekribes a situation where-children would not

be interacting with adults.: Classrooms scoring high on this fac-,

for would probably have children working alone on readifig or ari-

theMetic assignments but free to move about the'room commenting

and offering corrective-feedback to eachother." One interpreta-

ion for the negative relationship with adult positive behavior

might be some adult impatience with children moving about and

talking to each other.'

.

0172
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Table"10

FACTOR LOADINGSF SELECTED VARIABLES IN FACTOR 9, CHILr
DREN NOT ENGAGED WITH ADULTS

Variable Loading
. .

Child participating in general action

Child waiting

Child commenting.toOther children
',...

,All child ,motion

Child giving' corrective feedback

Child.inStructing self in academic activity

Adult showing positive behavior

,....-
,-.-.

.- +.65

+.55-
.

+.51

'+.48

+.38

+.35

-.29

L. Some beasured'Outcomes of Selected Follow Through Approach-
es and Narrative Descriptions of Sponsors Intended Approa-
ches.

Five Follow Through approaches have been selected for spedial

attention in this paper': These five approaches have shown reason-

-'
ably consisten4t Follow Through-favoring findings throughout the

longitudinal evaluation thus far or have shown 'particularly dra-

matic domes on one or fore occasions or have shown both., The

five approaches selected are Lose identified with Bank Sti-eet
.

College of Education, University of Oregon, University of Kansas,

University of Florida, and Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory. Summaries of outcomes, for each.of these approaches

are preceded by narrative descriptions of the sponsor's intended

approach. These summary descriptions have been reviewed by each

sponsor and-accepted as a reasonable 'abbreviated description of

ol 7 3



1

,t

their approach And philosophy. All findings sutmafIzed bela4

are derived from the SRI technical report the 1969-71 period- of.

!
the eVkluitiori (EmriCk -Sorensen, and Stearns 1973) .

2

,Lnk Street College Of Education: Intended Approach

. . .

0'

I

ffi

, fBasIc tchthe Bank Street approach is a rational, democratic. .
li4-situation in the classroom. The child participates actively
in hisiown learning and the adults support his autonomy while ex-
tenfding hisi world and sensitizing him to thi meanings of his.ex-
perien4es.iThe teaching is diagnostic with individualized follow-

up. There!iconstant restructuring Of the-learning environment
to adapt it to the special needs and emerging interests of the
children, particularly their need for a positive sense of them

selves. o

In thiS model academic skills are acquired within a board -con-

text of planned activities that provide appropriate ways of ex-
and organizing children's interests in-the themes of

home and school, and gradually extend these interests to the larg-..

40er community. .-rhe classroom is organize& into work areas filled-

'
with stimulating materials that allow a wide variety of motor and

.

'sensory eXperiences, as welleas opportunities for independent in-

vestigation in cognitive areas and fdr interpreting experience
through creative media such as dramatic play, music; and art. The

cognitive areas of primary concern are the capacity,to probe, to

reason, and to solve problems. cTeachers and paraprofessionals

working as a team surround the children with language that they

learn as, a useful,'pleasurable tool. Math, too, is highly func-.

tiOnal and pervades the curricultm. The focus ison tasks-that
are satisfying in terms-of tle child's own goals and productive`--

for -his cognitive'and affective-development.

Bank Street supports parent involvement in each Community by
providing materials interpreting the program and special consul -
tants, -.as well asby joint planning for home-school interaction. .

Parents participate in the classroom, in social and Community.
activities related to the school, and as members of the local

Policy Advisory. Committee,. Parents may receive career development

training with_either graduate'or.undergraduate credit., Parents
and teachers pool their understanding of each child's interests,
strengths, and needs as,they plan his educational ex eriences in

and out of school.

163
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c.

0
,

, ,,,

Staf developMent is an ever-evolvingprocess for administra- '
tors, to hers, paraprofessionals, and local supportive anesspon:
aor s f. It is conducted both on site and at- the College. Pro-
grams are geared to the SpecifiOneeds oi each project and.gre.c) : ) r'''::'

guided by a sponsor field representative-familiar with She histdry
and dynamics of a given community in cooperation with local staff:_
Self-analysis is stressed in'both the teaching and admidistra-
tive areas. Bank Street's 50 years of, experimentation as a multi- .,-.

C
disciplinary education center has demonstrated that a flexible,
child-oriented program requires more, .not less, planning and ' .

study. Staff development aims at providing-a repertoire of teach-
L.

frig strategies from which-to choose on the basis of the adult's
.

increased understanding of individual children.

- In moving from the broad, conceptual framework to the speCi-
fics of implementation, Bank Street supplies-diagnostic tools for
assessing child behavior, child-adult interaction, the physical
and social milieu of the classroom, and the totality,of,todel
implementation. These instruments are used by trained observers
and in self-analysis to increase model effectiveness and stimulate
joint planning of changes needed in the classroom and in teaching
behavior, community relations, parent involvement and
tive ,

In addition to continuing services on site, Bank Street de-
velqs slides; films, video-tapes, and other materials for adult
edUcation. These supplement the materials developed for use in
the classroom, such as the Bank Street basal readers and language
stimulation materials. Field representatives; resource 'persons,
program analysts, and materials specialists meet weekly with the
Director of the,Bank Street program to share experiences, con-
tinue conceptual development of the sponsor's role, and,to clan'
institutes and workshops differentiated onthe basis of require-
ments

'(

of specific.communities and participants.

sSummary of Effects,

0,
Bank Street data are available from five different-projects.

0
In four of these projects kindergarten was the entering'grade and,

in the (fifth project, first grade is the entering level. Cumula-.

. tive two-year effects are available in-all five pr6jects for
'/.

Children who entered the program in Fall 1969. First year effects
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for children who entered the program in Pall 1970 are available

in two of the five projects.
, u Cl

Evidence that the Bank Street model is achieving its objet -.

rives is someNihat mixed from project to project but, in general,
/-, ..

.
. .f.-

.. --..)
..,

positive findings have exceeded negative ones. In
i'

addition, the

. .

Bank Street model is highlighted in this paper for-the particu-

.larly dramatic results that it showed in the project in'whiel

_.)

first' grade was the entering. level.

'0

This notable Bank Street project is located in a city of

moderate size in the Southeastern part ofthe.country. Nearly

900 pupils are participating in the project; more thah 90% ofthe

, Follow Through pupils are black. Follow Through pupil performance

on an overall measure of Achievebent and on a submeasure of

Quantitative Skills was substantially, higher than similar measures

for non - Follow Through pupils. In. addition, first-year effects

for ehildreh who entered in Fall 1970 showed statistically signi-
.

ficant Follow Through-favoring findings on the measure of Overall

Achievement, the.-Wide Range Achievement Test, and subscore mea-

sures on Reading Skills and Language Arts. These data suggest

that the,Bank Street approach, int least that location, is de-

monstrating consistently favorable results and is becoming better

implemented with each year.

University of Oregon: Intended Approach
ti

The sponsors of this model insist.that a child who fails is

- 165-
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.
a child who has not been,properly taught and that the remedy lies

. /in teaching the skills that have not been mastered. The model

'attempts to bring disadvantaged-children uP to the "normal" level

of achievement of their middle-class peers by building on what.-

ever skills children bring to school and td do so at an acceler =-

ated pace.'

Wing ptOgrammed reading, arithmetic, language, art, and
music materials and behavior modification principles, the model
employs strategies to teach.Concepts and skills 'required to master
subsequent tasks oriented toward a growing level of competence:**

'Emphasis is placed on learning the general case, i.e., developing
intelligent behavior, rather than on rote behavior. Desired be.7_4.

haviors are systematically reinforced by praise.and pleasurable
activities, and unproductive or antisocial behavior isignored:

In the classroom there are three adults for every 25 to 30
children: aregular teacher and two full-time aids recruited from,
the Follow Through parent community. Working very closely with
a group of 5 or 6 pupils at a time; each teacher and aide employs
the programmed materials in combinationwith frequent and per-
sistent reinforcing responses, applying remedial measures where
necessary and proceeding only when the success of each child with
a given instructional unit is deMonstrated. At the same time,
the teacher aides are working with ot4r small groups throughout
the classroom in a similai manner. Training in implementing, the'

model includei local summer workshops for teacherkand'teachet
aides and inservice training during'the school year.

Family workers, who are usually parents themselves, personnal-
ly,contact all project parents to acquaint them with the program
and teaching materials; inform them aboUt their children's Pro-_
gress; and encourage them to attendPolicylalvisory Committee -..

meetings, visit school, and participate in training.leading tQ
work in the school. Parent workers' also instruct parehts in,Che
use of materials to supplement the school program in the home and--
attempt to organize parents experiencing.special difficulties into, r

Problem solving groups. On occasion, they contact local social-
service agencies where special assistance isneeded by. individual
families.

Evaluation is an ongoing part of the program. Tests are ad-

ministered at the beginning and throughout_the.year to determine
.if children are being taught the skillS required by the model and
at what rate. The tests are administered by parents especially...
trained for the job. continuous'test data provide a positive
gauge of teacher performance anc) allow for timely remedial ao.tilon

when the program appears to be implemented improperly or studets N,
appear to be falling behind. Video tapesof teachers and aides

- 166 -
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executing training tasks are used both to determine and po correct

specific difficulties.. Bi-monthly reports are-issuedtC teathers
reporting the progress of individual children and classroom summar-

ies. ,

. , ..

Thee parent Policy Action Committee participates actively in.
the model, focusing attention on the needs and interests of par.-
ents, recruiting parent aides, and assisting in writing the

Follow Through proposal:. The model is firMly committed to support
a parent-communify-schpol partnership in the operation of its

program. The, sponsor feels.project parents must have the right

.to judge the effects of the program,;for themselves, both to pro-%

- vide Criteria of program succes$'an4 to guide efforts at program
improvement.

4

Summary of Effects

Eight samples from -five different'projects sponsored by the

UniVerSitrof Oregon were analyzed over the i969-"71 period. Sea''

cond year effects for children who entered the program in Fall .

0

1969 were studied in,all five projects ark first year.effects for'

children who entered in Fall 1970 were studied in two of the five,

projects.

The- -University of,Oregon model deserves attention in this paper

itince, in general, the magnitude of achievement scores tends to

exceed the average,of other.FollaW Through models. An unequivocal.
*

interpretation of this program's impact is not possible due to,

serious difficulties in achieving an appropriate match between
1

Follow' Through end non-Follow Through control groaps,

The potential impact of the Oregon approach is seen -most dra-

, .

matically in, one of the projects-in which,first grade is the en-

tering level. This prOject is in a- small. town in the. Southeastern
o

167.7 .
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pop ion df the cogntry. About 90Vof,the pupils in the program,

)
are:black. jollow:Thibu thisgh pupilS in th project were markedly

. .

higher than their non-Follow Through Controlsonthe measure of

o
. - C

overall Achievement, the Wide Range Achievemdnt Test, the measure

Skills, the measure of Reading Skills, and the

Language Arts,measure'. All of theSe ces were not statis-

of Quantitative

licallyoreliable, but the magnitude of Differences between _

;

Follow Through and mon-Follow Thirough.pupils was consistently

large, , , .-
,.

I-
,

,,

_

,

,
--.-,

'

.

University, of Kansas: Intendeji Approach
.

0 ' :-' i 0 r, 7 '
1 .- The behavior analysis model is= based on the experithental analy-

sis/of:behavior, which uses a token exchange system'to.provide
precise,Tosd.tive reinfordement of depited behavior. The tokens,

.- provide an immediatereWard to the .child"for_succesanliy_com-'
pitting a learning task. He Can later exchange these tokens for

. in activity he particularly values,1Suctuas-pllying-liithlitodk's

or listenings_to-stories: itral'emphasis'tn the behavioral_

__,-------7--- "analysis classroom is on developing social and classrOoni skills,
P ,

followed by increasingemphasis'Onthe core subjects/of reading,
mathematics, and handWriting. The goal is 'eo achieve a standard
but Still:flexible pattern of instructionsPd learningthat_is*

both rapid and pleasurable. 1; MP :
' ' P ' ,

/ '''

o

. The model calls=4,2r.care ul and accurate definitions -of in-
structional objectives, whe ef,they.hive to do wit4

or, with .academic skills: Curriculup materials thged describe,the

behavior be capable of at-the end of alearping,se-
quence and ciearly state criteria, for judging response;as

"correct." They also require the teaaher,td ke-4Kequent rein- ,... . -

'forcing-responses:to the child's behavior and permit the child
'to-progress through-learning tasks. at his ow pace., ,The. child ,

, .

earns more tokens during the init$A1 stages f learning a task
and progreseivoly fewey as he approaches matery, the object
heing.twm0e from external rewards to sel4=,motivate,d,behavior.
Since-a. Child with few, tokensito exchange fbr preferred activity '-
is likely to be a child needing more attention, the system guides
the ,teacher* in evaluating her own 'performance; :

' I

0

, I
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1 , ..1: In the behavior .analysis- classroom, four adults work together

as an instructional team. This includes a teacher who leads the
'team and as sulnes.,,responsibility for tire reading prOgram, a 'full,'
time :aide who concentrate on' small, group. .math instruction; and

.

two project parent aides *who attend to Spelling,. handwriting; and

iqdiVIdual tutoring. Parent aides are employed on a rotating

basis with". other parents. They first. serve-as classroom trainees
'for a :period of several weeks'; some of these parents, in 'turn,

=bedothe Ades. fqr a 'Rill' semester. Full-tithe teacher aides are .sk ' -,--,

'employeq-Itom the latter group, The short trainee .cycle alloWi

t a great Outhiber qt parents to become.;diredtly involved in the'
... v_ .

program, The then carry its, main featurqs 'into the hothe situ-
. ,

''ration. ' '' .Y ' ' ! -

-1,,

: Care fu 1 staf f., planning is an,integral par t. of the ,behavior

. analysis daily 'Schedule:. Each daY includes .planning sessions, ,

i_ peniods_of _formal instruction, -and-ApetraraCEIVIWpiriods during
. which. the ,ciOdrin exehange their

activity
for an activity they

:choose'. Instruction and 'special activity lieriods 41ternste =

throughout the day k with the amour* of tin f or instruction, in- ,

creasing As the amount ,of reinforcement required to sustain mo-

tivation decreases-. . , -_
_ .

. ,._ ...
_

$ ;Evaluation of the model begins with an entry behavior in-
.. -V1entory and, diagnostic tests that determine gilleire each .child -

"I
0
sh64,0 begin g. sequance. of instruction ana that alsO help to

. f .

t monitor his_progressr throUgh_tha,_,Skqtlence.*,.The.curriculum ma- .

terials used also.,proyide for. periodie te 6 ting. and monitoring-- ".--

of-achievement gains.' Throughout the school year a computerized

.
record-keeping,' system isepes the- teacher a weekly progress report

on each child tli t also reports progress for, thy. class as a' whole.

/ . .

.

: . Generally, I mplementaqon of, ithel behavior analysis'thodel pro -'

ceeds in three phases. In the first, the sponsor supplies sub
.stantial advieory, support and training in the procedures and

techniques of program.. In' the second, ]focal leadership takes

xeover 4nd local.' taff traningc6grdinators assume mbre 'and, more,

of the training anii-shOport. responsibility. Finally, only Perio-

. did -consulting with the sponsor is needed.- . ' ,

a

. .

Summary of Effect's
. is

the University of 'Kansas. model Is represented in the evilua-
-

tion by three projects, all.of which are iti schools Where kinder-

garten, is the entering' grade. ':Second year effects foi children' who

7.169 -
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,° entered the.ptogram'in Fall 1969 are available , in all three pro-'
, -

,...

jAts and first year. effects for ch dren Who entered the 1:4ogram

in Fall 1970 are avail4le in two Ofthem:

0

The gniversity. of Kansas model deser4es:,attention for the
.

..00.
..,)

notable effects it displayed. particularly .in.the first year in
,

. r

. 1r'

one project and in both years in another. Its most dramatic pro-

ject is a rural one, in the Midwest'? 'About *one-fourth Of the
. )

children in the project are black. In the first year of that.

project's functioning, Follow Through children Showed signifi7,_

"'candy superior performance to non-Follow Through controls on the

measure of overall Achievement, the Wide Range Achievement Test,
r

1 '

the'test of Quantitative.Skills, and the measure of Reading,Skills.

-0
This sarQe relative superiority' was -not maintained* ih' the second

Yearbut the, level of performance of Follow ThrOugh.childrAn re-

mained elevated-in an absolnte'sense..

. ,

University of Florida: Intended Ann-coach'

=.

_ I

As, the name of,t4ls model implies, itsprimarY fOcuvrests
on educating parents to patticipate airectly, An the education of
their chi.ldrerCand motyating,ihem to build a hdae,envirOnment.
that.further's better p fOrmance othe-part,of the Child both
in dchoo, and asic to the'aodel is rect;gnition the..of th

fact th t parents are a, :y factor,in-the emotional and intellec.-.

tual'growth of Iheir,chil rem and that they e unique quali-

fied-to guide and partici ate in their c dren!s'educ

The Florida model is de ork directly 'in the home.,

It is notOlassroomPoriented idthetraditional sense of--having'_,_

a)preset curriculum or prescribed teaching 1strate6es.
developmental in its approach, changing classroom organization,
teachingteaching fyatterns, and the curriculupl as needed to7integrate
learning,activitY im the -school with, that in.the home,. Learding

44.

,
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tasks are developed. that allow the home and the school to vork

as Instructional partners.. Thus, responsibility, for curriculum

developmeneresiaes'in the community, and the curriculum is the

produci'of parent. and. school staff cooperation.

Paraprofessionals play an especially significant role in 'this

model, working in the home and 'in the classroom. 'Mothers of pro-

ject_children are ,trained as-both teacher auxil' ries and as edu-

,
,catlors of-Other parents and are assigned two e a classroOm. They

work half-time.assisting the teacher and the re t of the time

making--'home visits, demonstrating and teaching other mothers learn-

. ing tasks developed'to3increaseo-the_chila's i ellectualcompe-

'tence and personal and social aeve/opmenf. While in the home

the parent 'educator also actively solicits ideas and information

on which strategies are working from the pa ents.
n-

.

In adaition-to, er-- structiOnal role, t tent educator,

acts as (liaison betigeen the project overarral. he-home,!se_rving

as'a referral agent for - medical, dental, psychological, or social

service's. She informs the parents about Policy Advisory Committee

meetings and Other school community functions in which they should

becomejnvolved, Her experience withthe children in the. class-'

\room setting as a teaching assistant enables her to keep indivi-

\dual pare_hts:up todate on their child's specific,:ieeds. 'This
Ihighlyiactive'rale of the,paraprOfessional is crucial to the

operatfion9f the Florida Model.;

c U ,

The teacher supervisesthe classroom activity of the parent

educator and assists her in planning and carrying out her assign-

ments in the tOMe Conversely, the "teacher modifies her owe ac-,

tiyity,on the basis of knowledge obtained from theparent educe-

-tor's reports onthe honie. Parents are Invited into the class-

roomncetoas passive observas,but to participate-actively in the

ins'truction'., Through such persistent 4ontact:theteacher learns,

-and\grOws alAg with the parent and/ obtains a second.basis-from

whidn guide:preparation ofjearning tasks.
c,

---- ..- Eedognizing the rble os he Policy Advisory Commit ee is basic

-toothe program. Each school develops a "min 'PAC" that particil

pates\in_the'activity of the larger Follow Trough PAC. The, latg-(

et'PACgroup is. involved in staff, selection, budgets, working with

proje4_prafeskionals on development of home learning tasks, and

in, strengthening all components of b program.

\

. . U
.

Both Preaervite and inservice training are providea'by.the.
.sponsor\in4mplementing the model.° AmorkshOp at the University
-Of--FlOAdi trains .a, cadre Of teadhers:and parent 'educators along

%with such Other-key personnel a?jr Follow Thrceagh representatives,
(--1

e

(.>
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. .

principals, and PAC chairmen. People attending this' woikshop-r.in
turn, conduct workshops at the project site. Video tapes made
in theclassroom and in the home guide:thesponsor in addressing

,

problems-pertinent to model implementation and development. .Rro-
'

jets also provide the sponsor with copies of their home-learning
fagks, weekly'obserirationreports,,and replies,to attitude ques-
tionnaires.- All such information is collected subjectftd re-
view and approval by the PAC. The flow of information among-the
spOnsor, the local education agency, and,the parent community.
reflects the team partnership emphasis 'of the modeland'giVes
the education of individual children its direction and shape.

Summary of Effects

Three projects comprised the University of Florida sample.

Two of these projects are in schools in which kindergarten'is,the

entering grade and one is In a school without kindergarten.

In many ways, the University of Florida model showed more

i.%,

. ,

.

dramatic cumulative effects than any of the Follow Through approach,

4s in the evaluation. One of its projectt .(in-the.WetSouth

o
Central region, located in a town ormodirate size somewhat re-

. . .

mote from a metropolitan area) showed unusually high outcomes fox,'
.

..--/
. .

.

.

children who began.the program in Fall 1970. In that Project, 4

.. 0

. ;
0.

Follow Through children significantly exceeded their non - Follow

'
0

Throu0 1pcontrols on the measure f overall Achievement,-an index

...---..

J' of Attitude Toward School,the Wide Range Achievement Test,'the-

'6easurNf Quantitative Spills, the test of Reading Skilla,rand
\ ,

-

°

the Language Arts measure.
.

. _--:-
. .

\ ,-.- ..4.- ,,,;,....

. In another project in which ,'kindergarten was the e0Oing,grade,
amo...,-.

i .
4 , ... , .

very similar-ifindings also'were shown by children.Who'entere'd the-
-

172 -
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,.
. ,, The theory appiiedby the model is that Concepts.first learn-

. ed_ :in ,.the,--dozainkotag-e..:can easily bet-transferred later to a
-Se-C7:54:4,).44nigle::::::Step.Tby?;A:tkPr:0eilacnt.ed-'prode'd'ute s are followed,
in -ieadiviffelatiinage-4iietern0- .ancboth teaching techniques and .

,...., ... .-piat-e-ria14.aTe.-d-esig54"1q;:dey,rekop:.afgei-apOly of thinking processes,
..._ Specitic..teslip.,71.3916 ,4.a iA --itgiat4IS :-.... - 01,g _t game-s,_-,and exercises

-c::;---'.;`:-:,

-f-= ----gralAge"4-4-to:?ttoon.K.-Andlyldua,linguist c problems.
--.----

P.4118 !Iit'....1),r1;;41.1V6.1ifo-Air',..t4tatfrkiiig::0/111.0"ggs; all classroom ac.;1-
, -

:=:-:.,;";.:r ..,.,,""11-',q'#qckr -tifte'k'irtngu,a_ge, Kielti105-1t:-..~---"fiTire'liiiife-rgarten program--
.....,- ...., --,7=.1i..Toott,eityitte4.0:in,:ttke'"folipw4i.e.g.k 11-areas4----- visual, auditory, ,

.K.tur-'-'*" . '''''1..,Mt"'f'4,4410a4E.:=50d:sgase414:i.,
--"AiaiiiiifiAndexploring, and....,..- ,

. .--:_:.::,,::.u::., - ..., Englfail -1'1,04Bapksie-tii:-Ear dra c labiiiiiebl # i: ott" 0.:e cedes reading

.,-- ...,,,?,._,--;.,..:---;,:itiifig411.,, ttielti4g.....4**8:41,:kiiie i,,, , 'The responsibility... ::- . 4 I --.

'..Y ,v..,,,- r,..;.,_, I .7-7 '''":-.--:-.11--#F:tri.iiaV4-a-41:il_cin.,th,::igarAle........... t-....4,k4n on specified texts.
,i;,2r-.:--40

.. - I.' '7,1 -, Third r'.:,.C5f.t.q:. ;;Of")....Q'rei31721:14 ,ic. "70:: .*:111:4 :.ridAd:F:
-.9:--v7i4, -as a transition,

g",'Fil:g',"::e#7aaileT7,1649(.4.Pt:Iricliig cuOicu ia to the unique
,7,4ie g.1§..41..th'e,-;Agiriatra I., triflOFen , .thus preparing them to function

0'
prograni in Fall. 1970. This,project was located in the South

Atlantic region in a metropolitan. location. All of the partici-

pating" pupils were blacts.. They significantly exceeded their non-

Follow Through controls on the measure of overall Achievement,

the Wide Range Achie7ment Test:, the Quantitative Skills measure,

and testire Reading Skill Wand Language Arts.

Southwest Education Development Laboratory: Intended Approach

The SouthwestEducational Development Laboritory (SEDL) model
is a ,-,b1.-lingtia-1--approachltrar7d-evelWe-dfor-1'-ciassrooms in which
75 percent of the-pupils are Spaniph-sPeaking, but it can be adapt-
ed by 'local school staffs or other population mixes. .1n all
cases the model emphasizes, language as the..main tool for dealing
with hnviiiinment , expressing -feelings , and acquifing skills, in-.
eluding nonanguiOic skills. Pride in cultural background,
facility and-literacy in both the native language and English;

-and a- high freguency_of "success" experiences are all central
objectives.

cr

- ..

Four'th grade:'-1:".

-- fl:-4;:;:""-

0
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--n-- The model stresses_a high degree ofadnit-child contact. --

TeaCherS and aides are constant language models, assuring the
child he can succeed and reinforcing him With recognition and
praise. Kihdergarten classes are usuollyodivided into three or

four groups, with the teacher and aide Working with one group

'while the other groups work independently. All groups cover_the

same material, but thoSe progres4ing more rapidly, are given ex--

panded. materials. In the. First and'Second Grade classes, the

teacher presents a lesson to the whole group with visuel_aids ,and
books, and then the children work in small groups or as individuals,

,

with enrichment Materials,based on the lesson. 71.

.
,

Optimal staffing-includes a-bilingUal teacher ski-lied in the
methodology of second - language teaching and a bilingual aide,. in

each elasstoom4 Sff, development coordinator and evaluation
activities are. also required of_local_project_stgff,_Staff_de-__
ve opment aimed at continuous professional development of dis-
trio is a_supportirng_component-of

the model.. Summer training workshops for local. Staff Development
Coordinators result in ongoing training and assistance:at the
project site. SEDL has designed.a series of training Modules
that include manuals, video tapes, and ,.filmstrips to :help teach7
ers implement curricululi materials in'a way consistent with the
cultural and linguistic needs of the child.

The model seekt to acelerat
by encouraging a positive-expecta
parent, and parents are invited-t
tivities. Parent involvementis
,special materials are available f
reinforce the child's Kindergarten en. nce.

the-ChileS success -at school
ion of achievement in the
take part in

egarded as essential, and__
r the parent to. use at home to

During the past three years, tbe.model has been -modified,
and improved on the basis of pupil" progress reports, teacher,'
feedback, and other formative evaluation data.

......._______

Ikummary .of Effects

,4
-- .-;.'

'..-:. 1.
.

. ..
.

......,

Evert_ ihough this model was: represented in the evaluation by
,

only one.project'in'ae-1969-71 period, it deserves special_iften-

-,----- ----- . ,

,:#0#aethis paper for two reasons:,. (1) it is a-bilingual program

(as the sponsor 's description reveals) and (2? its cumdlatiVe

'dr" '4 -



effects aver a two-year period have shown strong Follow-Through-

,favoring results.

-Tifis project is located in, a large eastern city. The Follow

Through classi'ooms were both-racially and ethnically mixed.__, At
_ a

the end of-two years, theollow.Through pupils signifi-
,

cantly-supetiar performance on the measure of overall
.tiChlevementf

-the Wide Range Achievement Test, the test, of Quantitative Skills,,
.

r :
and the measure of Reeding Skills.

_

Generalizations about this model must be temitered, of course

''

by the fact, of only a_single'project in the evalktion. The
N..,

. -

curricular approach, however,-is intended to be especially,04ell
- _ . .

.: , . . .

suited to pupils for'whom English is not the first -language:
..

0 i.-

.,

.

Thus, despite the limited evidence of impactl. the approach.,

. .

warrants attention in this paper.
1

Preliminary Findings From Work In,/Progress

/ A. Background.

D. John Emrick and Colleagues at SRI are, undertaking some
" .

t

'additional analyses of Follow Through data from.197 72 in an

effort toddentiiy major domponents-iof variance in criterion

scores of pupil achievement in readingand mathemat This

work, which is still preliminary and not yet ready for public
. . . .

, ,. . .

_: reporting, is part of_a longer-teriveffort to ideyLtify teach?
,

;-.

determinants of classroojt learning.

. J

\_.

:.,
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The findings are, subject to revision pending further ap4yses

and. refinement of .the analytic model. Nevertheless, an overview

of the deSign logic, the measures and variables involved, the

procedure followed, and preliminary results is appropriate. for
. .

it suggests means by,which."new",instructional approaches might

be synthesized from a subset of FollowThroughapkoaches that

have been part of the longitudinal evaluation for some time.'

Emxicle4s work is based on a .sample of 12 planned variations

represented-in 12 FollCO:Through ITafions. The-sample was re---

stricted.tO data collected during the 1971-72 school year, and

includes 42 kindergarten classrooms and 30 first grade classrooms

from schools which did not offer kindergarten.

The'sponsored planned variations for kindergarten classrooms

are Far West-Laboratory, University of Kansas, High/Scope Edu-

cational Research Foundation, E4ucation_Development:aenter,. Uni-

verpity of Pittsburgh, Interdependent Learning Model, and South-

west Education Development Laboratory. The sponsored models for

entering first grade classrooms are University of Arizona,-Bank

Street College of Education,University of Georgia,University, of
- ,

05egon, and University of Florida.

The,design logic involves a clomponents of variance Analysj.s,

7

. _

of post -test scores in'terms of both pretest and proceSs\dats

(

.Measures and Variables'

Data colaected'on 42 kindergarten:and ter_ng _Adet'gt
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:Classrooms which were-included in the 1972 classroom observation
.

sample' consisted Of .0,4easures:
;r !

% 31. Entering .or -baeline test, performance: .obtained . in Fall
-- .--

,'1971.; Thesemeasures-ieflected'ihe incoming academic abilities

;Df..thisampla classrooms in _areas of mathematics and verbal skills

(spelling and..reading) as obtained on a modified version of the
- t

;-

-WidefRange AChievement Test,-the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test,

.aidithe Pre-School Itiventory.-

2. Classroom observation protocols, which provide samples of

classroom organization, resources'and utilization 'curriculum

and emphasis, and teaching style. The SRI Classroom Observation

;,- instrument and procedure are described in greater detail elsewhere

'6ee especially Stallings, 1973Y.

. Year-end-test performance of'these classrooms, obtained

in':Spring 1972. Again, measures of academic abilities in read-

ing and matheitaticS were obtained, this_time/of the 1970 Iktro-

,

f

pOlitan Achievement Test:

C. Procedure

...

The procedure Emrick employed to ev uate the research model
/ 4'

was; multiple analysis. The first step involved the
_

developmentofoperationallydefine p entatives of-variablessrere
_

...:- - ,
.. /

-5

in the basic model. This model is as follows:
y* /



APT ITUDE

Pupil
Ability

Pupil.

Teacher-------

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

Motivation

Opportunity

Time
speht

Structdre and
Placement

-------

Instructional
Events

O

RESULTS .

Pupil

Outcomes

Instructional
efficiency

The logical and operational definition of these components area'

. as follows:

Ability7- A construct.used to reflect the basic incoming, skills

"present in a classroom grouping of pupils, This variable consists

ofa single sum of WRAT, PPVT, and PSI *total scores, averaged at

the classroom level.

-Motivation- construct used,/to reflect the pupil's tendency

ttoy eagage/in,learning activities when opportunity exists. Since
4

motivation is generally 'a consequence or
.

of -external mo-

.

tivators (e.g., praise; encouragement), the construct is defined
,

t
in this study as the ielitivrelative, incidence of teacher praise and en-

couragemenVfO'r'general and.'specific pupil behaviors in relatively

:hat:Ow activity ranges..
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Opportunity -- A:conetructdesigned"to describe the relative

proportion of classroom activities whiCh are directly relative to

criterion variables.-This variable is defined as the frequency

of overall observations in which the dominant classroom theme (or
.

teacher behavior) involved mathematics or reading-activities.

0
Structure and Placement-- A construct designed to reflect the

extent to which the teacher's strategy or Method involved differ-

entiation and individualization offpupil instruction. This vari-

able is defined as the sum of observed occurrences of (1) situa-

tions other than large-group instruction by, the teacher;, (2)

teachers, aides and volunteers working with individual children

-on- academic subject , (3) the relative use of aceielemie materials-,

such as books, tiaching materials, etc., for mathematics, reading,

and social'studies; and414) the relative occurence of children
/

vorking without adult assistance on academic tasks, (e.g., work -

books).

Instructional Events-- This/dimension 'reflects the relative
4

incidence of teacher/pupil instructional interactions. This

)

variable is defined as the obserVed incidence of pupilresponses

I

to teacher-presented issues (generally academic), the extent. of

teacher feedbatk and acknowledgement to,t ese responses.( whether

academic issue clegeneral issue), and ,the general pattern_and

4
frequency of teacher,:acknowledgement of pupil task related, activity.

These variables; as defined above, w e each summarized as

s/ngle values associated with a given classroom.' The criteriW

-
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measures -1..ipring classroom performance on standardized achiesiez

went tests GMAT) -- were then regressed on these predictor varia=

bles under three models:

1. Process Determinants, or, the regression of criterion

scores on the four processdimensions.
i

2. Ability Determinants,,-or the regression of criterion' ,

scores on pre-scores- alone..

3. Total Explanation, or the --regression_of_c_riterion scores"'

on all five variables (process and ability scores).
.

The total variance represented in the criterion dimension can'

be viewed ha consisting of four components: *

incoming ability of the pupils .

,-.
. , .-, , ;_ 1

-_:,..
. ----'7"

_(i.e., independent of what teachers-d4.
t . z., ',%,7

.

2. Variance uniquely due to classroom and teacher variables
. ,

. ,

_ )

(i. .s, independent of abilityfactors of the pupils). 1

,-'

3. Shared ability and process variance, or that variance

which could be .due .to process or ability, since ,it overlaps.

.0-
.4. ,Error', orl.inexplained variance. :'

(-1
i

Thus, the components of variance are conceived a; follows: 7

.

/ ,
,

Toal variance'explained.= Bultiple correlation coeffi-
- A

dent sqbared (R2) wheit-, all predictor variables are employed.

.v:2. Variance dile to error = (100) = (Total 'variance explained).
K!-:, r. , ;......

, / '-,.

3T_- Variance due tW.pupil ability = (Total v ianCe.explained)

ii i' ... ',
, ., 0

(Va
,,

d
,

rianCelucplaine by .classroom and teacher rocess variableS). 441, I444

4, '''Varince due to process variables
:.,

, .

.;?

. ,
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plained) - (Variance explained by pupil ability variables)..

'5. Variance 'shared by pupil ability and classroom process =

t

(Total variance explained ) 'due to pupil ability) + ,

(Variance due to classroom process). .

s0

..
' .. ......

D. Overview of Pr
ieIiminary-Resuf

..1

1
. .0 0

Since the analytic model, as well_as the results obtained .

from its application, aye- still undergoing review-and criticism, :-

. ,

it would not be appropri/ ate at this time to4imply reliable find-
.

Logs by reporti7g-the statistical results in".4etail. Some general
0

propositions can be proposed, however.

1. .Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) of

ability, process, and briterio variables from ,kindergartenkindergartell

.. _. . . _.
, .

.
. .

. . .

,-1,' ,

and entering fiist.grade samp es show that the two. groups were;
,

..
.

- . .,,, ......
.

reaonablfcomOarabte,on th- procese. or instructional dimensions: ..

The'test dimensions, ftwev r,.reflect differences between the two
. .

grade levels,

.-

2.-The regreSio analyses for both classroom groups-suggest
..

. .

that between 70% and 80% of the total variance in the'criterion
.

1-,,

.. .

measure
,

a cn be attributed to the combination of pupil ability_and
,

.

ihstructional process predictor variables. (Thus', 20% to 30% of
'.

.

the variance is unexplained, or atteibutable to "error.")
.. . _

3. Between 357:and 45% of the total ariance may be explained

--) -) I .
,.'

as shared by the pupil ability and truotiopal procest,variables.

18-
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4. About 107. of the total variance appears to be accounted for

uniquely by the pupil ability variables.

5. About 257. of the total variance appears to be accounted

for uniquely by the instructional. process variables.

If these preliminary findings withstand critical review and

further analyses, some important-theoretical and practical im-

plications may be derived from them.

I

. Although about half of the, criterion variance appears

attributable to pupils` "incoming" ability, a substantial increase

--perhaps 257. --in criterion variance explanation appears possible

with some knowledge of instructional dimensions.

,.,e--Instiuctional process dimensions appear to have.gKeater

predicktiNie value at these entering grade levels than does pupil

abili" 4 .alone. This finding, if'confirm.ed, challenges the belief
-

that antecedent variables -are the dominant predictors of class-

room outcomes. In lay terms, this finding says that what teachers

,do and how effectively they do it makes a very important difference.

,.

In test --Score terms, it suggests that--other things being equal --

/teachers who are most effective and efficient in conducting class-

room instruction may produce average classroom achievement test
//

=

scores that are well more than one standard deviation above those

of teachers who are least effective and efficient.

I.
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A NEW CURRICULUM DESIGN

FOR NATIVE AMERICAN SCHOOLS

by

Don Sharpes

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Blacksburg, Virginia

Like all American public schools, Native American controlled
/-

schools are confilonted with the issue of how to improve the curri-

culum and the relevancy of what is taught. In the effort to be

different and distinct as Native Americans, and yet to use innova-

_-tive approaches from the public School system, they are facing the

problems all new schools face as they strive to discover their cen-

tral purposes. They are adjusting to the newness of the school they

control, while resolving what it means to be a Native American.

The problem in curriculum development, then, is two- fold/: how

to identify with and be distinctly Native American, and how be-

come educated to cope with the modern world. To be educated without
. .

addressing &he question of Uackground and ancestry is insufficient.
Ns

1

Every man and woman is educated in and through his own culture.

CC)
There is no generally systematized Native American school system

through which a specific curriculum for Native Americans can be

4 183
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transmitted, and within whic ative American children and youth,,,'

can - identify:'

In this per I would like to discuss-briefly first the issue

of the Native American identity question and how it relates to the-
/

cuirCulum itself for Native Americans. I would like to suggest a

sample outline of a Native American school curriculum, and show how

it can maintain flexibility by a program dfcordination with a

curriculum committee, the school board, and'its affilitated Coalition.

Cultural Identity and the Curriculum

The school itself can be the formal organization through which

a tribe or nation seeks to redefine itself. Culturally, there are

several elements each school can seek to preserve by writings, photo-

'
42*-

graphs, and illustrations:- its language, its past,/ its family prac-

tices (including sex and games), its beliefs.

-For example, the,e1d4rs of the tribe can speak what they know

into records that can later be transcribed and edited into books the

tribe sponsors and distributes in its own name. The Alabama Creeks,

for example, have'nearly completed this process. The important point
\

is unless such tribal documentation alre'ady exists, it is crucial

that it beconle a part-ofthe school curriculum each young Native

American looks to for his past and.culturgl heritage.

The current cultural quest is not only a confrontation with

Western Civilization and its culture.' It is also a continual search .

for its own. Few civilizations can survive ldng on oral tradition,

even though t0 he oral tradition must always remain an important link

in any cultural transmission 'pain. What is important to the tribe
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-must'be documented so that a record

generations to inherie and cherish.

exists for presenf and,future

The perennial crisis between young and otd is not necessarily

a cufturai problem. It is.not as critical as the identification of.

important cultural aspects that the young must know ifithey are to

pass on the cultural fullness of people. The young will nearly al-

ways be different in the popular sense in ideas, dress; language

and music. What is important is that the young have a tulture to

learn even if they leave home and move away. ThaCcanlonly happen

if,' While away, they can re-experience the cultureix-their private

lives through readings. The writing itself enriches-the culture as

does the reading about ,iculture's history.

I believe that the first priority in curriculum- for. Indian con-

trolled schools is the writing and publication of a series of com-

prehensive books, by the tribeexplaning the elements of the tribe

or nation -it considers to'be a most crucial for the young Co know.

The project aught to be a-combined effort of the whole tribe, not
a,

just a few individuals willing to,Write.

7

The importance of this effort is that these books become the
;

basis for a cultural foundations program for /the curriculu19 of the

school, and the guiding principles for future curriculum development'
/

The project, cannot be haphazard. A general/outline of some \of!the

. -

important features might look like this:
....

1. Description of the Family 1

a) roleof father and mother
b) role of children towards parents l

c) role of older children to younger
d) role of relatives to the famtly
e) relation of family to community

- 185 4.-
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2. Description of Tribal Community
a) role of elders and leaders
b) t-ibal activities
c) ceremonial functions
) marriages and burials

3. The Relationship of One Tribe to Another
a) .oaths between tribes

" b) treaties and agreements
c) cooperative ventures

,

Besides the more general and historical descriptions of the

'trib9, specific descriptions might include everyday activities such

L
as the importance.of food. Topics written about could include: its

preparation, choices of food, some kinds of food also used as cloth-

ing, sacred foods, certain foods for certain kinds of activities--

before battle for instance. -I disbuss this example in more detail

later in-this paper.

Assuming that/ each tribe possesses a modest but perhaps incom-

plete account of its culture and history, the next step is to insure

that it becomes the basis for the school's curriculum. The two pro-
'

jects can proceed together simultaneously but they must be coordina-
;

ied. One poisible approach is through a thematic development in the

,

traditional social studies, whereby units could include:; law:And

A
governance of Native American affairs, the family, model of educa-

tion, food gathering and eating practices, and beliefs and sacred

practices., Through the documentation of its cuituze, the tribe can

engage in the process of revitalizing its youth with the force of

its past roots.

Each tribe, as a part of .its cultural documentation, can record

how the environment or nature influence the tribe and what it is

and has beep. What, for example, has be n the influende 6f the wind

on the tribe? Perhaps it holds a spirit meaning. His the wind been

186 1
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: .
favorable to the rotation of crops and food production? Has it

meant dust a which led-to migrations? What is the importance

of water to the tribe and tribal history? Is there any special sig-

nificanc to water to ceremonial fUnctions? Is water plentiful or

in short' aupp137? How is water stored? Where is it stored? How is

it carried over great distances? Are there special minerals that

are impoitant to tribal higtory? Are they used practically or are

they ornaments? How has turquoise been used, and why has it become

a symbol more 'than others of the Native American image?

Whatever the tribe or nation considers important needs documen-
t

tation. Some of the more specific items that each tribe can record

for itself in the detailing of its history are

1) The manner in which the individual as a 'child 'acquires the

culture of the tribe

2) changes in the group life which occur as a result of adap--
tat -ions from other cultures. (For example,_ f ona tribe

interacts because it lives close to another triile, what

: specific elements of that tribe's cultdre,help to form its

culture).

25,

3) how one becomes a member of an individual group within the

tribe. If there are social groups within the tribe, how
does a man or woman join?

. 4) what is-the-psoceq by which a young person assumes manhood

or womanhood in the tribe?

5) _what is the role of elders, and at what approximate age does

one become an elder?

In effect, what the Native American must do is construct his own

anthropology,. taking upon himself the task of revising what is essen-

tial to suit his purposes. If he finds the current stage of anthro-

pology as now taught in the colleges and universities repugnanl to

him, his goal will be to take-what he finds critical to his aon inter-

pretation -of his History.and life and to begin recording that for

019.W"
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his future posterity and for use in his controlled schools. The =

objective is to begin the development of a'history and study of

. histlanguage, culture, mores, customs, behaviors and beliefs that

he finds acceptable, principally because his hand is on it.

Beyond that his record of his affairs can begin to-project

the values of the culture he knows, has inherited, and -plans to

transmit to his young.

It may bh.iMportent to distinguish what is important in the

national sense of his; tribe from what is important to himself as a

Native American as a part of that Native American culture. For ex-

ample, the culture may be defined as pueblo, or plains hunters; or

northwest coast, and yet within that grouping there are scores of in-

dividual tribes or nations. It may not be important to logically

describe subgroups, but nevertheless the issue of tribe ornation

as apart from geographic dulture will likely have to be defined,

The fact remains that if the Nat 4;e American is tired of being

studied by anthropologists it is time that he begin to study himself

more fully'and to document his Own case histories and stories. Clear-

ly, it is the basis for his own curriculum development in his awn

school. A culture is the way people live. The Native American today

needs to describe for himself how he lives that future generations

of Native Americans can, do justice to the culture they will inherit.

Assumptions About Curriculum Planning for Native American Schools

I plan to make several assumptions about curriculum planning for

Native AtericSn schools prior to designing a curriculum package.

The first assumption is that the curriculum for Native Americans
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is constructed around the motivation and-interest of the children

and yodth the curriculum is supposed to 'serve.

4 The second assumption is that the central role of the curri.-

culum is to develop the children's capacities to learn how learn-.

The third assumption is that grading a evaluation be based

on individual competencies and performan and not grade levels or
.

,

The fourth-assumption is that the total curriculum be environ7

mentally oriented.

The fifth assumption is that the 'teacher is to be a part of a

totally integrated curriculum planning and teaching'team.

Let's analyze each of these assumptions in more detail.

Motivation and Interest

One of the more important objectives is to develop a liking

fof learning in all the- children and youth. Liking learning is not

necessarily liking schooling. The school can recruit teachers who

genuinely have, a fon4ness hnd warmth for the children and who have

a rich sense of humor. The best tactic for teachers is to give the )

students feelings of continually rising sense of accomplishmerit by

,

Arranging tasks so that they can master them, and by making,

they recognize and succeed in their goals. The work does not as a

result have-to be easy, but it must be meaningful to the student and

challenging. All teaching techniques will not consequently succeed

with all kinds of students. It may be important to sift the high

achieveMent and high ability students from those with low' achieve-

":

ment aspirations and low ability.

12(
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Developing the Capacity to Learn How to Learn

The object of this goal is not only to encourage a student at.

whatever age to change his behavior as a result of experience, but

also to enjoy changing his habits to want to learn more. This as-

sumption or principle imbedded in the design of curriculum planning

is not repeated acts of memorization. It is more closely associates

ed with the idea, that certain kinds of behavioral activity. will tend

to broaden a child's capacity and willingness to want to learn.

Grading Based-on Individual Performance

What follows from transforming individgaL characteristics by

varying the learning situations, is that grading and evaluation can-

not necessarily be standardized. Consequently, merely improving

scores through continual practice is not the goal. It is not just

the development of a new response that is central, but the inter-

action of past esponse to new behaviors: the transfer of learning

experiences. f oth th= teachers and students must receive feedback;

. ;

be reinforc d for his responses} and provide information to him:that

will be udsefu in future responses.

vironment as the TotarCurriculum Theme

The North American Native ha4 a deep and abiding reverence for

all of nature, and living things. He'ls patient with'the living

earth, and knows`that it'cannot be technologically disturbed with-.

out damage. That sense of mystery and love that. has so permeated the

Native American past ought to be the central core of the whole schobl's



curriculum. It ought to be the focus around which all else is

grouped. Once the task is largely finished qn documenting, the his-

tory of the tribe, much of that can be used to further the environ7

mental studies:

Social studies in particular can be an investigation between

the natural environment and the man-made environment. Examples can

be: the food chain, states of energy, the animal world, and so on.

The point is the tradition of the Native American has always been

the environment. It,is even more important that it continue to be

the focal point of Native American learning in the future.

The Differentiated and Integrated Teacher

As a part of the new-'design for-Native American schools, the

teacher in the new scheme of things must be instructionally compe-
t,

compe-

tent and differentiated according .to teaching abilities, while as

the same time be coordinated as a part of an integrated curriculum

planning team. The organization of this team will be described

later.

I make no pretense about attempting to equate the goodness or .-

. k
. i'

the quality of Native American schools to each other or to any otner

school's system. What I propose is a curriculum design that makes

certain assumptions about the purposes of education for Native Amer-

icans.

I assume, for, example, that it will be the decision of the

school board or the tribal council to educate boys and girls separ\
.

ately or together. The fact that boys and girls have been apportion-

ed to different curriculums in the past will weigh in that decision.

wd,oirYr
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Schools are for the education of the young, not necessarily exclus-

ive, but primarily. Schools exist in order that the children have

something in the culture to be transmitted. There are ways in which

the culture can identify the physical, emotional, and intellectual

- maturity of the children and youth, so that the culture or tribe can.

know when the process of schooling is ended;

I assume that the schools will not be simply vestiges:f_the

former Bureau schools or replicas of traditional American schools.

Schools will be supportive of the Native American way of life, and-

stress Native American life roles. Teachers chosen for teaching

roles in the schools Will be representative of life roles-the Native

Americans consider culturally important, whether that be. agriculture,

religion, hunting, crafts-making, ar or whatever. The school will

be a form of preparation for life, a thodgh not entirely. And,-

lastly, that the process of Native rican schooling will last from

the early years until some point in dolescence.

Psychological Suggestions for a Native American Curriculum

There are scores of ways the Dative American child can learn

about his culture, and other cultures. Native American schools will

hopefully not become centers of punishments and rewards, where the

rules of order and the curriculum have become hopelessly entangled.

The traditional school system in America constitutes a lack of social

consciousness about the aims of edqcation, other than that everyone

ought to have as much as possible.

Some of the ways in which children can learn are through the-

following:

T% 192)
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* hy muscular or psychomotor association. A Native American

child who executes,a large number of ceremonial movements While he

is learning tribal 'traditions thtough ceremonies will tend to re-

member the traditions well if he engages in the complex series of

movements himself. Going through the movements of learning some-

thing is one of the strongest forms of memory association.,

* eding. When.a.child is taught the complex performances

associated with fishing, 'he learns best by actually doing in con-
,

junction with the. instructor; for example in readying the fishing.

I
equip-dent, baiting.the hook (or readying the spear)-, and stalkitig

and catching the ,fish.

* dymbolic association. The display a symbolic, emblems

throughout the school should represent the best in the culture. The

child ought also to be led to the actual places where the history

of his tribe has occurred, to observe first-hand the geographic

locations his people hold dear.

* la dramatization. Acting out is a strong form of cultural

learning. Therare simply sores of traditional stories in every'

tribe and culture which tell about its past. Storytelling can be a

prelude to dramatiZation. Pantomime is another rich source of dra-

matic acting. Children can perform for each other, and act out the

rich lareof the tribe and culture.

* la trials. It is often painful to learn. Although the Na-

Live American curriculum should not be an.andurance contest, there

will likely be units of the curriculum that require exhibitions of

endurance or skill in physical trials. In the modern sense, the use

of a physical trial to help the young man prove himself to the tribe

0204- 193
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I
may, seem primitive, nevertheless, if .the culture stresses the4lec-

- :
<, g_ , .

essity of some- form of trial fort both the young man and young woman,
.

there should be.provision in the curriculum for sufficient prepara-

tion (if preparation is a part of the trial).

.

* by arf. This is not to say that fhls'is to be art Adu6a-
,

tion Education art and through a-it -is not education in-art..

Children and youth can learn whatever processes or content is rele-

vant when they physically manipulate a paint brush, a musical-in-

strument, a pen., or clay, orany form of erfistiOnstrumeni. 'At all

__--

costs, the Native American school and curriculum must avoid the

blackboard paralysis of the American schoor system, and experiment

with, alternative ways of helping the childrep learn.

The Development of a New.Curricuium Design

ll course offerings will emphasize the- environment and its

importance to the modern day Native American as well as the Indian

,of the past. 'Thus, the,,total curriculum will consist of elements

which stressmthe following:

.-.0

* the protection of'life, health, and living -,
* the securing of a living
* the securing of learning (education in the formal sense not-

a
withstanding)'

9,
* expressing emotions'and beliefs

z..,

t. * working in groups (the development of social and civic re-
sponsibilities)"-

ow.

The total curriculum package is an aid in the development of

Meaning for the Native American within the native tribal culture,

, and the total Native American context. It is supposed to be a widen-
,

ing of experiences for the school aged Native American to permit him

--to come to grips with-the two worlds of the Indian.and non-Indian.



There are son. more important parts-Of th.environment.thae

contemporary Native Americans can concern-ithemgeives with that I

would like to mention here. It will hot'be possible to catalogue a .

complete curriculum guile for all N4itte American schools, but it

ts possible Co sketch some detail of wh'at'that type of education

- for the young. Native American ought to be:

Although the general theme Of the curriculum* I am suggesting

is environment, that does not mean that that is limited to solely

the natural, nonhuman world of flora ''and fauna. The point is that

the child leard the interactive aspect of the world with himself

and others.

But he should also learn nibt only the nature and extent of the

world around him and his relation tovit, but also the peculiar values

of that nature that the tribe has intuited. The World Of flora, and

fauna and weather have peculiar features in different parts of the

country and the meaning each tribe,places arr'weather, for example,

can profoundly affect the values the child learns. Different tribes

have dancesfor the eagle, the coyote, the deer, the buffalo and the

ceremonies surrounding the hunt, the capture, and the delebration-of

the tribe!s victory. The child should learn the spirit meaning of

the differeneethimals.

It may also be nece'ssary for the tribe to document and prepare

its culture for the children's leaning'. For example, how does the-

tribe view itself,in relation to the rest of.the world, even other

Native American groups? Is the tribe like a flower in nature that

acts in harmony with other naturalthings?* Does it view itself as

isolated from the rest of the worl ,ei.ren other Native Americans?

L.
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Is it:expansive in relation to its orientation to other groups, or

contractdal, drawing in and resisting notions of any change? Does

. it make Attempts to extend colospnicatiod to other groups, whether

or riot Native American? Is it hostile or pacific in those relations:

dpai'ttie tribe still divide the world into friends and enemies? How

does'the tribe stand in relation to its past? Dogs it view itself

as superior, or a part of a superior force?

The answers to these kind of questions will help determine tht

nature of the values to be transmpted about pie environment and its V

attendant curricular units.

For instance, one 'of the most difficult value questions Native

American schools will-hive to respond to is, Who owns the environ-'

went? In one sense it is a frivolous question. But in another it

goes to the heart of the differences between the Indian and non- Indian

cultures. In typical "American" culture (which in many ways can

only be describtd in relation to another culture, and has little

generic features to distinguish it) land is bought and sold aaper-

sdnal. How the Native American views the land can enrich not only

"the Native culture, but perhaps the whole non-Indian as well.

The, design of the curriculum will consist of several elements;

some principles of organization, and the relationships between con-

tent offerings. I propose that the principle areas of curriculdm de-

sign and principles of academic orientation be grouped around the

following:

'I Energy and Matter
This thematic grouping could consist of math, and the phy-
sical and natural sciences. -

' II Language and Culture,
This thematic would allow for the teaching and learning of
language(s), the social sciences, and Indian life and ways.
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III Spirit and Life
This thematiC allows for the development of art and litera-
ture, poetry, religion, and the spirit ways of the tribe.

IV Law and Economics
This thematic will permit the development of'consumer skills
the roots of order (law), and managing money or other resour-

ces.

V physical Development and Health
This thematic allows the school to develop the child's psy-
chomotor skills and physical, emotional and mental health -

capabilities.

I believe that these five general themes or patterns of the

total curriculum will help preserve the best of the traditional Amer-
.

ican school curriculum, while allowing for the introduction of dis-

tinctly Native American content offerings. Within the general con-

,

text of'the environment, these five broad areas can provide an inte-

grated and unified approach,rt most conceivable content areas or sub-

jests planned.

For those schools that already have a curriculum which has been

nearly literally assumed from the traditional school, the planning

necessary.to make the adjustment t6 a new currictiluffi will require the

same kind of transition a new Native American school would. Five

broad areas can provide a framework for curriculum organization for

any school.

These areas can be given sequentially over long period 4 time",

several years for example; or, -they can be ,given intensively, for

4

example one'year at a time. The way in whith time ..and the curriculum

,interact ought to be a issue of prolonged debate. The assumption

should not necessarily be that each unit or broad concept area be

given equal treatment, or be taught for the same lenglh of time.
,

The five broad concept areas are ways of organizing,the.know-
-

ledges to be taught and learned. They are also ways in,which the
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culture and Native Ameridav history can be absorbed. They are not

necessaYilya grouping or set of skills necessary for making a

living, In that sense they are not specifically vocational.

o

Example of a teaching-Learning Unit

Assuming the environment as the central theme, jet's take an

example of what a curricular unit might look like in the general

area of Energy and Matter. This broad area couldlencompass the

b'asic skills of math,and the physical and natural scibnces. But

its principal objective would be in the application of the use-of

those basic skills in SoiVirig probleths in the broad area of Energy-

and Matter.

A typical unit, or series'of units, might look like this:

I 'Food from the Land

arable. lands (cultivation & use)
grazing lands
soils

pasture and forest lands
sources of food

a)- productivity
b) methods of harvesting and storage
c) processing and distributing (including

(marketing and consumer acceptance)
food from the sea

II Water

precipitation and water tables
water as 'power

estuaries and tides (for coastal indianS)
fish spawning sites
methods of fishing and techniques

III Energy Resources

industrial power and waste
fossil fuel, (including coal and.oil)
natural gas
solar energy

- 198
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nuclear energy

(

*
The mathematics component could be the use and application of

measuring skills to solve problems associated with the enviro nt

and its use. I submit ,this could be done at all age or grade evels.

Students could find oitt-about their community land resources and in-

vestigate county or regional libraries to find out what info tion

is used in the determination of decisions ab6ut land useand w ter

use. Thus, a constant problem in curriculum design--integrati n--

could be accomplished with a built-in intergrated force, the eviron

ment as the central curriculum emphasis.

This, articular example of a curricular unit could further be

-differentiated by showing how the land protects life and hinders it,

'how if secures a living, how it is a source of learning, how emo-

tions are expresSed about it, etc., thus further helping to inte-

grate the relationship between the Native American child and his

native environment.

T1e important. point in'this development is that the. basic skill,

mathematics forexample, does not itself become the subject to be-

.
taught, rather, a human environmental problem becomes-the focus and

all traditionally known disciplines or subjeCts are used as tools

to solve problems. The broad area of Energy and Matter does not

itself. become to sole subject to he known, but the theme around

which curricular units the community desires essential to know cats

be learned by the students. All of these broad areas, can be re-

vised as appropriate to accommodate the interests of'the tribal

community.

Instructional Innovation: Differentiated Staffing
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Creating a totally new and integrated curriculum for Native

American schools is a, rare challenge to dis egard mull of the dead

baggage of a traditional school curriculum. In other words, Native

American schools, have a unique opportunity/to do mu0i of the innova-
,

techniques many public elementary and'secondary schools find

diffiCultto put into practice. There is no reason Native American

schools have to adopt wholesale all traditional practices, or resign

themselves into adopting the same instructional practices. Native

American schools can practice both their ()Wu brand of curriculum

suitable for Native American children, while ex rimenting with some

innovative techniques.

One such innovative practice is the creation of entirely new

personnel and teaching practices. Native Americ n schools could

Adopt a system of differentiated staffing whereby teachers, medicine

men, and community resource consultants could together respond to

the teaching needs of the school; While, for accreditation purposes

teachers would be mainly responsible for instruction; other,community

personnel, familiar with Indian4 lore and background, could help in-
.

struct the teachers in the former ways of life of the tribe.

The system of allowing teachers, community leaders, such As

members of the tribal council, dnd project dir/ctors, to inte72.-Ict

flexibIy'with students, can be more productive and conductive to

student learning than a fixed'student-teacher ratio. But the key is

not only flexibility for .the staff, but pUrpose and design in the:

curriculum:

A possible model for differentiated staffing for Native Ameri-

can schools could consist of the following kinds of specialized

41
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personnel: curriculum,'media, research, testing and diagnosis,

guidance; and logistics. This panel of experts could combine to form

41.

an academic senate to supervise.the whole curricular and instruction-

al program of the school or system, The responsibilities of the ac-

ademic senate would fie, to. oversee the changes necessary to insure

student progress, and-to capitalize n tea her strengths and compe-

tedtencies. The concept of differentiat d staf ing recognizes that

there are different teaching skills, and that some teachers possess

skills others don't have. Most schools have not committed themselves

to organize the school around differing teacher skills and capabili-

ties.
-

I would suggest that each schoollhave at least one master teach-

er, preferably Native American, who is.el4ted by teachers. This

*teacher would have knowledge and superior teaching skills of curri-

culum in more than one academic area, and of Natikre American culture.

A group of teacher instructors would then constitute a teaching team

for an area of study, but preferably an integration of Native Ameri-

can ways of life with some basic skills or disciplines.

Each teacher appointed or elected to each teaching team would

have a special competence in either large group or small, gro p instruc,

tion, lab supervision, or independent or tutorial study. The\ration-
"

ale for differeht experiences in the team is so that each team will

have'complementary skills in a broad area. Then, each team might

have a broad level of responsibility across age le(els or grade 4evels.

Thus, a teaching team4with.a master teacher leading it, could hwe re-

sponsibility for the math-science curriculum K-12. Each team. would

then be backed up by'a team composed of the team of specialized

2, 1 2
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personnel mentioned earlier.

It is traditional of American schools that there is a social

distance betweell the teacher and any member of the class. The.

teacher is set apart, and generally does tot relate to the emotion-

,.

al, family or community life,of the child or youth. In kibbutz

schools, on the other hand, there is a social closeness of the

teacher to the school, community. The Children are able' to perceive

him or her in socially different roles than that of teaching.

Hopefully in the Native Amfrican schools there will be a new

awakening to the culture's importance, and a winnowing of the cri-

tical cultural units the children are to learn. There could easily

. . be a tendency for a particular tribe to submergethe child in the

culture without considering the process in which the child is to

learn it. It is the tribe which must make thedetermination of what

the child. is to know. It is the responsibility of the tribe to de=

termine what the curriculum shall be, not just the teacher in the

privacy of the classroom. The tribe should see to it that specific

cultural roles in the community be taught by community representa--

tives rather than just salaried-teachers. The children should learn

life roles from those who live them.

4
The schooL can.im6ue the child and youthllOith the desire to

seek out opportunities fox learning new concepts, roles, styles. The

school, in other words, need not rely on compulsory education to

maintain youths in a special setting to learn. The tribe in its

school should allow for alternative-routes to varied ends, some of

them obviously perSonal, for the individual within the milieu of the

tribe or community.

(12 1 :4
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Part-of the instruction ought to take\place in the evening

and at night, for example during ceremonial functions. In fact a

great deal of the instruction could easily take place in the ritual--

even simulated--of ceremonials. The process of Native American

schooling Ought .to be a combination of native rituals and some con=

'cept of preparation for life.

The idea behind presenting differ tiated,staffing as an al-

ternative to the traditional staffing pattern is so that administra-

tors in Native American controlled schools can capitalize on theit

highly competent teachers and match them with special student needs.

Now that is easy to say, but traditional personnel practices are us-
,

ually arranged for administrative convenience and not flexible

client use.

Subject matter has dominated the way in which schools organize

the teaching staff; and, although, some changes, have been evident

recently, especially in elementary schools, the majority still oper-

ate based on fixed pupil-teacher ratio.

I noted in one Of' my assumptions that I assumed the schools

were principally for the young. By that I meant to differentiate

between schools that function both for the education of the young and

the education of the community; through adult program, basic educa-

tion and the like. The school can serve that purpose, but my_con-

jecture would be that it doesn't. But that does not mean that adults

and elders are to be excluded; rather that the school is not princi-

pally for their benefit. I would see the adults and all kinds of

community volunteers and aides engaged in a concerted effort to help

in the process of preparing the young for admission to the world and

4:
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) especially the Native American community

Consequently, I would see the entire oammunity as a resource

to help in the instructional program.

of the community can be professional

professional experiences. But there

Obviously, not all members

instrdOtor or be, engaged in

isn't.anigult, especiallyr
those.interested in preserving an ancient, herage, who isn't-in-.

t

terested in passing on something from his own life and experiences

that isn't relevant to the young.

'For example, rather than hire a full-time social studies teach-

er, the school could set aside a portion of the school day for the

sharing of experiences with a rotating group of community represen-

t tives who participate in this particular program. It would not

likely be for school credit. It wou14.be, however, the epitome of

transmitting the culture to the young and the near-adult.

How often do the yo ng have an opportunity to share with the

elderly their mutual concerns and anxieties? The community school

is the ideal place f'Or the young and old or near-old to share life's

ambitions and dereams. The Native American school is the perfect

dace for instituting an evolving dialogue between all community

members, a place where the ancient stories can be retold, where,

young and old can talk freely, where education about each other tran-

spires.spires. It isn't utopia. It can happen if people want.it to.

Youth Tutoring Youth

The concept of youth teaching youth is an
%

concept. Sometimes because of age or cultural

or aides or older volunteers have been unable

) 1 5
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with some of youth's unique problems, especially `special learning

handicaps. But youths prom similar persuasions sometimes can.

Many school systehis,,after having examined the yolk0 teaching

youth concept, found that it supplements the regular curriculum and

adds. to the traditional teaching strategy of one teacher and several

students. Older students help yoUhger students with similar learn-

ing deficiencies. In, most cases potential Native American dropouts

/

icould be used to help instruct in those practice sessions where both

the youth-teacher and the learner arq having difficulties. I have

seen -sixth-graders renediating math problems with second-graders in

,
which both were having, difficulty.

,

The implemehtation of a youth instructor program is Ample,. in-

volves literally no expense, and helps some students having trouble
. :-.

. -
.3. .,,t-a.,;,

learning a particular subject become more motivated becau they

have to help someone else in it. Youth teaching-youth helps elimi-

nate the-distinction between who's a learner and who's a teacher.

All Native American students in Native American controlled schools

can be encouraged to interact both as learner§ and mutual tutors.

It has always been true that one of the goalp of American edu-

cation has been to imbue the student with a sense of civic and com-

munity responsibility. It seems to me that there might not be'a

better way than by allowing, the students to assume some instruction-

al,responsibility while attending school. We,all know that the best

way to ream something is to teach it.

The program can involve more than just helping in practice drills.

. . .

Many youths find thqt'showing pictures helps the younger students with

their reading problems. Many have made up stories from pictures and

() 2, 1
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from magazines. Sometimes they let children draw their awn picturs-

from the stories read of written, Still others make up games for

the children to play. Such games can be made from ordinary mater-

lals'like pencils, paper, crayons an& cardboard...inexpensive crea-

tive playthings. They might include!color matching word games, or

simple Crossword puzzles or puppet theaters to get the children to

act their stories out.

One student' volunteer used a tape recorder with a small group
4.10.

of children to interview local residents about the war, the cults_

of the young,-drugs, and similar.cohtemporary problems. The

backs made for animated discuslion later among the children, and

became grist for'writing stories, for spelling lessons, and for draw-

ing pictures.

Surveying Aide Activities

c

The task for Native AMerican adMinistrators is to match personal

competence and career plans-with the developed functions for the

school. This is as true for teachers as it ii, for aides. Aides don't

want to do just the clerical chores any more than teachers do. But

because there are supporting activities and services necessary to the

instructional program, someone has to have responsibility for them.

Aides'and teachers need to be differentiated and rotated in as-

signments so that all share in different kinds of supportive respon-

sibilities, even some of the unsatisfying ones. One possible way of

reviewing a comprehensive aide program, or of beginning one, fs to

conduct a Survey of activities teachers think aides could manager and

direct, how well prepared they must be, how they could'be,trained
t
arid
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by whom if they are not well prepared, and how often'aides could

perfofm it. 41r

A sample activity survey form might look like the one on'the

adjoining page. The Survey could form the basis for dialogue among

all school personnel about how to revise the aide program, or how

to begin one. If an aide program already exists, a survey could

test teacher perceptions 'against aide'perceptions.

The traditional form of,aide assignment is to-a particular

teacher or classroom, perhaps to a teaching team. If the person is

an instructional aide, the role and kindS of job, responsibilities are

not always precisely determiried, nor perhaps should they be.

As is the problem when tethers assume new leadership roles, the

designing of a new scheme of delegating a4te rdsponsibilities must be

premised with some assumptions.

First, aides, like teachers, do not easily follow a stereotypi-

)

cal pattern,. Their strengths and weaknesses will not always show up

in personnel files, interviews, or in routine tasks. With training,

with experience, with supportive supervisioMand career counseling,

they will likely be ,future teachers and administrators, Second, no

one conforms universally to a job description or position assignment.

Individuals nearly always bring to their jobs how they think it is

to be performed. In,a way many define the job, as how they perceive

it should be accomplished. As a result, administrators cannot disre-

gard the uniqueness of the individual (likely part of the reason he

or she was hired originally) in assessing and assigning roles and .

,...

functions.
.. . ..,

.4.11

A model for personnel utilization needs a justifiable basis other

We), 18
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than:that the staff needs to be reorganized. A model is a way of

looking at the-requirements,for staff numbers,/not a way of outlin-

ing exactly what everyone will be dding. But looking at staff re-

quirements based on students has not been the normal procedure. Ad-

ministrators tend to think of the staff requfrements as the number

of rooms, teachers, and Students, ana the happy ratios that result.

It is the rare school that blends the best of Staff competence with

students' needs, and makes adjustments'as those variables change

over time. It is sometimes left to chance .hat the best kind of

learning interaction happens at all. Flexibility in staff use de-

mands something more than,chanoe.

_
But the beginning premises is that the-kinds of tasks needed

precede the assignment of responsibilities. The starting point is.

' not the teacher or the room, but the nature of the activity. Flexi-

bilityin persOnnel utilization is responding to the queStionS; what

.needs to be done, and who do we have to do it.

I believe that there is a progression.of responsibilities. relat--

.ing to the instruction and supervision f students. If someone de-.

monstrates competence we ought to make provision for accommodating

it. If an-aide shows success in dealing with small groups, then he

of she should assume some responsibility for small grotiR discussion

(prOvided there is no conflict with state or.local`Statutes). De-

ciding on Ohether or not an aide experienced with' maqaging small

groups and tutorials is as qualified as an inexperienced teacher,

may be one of the tougher administrative decisions.

Somewheie between total instructional Yesponsibility and jani-

torial idrvices lies the role of the aides. There are enough diver-
,
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sified supportive services in the schdol, particularly the secondary

school, to justify the unique kinds of non-instructional activities

aidescould perform besides just cleaning blackboards or mimeograph-_

ing dittos.

No one aide will be an expert in all activities.. But learning

about the various faCets of the school's operation may be more im-

portant in their career planning than just being slotted in one po-

sition with one teacher in One classroom. What an *aide does can be

as remarkably diverse as the administration can devise -. The concept

that makes an adult want to be of service to the school is an example

'of an altruistic commitment that needs grooming and nurturing. The

gradual evolvement of learning opportunities and team building skills

for professionally maturing teachers and aides will pfovide flexi-

bility and maximum staffsmotivation.

This whole'section On differentiated teachers has but one ra-

tionale; to acquaint educators for and -in Native American schools

with the possibilities of alternitive patterns of using teachers,

volunteers; aides and other staff personnel irk positive, construd:,

tive, useful way, one that is educationally meaningful, and community

oriented.

Curriculum as words in textbooks is meaningless. The real cur-

riculum is what the teactlir,teaches. And, consequently, the way in

which teachers are organized can have a profound impact on what is

taught. My opinion is that a program whereby, teachers can respond

flexibly to student needs is the program which will not only be of

greatest benefit to the student but will be a commitment to future

-and needs of, all Native Americans.

( )2 9 1
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Curriculum Administration and Organization

,
°

.

Curriculum improvement will have little 1Mpact on Native Ameri-
. . ,

. . .

can children and schools unless the efforts can be coordinated. I

recommend that each tribe establish a curriculum committee responsi-

ble for overall school reforms and innovation in curriculum. It

should report to the schoolboard through the chief school adminis-

trator.

The Curriculum Committee7-if one does not already exist--should

becomea forum for parents to take an active role in the school's ac-

tivities, and a responsible unit through which other groups can work.

In developing the responsibilities of the Curriculum Committee, and

the schoorboard:. 1) urealistic expectations and '2) confusion of

roles can occur.

The ultimate responbibility for operating the school. rests with

the school board. However, the extent to which the school board can

share this responsibility is a matter for each Board to decide. How-

ever, the cchool board can delegate much of its responsibility in

curriculum development to a Curriculum Committee, much'as it can as-

sign responsibility to an administrator. How much responsibility for

the development of curriculum each committee receives is a matter for

each board to decide. However, each board should determine this im-

portant question before the formation of any Curriculum Committee.

Each member selected for service on the Curriculum Committee should

understand what his assignment entails prior to accepting membership

on the Committee. The Committee's work should clearly be limited to
I

curriculum, and not become involved in personnel, budget procedures,

-.211
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equipment and supplies, 'or other administration

/problems.
The Curriculum committee should be limited in its scope to

curriculum and 'should not function as a new organization designed

to replace other advisory groups established to advise the school

board. The tenure of the Curriculum Committee should be spelled out

by the school board, and shOuld be clear to all serving members be-
.

,fore they accept membership. The school board can have alternatives

for membership tenure:

1) One or two yeartenure for all members--a new group formed

each period. r
2) Staggered tenure to provide continuity of membership--ini-

i

tial assignments for 1 year, and 2 year periods with new members

added completing their term, new members serving -2 years.

-Theresponsibilities-of the Curriculum Committee at the mimimum

should include but not be limited to:

1) -Overseeing all curriculum projects and developing-new ones.

2) 'Setting curriculum goals and priorities.

-3) Reviewing and approving\curriculumplans for the school.

4) Advising the'school board
\\

of the nature and extent of cow;

muniiy participation in curriculum development(parents, teachers,

students, tribal officials, etc.)

5) Evaluation of curriculum.

At the time the Curriculum Committee is set up, there should-be

orientation and training sessions conducted by the school board or (/

under their auspices, to acquaint each member and other potential

members about the, purposes of the Curriculum Committee, its project-
:

ed work. and plans for school curriculum improvement., The determina-
.
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tion of the size, method of selection, arid criteria for membership

should be the responsibility of the school board. However, some

suggestions may proVe helpful:

1). Teachers should be a majority of those represented.

2) Parents shou13, be included.

7/
3) Perhaps a School Board member.

4) A'tribal official.

5) Some representative students.

6) Community officials.

The school board may find. that askir+itself questions about,

1

who should be on the committee -may be use

1

ul: Does the member bring

educational skills and resources to the Committee? Does the prospec-

tive member have a high standing in the tribe or community? Would

the prospective member help maintain school support for new propos-

als? Does the member have the support of community organizations?

Would teachers selected be knowledgeable about other aspects of cur-

riculum other than their subject teaching matter?

Again, the purpose of the Curriculum Committee isJict to esta-

blish a new structure that hinders the school's goals. to

provide,a,means for all those, interested' in curriculum work in the

schools to participate in a meaningful way, and to take an active

role in curriculum imprOvement. It can provide a way for community

leaders to plan. It can provide students an opportunity to discuss

and influence programs intended for them. It provides school lead-

ers a chance to seek new ideas, approaches, and feedback.

The curriculum model proposed in .this paper will not be a pana-'

cea fo% the problems of the Native American school. That w4,11 take

(1224
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considerable involvement of the community, parents, selected stud-

ents, teachers, and consultants. But the curriculum model I pro-

poseis a beginning way for looking at how Native'Agerican educators

can structure the learning content so that their'children and youth

can discover meaning,through their own culture and that of others.

Their schools will be crlyane, though perhap:; one of the most sig.'

nificant?, institutions in that process.

The Curriculum Committee must continually ask, "What is to be

,taught?" It will have to consider how the individual achievement

of children results in mastery of subject. -Without actually pro-

posing an agenda, I Would like to offer some principles of curricu-
r

lum; in the forth of questions, which can be used Or discussion

amoung the Curriculum Committee members. I call theM questions about

substantive and procedural dimensions.

'I. Subitant ve DimenSio0

1. What is the basis on which content is selected?
2." What is the appropriate balance in the curriculum?
3. What are the- purposes of general education? Vocational

education?
4. What philosophical basis underlie the curriculum you ad-

vocate?.

,5. What psychological basis underlie the,curriculum you ad-
. vocate?

6. Whit arehe weaknesses of these bases?
7. What is therelationship between curriculum,_ purposes, ev-

aluation, instruction? .
.

8. What are the elements in curriculum?
9. What is the foie' of t- he_structure of knowledge in curricu-

lum development?-

II. Procedural Dimension

1. Who is. responsible for curriculum?
2. Who really ievelops curriculum? Y '

3. How do you change curriculum?
4; Why do you change curriculum?
5. What is the role of 'student, teacher, adthinistrator, coM-,

'munity, state department, Federal government in curriculum
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development?
'6. What are some critical studies and issues in curriculum

development?

These two dimensions will help in resolving more satisfactorily

the central issues about the content of what is learned in the school.

- Other c siderations will include:

Scope. The sense of belofiging to a particular community will

be a part of the responseto the question of what is taught and

learned. The importance of any specialized education lies in ful-

.Lilling both mastery and belonging to a'group.

Logic of Sequence. The order in which concepts or skills are

taught may be arbitrary as long as the individual units are inter-

dependent logically so that students can perceive relatedness. That

sequence within a discipline is a succession of experiences which

is consistent with the goals of that study and 'the overall goals of

the environment and the particular theme.

Developmental Factors in the Sequence. Some of the key psycho-

logical considerations will be whether or not students are ready for

certain kinds Of instruction or programs. As Children grow and ma-

ture their, ability to participate in different kinds of learning ex-

periences will be organically and developmentally different, and may

consequently require new instructional approaches.

_ _
Selection in the Curri-cula The-Interaotion_between_the_ma_T

turing needs,oi the students specific learning experiences will con-

stantly present to the Curriculum Committee the necessity of revis-

ing.components. Other-social realitiesin the community will dic-

tate new structures, and ways in which certain elements need to be

selected in and others selected out. The current constitutional

()2.2(3
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issues and crisis in govetnment is one example. A community con-
.

cern, such as the strip mining in four corners, might be another.

The Use of Disciplines. An acedemic-disexpline is'a

discerning knowledge from opinion. The mediator of that now is the

teacher. Proper use and knowledge of the academic subjects will

accelerate students' 6-,:jwth in understanding. How the academiL dis-7

ciplines, and the thematic arrangements I propose with representa-

tive ideas, like Energy and Matter, relate with the critical problem

for the Curriculum Committee and all teachers. It is impOrtant

that careful planning be the hallmark of both the Committee and the

teaching teams.

L'astly, there are two crucial concerns that the Native American

community will have to address as -it begins the transition from tra-

ditional to specifically Native American curriculum development;

language and special educations

I have assumed that each Indian controlled school board will

have alrfady dealt with the issue of language in the curriculum, that

both the native language and English will be taught in the schools.

Improving language and communication skills, however, will be of con-,

tinuing importance. The curriculum through which any school functionS,

particularly an organically whole and ethnically homogeneous curri-

culum for a Native
\
American school, will entourage open and spontan-

eous communication. It will do so through a knowledge and apprecia-

tioh of their%languages and cultures.

It may be necessary to organize much of the curricula, and,

therefore, many of the teachers, around the special education needs

of the children. :There will be many who'will likely be classified

- 216 7
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as children with special learning disabilities - -of widespread con-.

cern in educational communities everywhere. More children are be-

ing diagnosed as candidates for special education remediation than

ever before, andlNative American children are likely not an extep-

tin to this policy_,,

Myrecommendation would be that this special education need be

first diagnosed and then be given top priority in the curriculum de-

velopment effort. Conventional prdgrams do not serve the nterests

of these children. It is.necessary to devise curriculum programs

that diagnose and intervene early in the child's developmept.

Conclusion

The twin main 'goals of a Native American curriculum; planning

for curricular innovation and reform'for Native American schools,

are compatible and interrelated. The preservation of the enorm- .

ously rich heritage of all Native American groups needs local insti-

tutional support. The Indian controlled school.is the central in-

stitution which can commit itself to in uring that heritage's pre-
e

servation.

I think that in order to prepare the children and youth for

Whatever life positions and roles they expect to assume that the

school must also be prepared'to make realistic assumptions based on .

child development strategies, not subject matter orientation. Fund-

amentally, these assumptions are no more nor less than whe't-I would

propose for any school preparing to embark on a divergent school

role. The assumptions are child development oriented. The same

holds true for the psychological suggestions.

0 2, 2,8
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c.)

A

The development of a new curriculum design is a major departure

because it changes the traditional school's objectives and forces them

to become interrelated with an overall goal - the environment. I have
/

not given specific performance objectives because each school should

prepare its own. But the sample teaching- learninj unit..4s only one_

sample way in which each school, academic senate, or curriculum commit-

tee can begin to prepare areas of study within each broad field or

representative idea,: Perhaps there Could be task forces within each

broad area.

The importance of community involvebei-V,and participation cannot

be underscored enough. Differentiated staffing is,an approach for

looking.at that kind of community participation. Equally important,

it is a way of organizing the professional staff tdorespond flexibly

to the student's learning and maturational needs. Hopefully, that or-

ganizational pattern willmpt become a new rigid orthodoxy. Part of

the key to successful curriculum installation is the-responsiveness of

the instructional program. That means that teachers must be trained

and willing to adapt themselves to new,eituations as -they arise. It -1"--

elso means that positions and roles must conform to a variety of res-

ponsibilities outlined by each school. The idea is to match specific

teaching competencies with specific learning needs.

The Curriculum Committee's formation is to be instrumental in

aiding curriculum. planning and implementation. Once it begins to

hinder that development its usefulness is curtailed. Consequently, ,

each school board should consider carefully the specific functions of

the committee and Its probable attendant task.forces will perform and

be respopsible:for before its formatibn.
gy.
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PERSPECTIVE ON MANPOWER PLANNING

Y.

by

Paul G. Or-r, Ph.D.

University of Alabama

Tuscalooa, Alabama

I. Introduction

,r

FJ

This paper seeks to establish the philosophical premises which

should undergird manpower planning and training which focus on edu-

cation and teacher education for Lndian peoples. It is limited to:
ft,

-

,

, ;

(1) the characteristics of the manpower needed lased on the needs

of Indian,people, (2) the nature of training,programs needed to

assist in weting manpower needs, and (3) eeneral criteria for se-
..

...Is
.

Q
. ,

'A'. . ',e

lecting institutions,to provide this training. This paper does not

treat in any detail the qtiantitative -aspects of the problem but it

dues provide a basis for .costing the training in a manner consistent

0- . with the criteria developed.
- 00

) 61,

CO
St

Overview of the Problem

Indian peoples have educational needs which are unique and which

(r2.10
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have not been met. The net result is that Indian children, youth,

and adults' are now under-educated and no adequate plan now exists

to alleviate this condition. The problem treated in this paper is

to develop the philosophical .premises from which manpower training

programs should be developed and implemented.

t

Quantitative Perspective

There are approximately 250,000 Indian people between the ages

of 5 and 18; about two-thirds attend public 40041s, almost one-
-

third attend Federal schools and less than ten percent attend mis-

sion and other type schools. By any standard measure, these chtl-

dren and youth generally manifest at a critical level the results-

of past inappropriate, unresponsive and ill conceived educational

opportunity: lower achievement, higher dropout rate, fewer college

entrants, more severe problems of adjustment, higher unemployment,

lower self-confidence, poorer self-concept, lack of pride in cultur-

al heritage, and others.

Those who survive the system to entrance into higher educatiOn

are few, and even though they have certain disadvantages, their ten-
%

aeity and broader, options permit success but rarely relevancy to

treat the problems and potentials of their people.

The specificity of the plight is well documented and will net,

be treated further in this paper but any reader unfamiliar with

available statistical data should become familiar with'it.

Basic Premises

.220 -



There are several 'basic premises which undergird this paper

These premises are presented as being, fundamental to the develop-

'cent of any successful progvam designed to meet more responsibly

. and more responsively the educational needs of Indian people.

1. Indian children, youth, and adults have not had opportun-

ities to alleviate a goncralcircumstance.of educational disadvan-

tage and its inevirable.consequences: low achievement, high drop-

,
out rate, severe problems of adjustment and self-concept, high un-

employment, low self-confidence, lack,..of pride in cultural heritage,

and severely reduced op,g,ions-tta-g1ternatives.in'each determining-

his own future.

This historical Jxclusionof Indian peoples from equal educa-

tional opportunity and current lack of a comprehensive approach to

treat normal needs as

i

-pounded a problem that was and is complex by its nature. The pro-

1

ell as those cumulatively developed have com-.

blem is

.

perceptual panditions s well as developing and implementing educa-

tional programs which w'11 not continue to create those conditions

requiring corrective ac ion. Results of past (and some current) in-

now one of age ioratingand compensating for learning and

equities.are no longer n Question; approaches which simply expand

or improve current prac

on the problem.

2. Most .attempts

,been fragmented or unwo
humanitarian -- the net
ity of the problem by m'
and has. tended to delay

problem.

ices and conditions will have little impact

o design programs for Indian people have-

kable -- even though intent has often been

result has usually compounded the complex-
sdirection of energy, talent, and resources
rather than accelerate treatment of the

(
'Many programs have beed conceived, designed, funded and imple-

mented in efforts to Prbvide better educational opportunities for

Indian peoples. Most in and of themselves -- have been defen

sible; the common thread of

,their preclusion by factors extraneous to the

'

failure has been their fra mentation bor

(12222
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N.

upon it. In anticipation (and hope) of success, new directions. have
. ...i; :

4 (
.

.
. , 4en minimal. Probably the most important and most ignored princi-

.

r i4;fle of education for Indian people has Veen that positive learning.

c

will' riot, result from instrUption that is internally inconsistent and

- 4*

trivial to the intended learner. For examplea teacher who has no

respect for .the Indian heritage cannot teach a child respect...ft-it:his

own heritage_Sy tbgstudy -of Greco - Roman- Hebraic culture. he com-

pound nature of this problem, for instance, cannot be treated by in-

fluencing either variable and ignoring the other. Programs, to be

effective, must treat both._ (To avoid misinterpretation, the treat-

ment of both variables does not remove fragmentation if such does

not occur within a co rehensive plan).

3. The state of isolation -- including'cultural, vocational
and educatiOnal -- without knowledge 'of or viable right to exercise
selection of options and alternatives is an infringement on the
rights of any individual the right to determine one's own,destiny
based on knowledge of and access to alternatives is inalienable.

There .are many ways and means to remove an.individual's options

and alternatives; hence his right at best to determine his.own des-
.

tiny; and at least, to participate in such determinations about his

destiny. Until recently,'Eliewemoval of options was often blatent

racism, which at least was on the surface and easy to identify. The-
. V

removal of optio ,-however, has become generally much more subtle:
wo

isolation,' learning environment, underprepared and, ill7prepared

teachers, biased content (often unintentional), lack'of career

counseling, lack of job opportunity, biased teaching and class pre-

jUdiCe under the guise of sciehce; delayed decision;niaking, unequal

financial support, equal treatment of7diffeTences, unequal treatment

,
,

of commonalities, ignorance, and so forth. Any individual. without
.
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do

knowledge and understanning.of the alternatives available to him

cannot make an intelligent choice. Predetermination of anyone's

future is wrong - morally, educational, ethically and economically.

4. Man's interdependence to a

higher tolerance 'for diffetehoes --

'
linguistic -- is a requisite for al

interest in creating a be'tter

peoples of the world.

1 of mankind is increasing;
olitical,.:Social, cultural, and

1 peoges\.,,, Each culture has a
understanding of it in other

In addition to being provided with equal opporttinity", the In-

,dian peoples need to help others. This demand and need of the modern

world requires action to dramatically increase the capabilities for

research, development, and digsemination of-information about Indian

culture and heritage.

5. Opportunities are required to dramatically increase the

EOmPitincliSOT 'Tidied person-del.-for leactership-positions at schools

local, state anck.national levels.

Education, is complex'and decisions about education and the con-

-di-Lions of-education are-made-at many-Levers- other than in the -class-

room. Even though the classroom teacher is most vital, leadership

'''

. . ,

personnel at ether Ievels'haye more`opportunities to influence de-
.

cision

Indian education must include training opportunities

people for_positions of leadership as school board members, Federal

and state education agenty personnel, local school leatiership per-

sonnel (principals, supervisors, counselors, etc.) and for community

making about Indian education,. Any comprehensive program for

for Indian

leadership positions. There ate compelling reasons why this action

should be taken to provide opportunity, success models, etc.; but

these are no more important than is the need to impact decision

making and leadership groups with people who can contribute to an.
.

.

improved decision making function. Indianleadership'personnel can

- 223
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certainly bring to such groups more and better understanding about

the unrealized opportunities .and potentials Indian p&Ople. Such

a mix is Also vital to establishing-cross-cultural understanding

and the identification and treatment of mutual educational develop-

ments and improvement. The problem of meeting the educational needs

of Indian people is complex and will require concentrated effort

and planning to assure that the positive results normally expected

from one program element is not precluded by Omitting another vital

and crucial element (e.g., a teacher well prepared to be responsive

assigned to A school with uninspired leadership and under financed

support services).

6. A massive manpower development program for people working
with and for Indian children is needed.

Until a massive manpower training program is developed for

people working with and for Indian children is mounted, the severity

.

ofPthe problem will increase exponentially. Many approaches have

ignored the fact that untreated prbblems tend to become more serious

the longer they remain untreated. ,The projected cost in loss of

human potential and self-realization is incalculable; the projected

cost in dollars will grow greater at a dramatic rate. From a human-

itarian or an economic position, or from both, the wisest course of

action is to mount a massive program immediately befe greater loss

occuA.

7. Many of, societi's institutions are tradition-bound, process
oriented and unrealistically regulatory; programs' for Indian neople
must be developed in institutions which have the capability to,accom-
modate internally the innovative and "cutting edge" types of programs
which indeed can be responsive to needs.

Unfortunately, most of societje institutions cannot or will

not respond to many of society's mos rucial problems. Some, for

- 224 -
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example, many universities have estaglished.other missions which

preclude responsiveness to current needs; others are simply staffed

by people incompetent, to respond Programs for Indian people must

be developed in an educational environment that can be responsive

and that can muster the talent needed to mount the needed programs-.

In all probability, a cluster of community colleges focusing on

programs for Indian people,icommunity resources, and society orient-
.

ed universities will be required in order to Capture'the variety f

resourcesneeded. Simple adaptations of existing programs have

little chance of success.

II. Characteristics of Manpower for Indian Education

.

A. General Needs of Indian People

ti

Simply, but cogently, Indian people need educational opportun-

ity which is.responsive to their oitcumstance. In order to assure

such an opportunity, a'comprehensive plan must be developed and

followed which includes as its most crucial component a manpower,

training plan and a delivery system The.plan must include

a design for training maniower as'teachers as well as otheeprofes-

sional level leadership personnel and also policy Makers. The plan

should be conceived and 'supported nationally and implemented within

a new system ofrelationships of Federal, state and local partici-

pation.

To avoid misunderstanding, it should be stated that'Indian

children, youth, teachers, admiyistrators, and leaders,have need for

much the same results of responsive education as everyone else has,

but because of certain conditions, the same results cannot be



4

'obtained by following the traditional process.

For example, Indian people and other people seek-as a result

of education certain opportunities and options:

1. The opportunity to know their own cultural heritage and

the polycultural nature of the U.S. and the World and the option to

choose a afe style and future based on knowledge, wisdom, and equal

access.

2. The opportunity to know about career education, the oppor-

tunity and the option to select a path and to have access to voca-

tions and professions for which they have prepared.

3. The opportunity to learn to understand themselves and to

build positive self-concepts and to live lives that are acceptably

filled with pride, honor,4 respect, accomplishment and contribution

to the society of which they are a part.

Obviously these examples are incomplete in terms of the expec-

ted outcomes of or results of education. Minimally, they.serve to

establish some common results but most importantly they demonstrate

results that are unobtainable fof Indian people idio are simply .

40
thrust into the mainstream of education or-for those who areeducA:-

ted in isolation from the opportunities and options of the mainstream

of American society. The apparent dilemma simply reinforces the need

to treat the question within a well designed plan which includes man-

.

power development within a context of training designed to prepare

people for the task of meeting the needs of Indian people.

B. In order to focus on those needs of Indian people which have

the most.critical implications for manpower training, and also to

delimit these needs to ittake planning feasible., needs which are tran-

226 -
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scending have been ideAtified:

1. Schools for Indian Children and Yooth.

a. Need for opportunity to pursue education in full know-

,
"ledge of career education opportunities, adequate counsel-

...

ing and guidance, responsively designed educational pro-

grams, and, help to assure access to careers, ursued.

b. Need for instruction and conditions of instruction Co

build pride in and understanding of the Indian heritage.

c. Need to comprehend more fully their own culture andits

relation to.thers through the "injection of-new knowledge

and ideas from one culture into another" !,Taylor),' chealiy.

giving greater vitality to both,

d. The need for a learning environment in which teachers

and administrators are behavioral models of'both inter-
_

culturalism and pride in heritage.

e. The need for exposure to resource teachers who teach

from wisdom_and experience in a "community-based" education-
.11

al thrust.

Personnel

'

2. Preparation Programs for Teachers and Other Educ ional

a. The need for the delicate but crucial balance in pre-"

paration programs which combine didactic methodology for /

cognitive learning with field-based supervised experience
44,

for cognitive-affective dissonance and for non-formal learn-

ing and understanding.

b. The need for content and methodology to be both gener-

ated and adapted to the needs of Indian people within a

02:48
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planned program.

c. The need to be highly skilled in developing instruc-

tional objectives, individualizing programs, and utilizing

community and professional resources.

d. Thef need for in-depth study of Indian heritage and

culture.

,--
e. The need for in-depth study of cultural backgrounds of

peoples expanded to include cultures of minorities and in-

terrelations to the Whole-of humanity.

3. Research and Training Programs For Non-School Personnel

(School Board Members, State Agency Personnel and Community

Leaders)

a. To meet the need that policy makers and decision makers

about education have to know and to understand more'about

the needs of Indian people and their resolution.

b. To meet the need that"policy makers have in deciding

about conditions of education and certification of person-

nel needed for' Indian education with quality reiesearch and

information.

c. To provide training to leaders to prepare them better

to exercise their responsibilities for developing schools

that are responsive to all children and youth for whom they

exist.

C. Basic Questions and Conflicts

There are several basis questiOns which mlist be treated and re-

solVed if viable programs for Indian people are to be planned anti

implemented., This section of this ort will identify selected

1)2f



basic questions, the points of major disagreement or difference and

.the rationale involved. Finally, a recommended position will be ,

taken on each basic question -- no5,necessarily, as a final answer,
.

but certainly as a catalyst to delive tion, debate and resolution.

Basic questions are not separable in a cases because indeed most

are interrelated to at least one other asic question. The follow-
.

ing questions are separated for convenience:

1. "Melting Pot" and "Cultural Pluralism"

Some authors in describing (or subscribing to) these concepts

have assumed extreme positions, almost to the point of being fasci-

nated by the bizarre. This has tended to reduce understanding rather

than to enhance it.

The "melting pot" extreme has come to mean to many the forced

assimilation of people into or toward the Anglo-Saxon cultural ideal.

Pertinent to this position is that it was a social theory of a new

American culture for voluntary immigrants but excluded indigenous

peoples (Indians and Mexicans) and involuntary. immigrants (Negroes).

It fostered the notion that the culture resulting from the mix was

greater and better and superior to any single culture which con-

tributpd to it. The educational consequence was predictable - to

4
melt is good,-not to melt, is had,; people who melted were good, people

who didn't or couldn't, were bad. The assimulation implicit in the,

"melting pot" did not in tact exist; however, many problems were

created ,by it for minority groups.

The "cultural pluralism" extreme has teen stated very complexly

to mean very simply de lure or de facto segregation or cultura1:iso-

latioeedom has been defined as the right to impose a mono-

)2.40" 4
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cultural system from generation to generation, i.e. mandatory cul!-

tural pluralism or predetermined fate for an individual. The extreme

position, i.e. cultural'imposition, is as educationally and socially

unsound as is multicultural imposition.

The terms "melting pot" and cultural pluralism" are inadequate

to use in terms of Indian education or in fact for any educational

. goal for any group of people. Bicultural Education is the concept .

which best describes and best contains the acceptable goals explicit._

in the "melting pot" and "cultural pluralism' philosophies. The

"melting'pot" notion of cultural progression --'any culture being

open to enrichment from without as well as from within -- is sound

and desirable for society. Its soundness deteriorates immediately,

.

however, if it excludes any one cultufe from impacting another, or
_

begins to impose -- directlyor indirectly -- elements'of one culture

into another. Cultural progression can only evolve, not be mandated

or°imposed. The "cultural pluralism" notion that no school should

have a preferred educational style based on a preferred cultural

style -- including mainstream culture ..:-.is sound. It is also sound

that a schobl enronment should be respectful of ana Adapted to any

childor any cultural background and that the mode for his learning

and relating that emanate from differences should be so reflected,

; Eicultural Education is proposed as a transcending philosophy

for developing the premises from which the educational need of Indian

people may best be met. As a concept,. Bicultural Education has two

major dimensions:

a; 'Each child and youth has the right to an education in a

learning environment in,which his culturally based mode for

0211'
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learning is equally important as any other mode: More specifically

personnel who guide his learning need to/be aware of his and other

cultures and be technically and professionally competent enOugh to

adapt their teaching and subject to his learning style if culturally

baLd.

.b. Each child and youth is provided with Learning opportunities and F

experiences which:

1) Permit him to experience an in-depth cross-cultural.

learning experience through understanding a culture

substantially different from his own, and

Permit him to learn and explore the 'mainstream U.S.

culture, utilizing hid own culturally based le'arning

style (Castaeda).

Bicultural C011eation is mostly related to the above concepts;

however it has broader implications for world responsibility. Per:

. haps if a solution eo this poly-cultural society can be discovered

during this century, the U.S. will be able to resolve how nation-
,

states may survive before the world is blown up. An examination of

the international/intercultural dimension of teacher education may

provide a better perspective of the vitalness of bicultural educa-

tion. Attachment "A" provided an overview which will be helpful.

2. "A Well- Prepared Teacher Can Teach Anyone" and "A Teacher:
Must Be Prepared Explicitly For he Cultural Context In
Which He Teaches."

The profession of teaching is increasingly complex and the po-
.

1

sition that a well-prepared teacher can be redponsive.to the needs

of any group of children with whom he works is mythological. The

true, meaning is that a teacher prepared in a traditional teacher

0242
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education program is well prepared to teach in a typical school of

White, middle - class, protestant children who are in the mainstream

of culture and wish to retain that status. Indeed, teachers too

must be more specialized if schools are to break the organizational

mold in which the development of cognitive competencies subsumes, all

other considerations; especially, teaching to the norm, inculcating
c

well-established community values, and so forth.

A "?' tk
Conversely, a teacher prepared%in a singiff pterpose program may

become ineffective rapidly if overspecializitionis at the expense

of some basics needed by all teachersa4

Even though there are some elements that are common to some of

all teacher education programs, it is true that special programs

are needed in order to assure that special heeds will be met. The

fact that programs are and should. be individualized and tailored to

the needs of the prospective teachers, as well as responsive to the

nature of the position for which she is being prepared, does nat

imply that many elements will not be common to many programs.

The most important Issue to be treated is that Indian people

need to be prepaied to teach Indian children and yoUth and other

children with whom Indian children and youth are educated. PrOspec-
.

tive Indian teachers should not be trained in isolation, by race.

or culture.

3. "Disadvantaged State Is Result of Inferior tulture" and
11

. . .Result of Preclusion From Equal Opportunity And
Access."

Certainly there is adequate information and knowledge to, shatter

the myths that differences equate to inadequacies, and-that is the

responsibility of the pupil to adapt to the teacher and_her style.
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Any teacher, and-certainly those working with the disadvantaged,

must understand the pupil'sWorld and guide' learning experience

accordingly.

It is well documented that problems of the disadvantaged are

. compounded by the lack of equal opportunity not only in the provision

of responsive education but also in equal access to jobs, higher ed-

ucation and, perhaps just as importantly, from the uninhibited right

to pursue their own culture and heritage without penalty.

Perhaps the single most important conclusion is that teachers

and others who work with Indian people must have an awareness of the

realities and be able to behave with understanding, cope with the

problems and be skilled in guiding learning. Teachers who "tend to

, confuse race, class, and ethnic bias with academic standards" (AACTE)

must be better educated or must be removed from the ranks.

4. "Only Certified Personnel Can Teach" and "Many People and
Diverse Experience and Levels of Education:' Can Enhance

Learning."

Debate about "education" and "schooling" is moot. Children,

youth and adults learn from many sources and each has his own best

learning style which may or not conformAo the group. Program design

should include provisions for extensive utilization of community re--

sources and for many levels of personnel to work with Indian people.

A differentiated staff is not only sound in terms, of the organization

of instruction but is also requisite to clustering the talent needed

to provide an acceptable level of educational opportunity for Indian

people. This is more germane to the Indian child who has lived in

a culture, isolated from not only the mainstream-but also from other

minorities. A curriculum and the method and mode of nstruction

()24
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cannot'be developed to be appropriate to the uniqueness of Indian4

children without extensive input from wise biit non-certificated

-people.

III. Nature of Training Programs Needed

,Training for mannower to work with Indian people should"

be based on needs. Even though needs Afoul& be assessed regularly

and continuously, enough data and experience are now available to

support the following conclusions about the nature of training pro-

grams Which should be mounted:

t

A. training programs should focus on providing support for In-
dian people to be prepared as teachers* and for other roles
in education and ideally should operate in concert with in-

service programs for teachers who work with Indian children.

Two critical needs whichmust be interrelated in planning man-

power programs for Indian people are: (l) new teachers peed to be

prepared who are Indian, and (2) teachers who teach Indian children--

Indian and others -- need to be provided with training and re- train-

ing. For maximum impact and in terms of effectiveness, efficienCy

and economy, pre-service and in-service programs need to be planned

and implemented in concert. Characteristics of teachers and prosped-
-

tive teachers.are such that great mutual advantage can be realized.

The basic'toncept is that those "g1- training" both learn and teach-

one another. For example, an Indian pre-service teacher may lead a

semilla on Indian culture and learn from one of the "students" '(anoth-
.

er teacher) about curriculum planning for individualizing instruction,

1

*In this context, teacher includes classroom teachers, principals,

supervisors, counselors and those professional personnel who work in

.sChools.
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B. Training programs should be developed copperatively by those
to be trained and those who will provide the training and

I

should be tar eted to particular clusters of explicit cir-

I

cumstance.

The key planning element for providing Indian people with respon-

sive and equal educational opportunity is to require from the Federal

level that eligibility for program support is contingent upon the for:-

.

.
mation of a cluster which can and will be able to design programs re-

's

sponsive to specific needs. For example, the design of 4a program

. for manpower in a Federal School will and should vary sharply'from

one for personnel for manpower in a publid school with Indian chil-

dren 'in attendance.

The complexity of the problem requires Federal leadership to

stimulate the local and regional action necessary to develop speci-

fic plansto treat specific circumstances.

Recognizing 'the nature of challenge', it is, clear that the

olustera will probably include the schools with Indian children,

community leaders-, community colleges with a focus on Indian affairs

and others on vocational education and universities with capability

in minority education programs for-the range of personnel neededl

This combination of resources can mount a program better than any

one of combinations could.

.

Planning gran are critical to the success of designing and

organizing programs and should always be the first phase of any pro-

jected program.

C. Program design should be consistent with the nature of the

problems and,opportunities p1esent.

1. General Education

All manpoWer trained should pursue several common elements in

1)24
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their programs. They should be corpatent-tnrThedge and

.

understanding A the cultural heritage of Indian people, (2) know-

ledge and understanding of the problems and potentials of minority

groups, (3) understanding the nature of educational decision making -.

and its impact-on equiiizing educational opportunity (or not doing_
:

so), (4) knowledge of intervention process8s, (5) knowledge-of:Career
4t

education, (6) in-depth understanding of cross cultures and also`.

,

mainstream U.S. culture, (7) organizing learning for individuals '

and tailoring programs-to individual learning styles, and (7) funda-

mentalAnowledge of what they are teadhing and of teacher education

basics.

ti-ati.ietcping-requirements or gtlidelines for general education,,_

greater detailed specIficitymay be counter-productive because the

most important input needed is the creativity of those who will

develoOlanOenage the proposed program. A single design for how

--tu-accuffiplith or attain program goals may tend to-unduly'restrict

the development of new approaches. The measure-for evaluation should

be how well the design assures attainment-of the general education

major targets Wnich"hav been identified.
c

2. Teaching Personnel

Teachers -- both pre-service and in-:service -- must pursue a

complex program, much of which will be clinically and field bawl.
ice; r

The)", must become proficientin interrelating content to teaching -

_

learning situations in which instruction becoMei highly individual-
.

0. They must be -able to Work effeCtively as a part of a teach-
.

. -

ing team and have great skill, in the utilization of

I

community 're-

sources. n effect they will classroom managers much more
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thin classroom teachers who tell children and youth about knowledge.

Their role, in practice, will be expanded from guiding learning to

creating conditions conducive to learning, adjustment, and career

education.

The most critical components for the teacher, in addition to

the general education specified are':

a,. Skill in individualizing instruction.

b. Skill in adapting content,and methodology to a variety of

culturally baSed learning"stYles.

c. Ability to plan cooperatively and carry out responsibilities

and roles as a part of a team effort.

---A. Skill and ereativicy-in-utilizing community and other, re-

.

sources -- people and materials.

e. Ability to infuse,,the curriculum with .career *.educ. n in-

iormation and gu'idance,

f. Competency in program design and-organization and means of

evaluating effectiveness of on teaching.

g, C petency to evaluate learning of children and use of re-
.

...salts to adapt contenta:nd/methociology.

3. Career Education Personnel

A vital part of any manpowertraining program for Indian people

must include the crucial resource position of career education spe-

cialits. This term is used, to decine a position which functions to

.provide conditiOhs.which assure that children and youth become know-

ledgeable about the full range of carccrs-and receive appropriate'

.00
assistance in preparing for the career they choose and having access

to it. Lt combines-the traditional separation of counseling for
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vocations or for pursuit of higher education. It makes no prede-

termination, about anyone's future but does provide the information

necessary for each person to make wiSe and realistic choices about

his futures

CareeX education is as much a conceit as it is a process, and

as such; must permeate the educational' structure from the lowest to

the highest level. Because of this, the career education specialist

will work with teachers, the community,,collegei, and employers as

'cell as working with children` and yo9th. .

The ,most critical components of training forthe career educa-

tion specialist are:

of careers--ancLcondylons_and_requirements.

b. Skilled in counseling, guidance, testing, measurement and
ry '

evaluation:

c. Knowledge about peculiar difficulties which minorities con-

front in career selection and placement.

d. Leadership capabilities to work with teachers,administra-

tora and employers.

e. Expertise in personal adjustment counseling.

4. Administrators

The typical school administrator is ill-prepared to cope with

most of the major problems of administering a school with a substan-

tial, number of Indian children. His role is normally complex and

is compounded by the need he has to be knowledgeable about the edu-

'

cational environment needed and the ability not only to direct re-

sources to program needs but also to communicate what the needs are

c
to the total school clientele. Work with teachers, parents, coammunity
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leaders, government representa,tives from many agencies and at many

levels in and of itself is demanding; understanding what to communi-

cate is more critical than simply ability to communicate. Both are

necessary if the function of the administrator is,to be successful.

In addition to the general education requirements specified
4

earlier; the administrator must.have basic preparation in edUcation-

al administration and supervision and also focus on the following

specifics to prepare him to provide leadership for the education of

Indian children:

a. Extraordinary capability in community leadership and utili-

zation of multiple resources fir education.

b. Capability in huMan relations, planning, and strategy build-

ing for educational development and.improvement.

c. Strong personal and professional understanding of the pro-

blems and potentials_ of. Indian people.

5. Community Leaders

Many of the most important decisions about education are made by

people-outside of education. The most crucial people are those who

serve policy making and trusteeship roles -- the school board members.

4
Any comprehensive manpower development program should include a com-

ponent-for training and orienting schOol board members with a focus

on policy formulation which most affects Indian children. His train-

ing partially in concert with the major dimensions of the genera d-
,

licatiOn.component and also technical assistance in pOlicy fotwulation
. . .

are vital to improving the conditions of the education foiIndian ,

people.
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IV. Criteria for Institutions

Unfortunatel.?,.most institutions of higher education are un-

willing or unable to respond to many of the most crucial needs'ol

people in a.forthright manner. Whatever the reason-- incompatibly-

ity with goals, tradition and/or organization bound, political ex-

, pediency, or simply, incompetency -- the net result is that the cri-
.

teria for seleCtion of participating institutions is of utmost im-

portance.

If a reasonable program for manpower-development-is to be real-.

ized, it must utilize the combined resources necessary to make it

1x'viable. This is true not only because the needed resources e not

.available in any one institution, but also because the nature of the

program demands a mix and a balance which because of function cannot

be centered.

Participating institutions must first of all have the resources

needed foj the program and decondly,,,be capable of utilizing them

with flexibility and in concert with others., Both conditions are

necessary because restricted expertise or flexibility without compe-

tency are equally underproductive.

Based on current circumstances, the composition of the group of,

combined' institutions will rely heavily, and primarily on Community'

colleges and universities'. Certain community colleges have, with

admirable results, focus%d on meeting the educational needs of the

community they serve, and in selected case's, this includes meeting

the needs of Indian people. This circumstance provides what is pro-
,'

bably the unique opportunity to fulfill a major part-of the program.0

Even though these institutions are overburdened in accomplishing
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their present mission, by expanding their resources, they must also

assume certain responsibilities for providing education for teachers,

who in the final analysis, are the great multipliers of effectiveness

for massitre numbers of people. The selection of these institutions

is simple: They must be focused on meeting the educational needs

of Indian people and be Willing to work in concert with others.

Criteria for selecting institutions of .higher edebettion at the

o
*

university level is more complex and difficult. The following cri-

teria are proposed as minimal:

A. Capability to InLeLnally Accommodate the Program.

1. Admission equirements and opportunity to grant credit

and awaredegrees must not preclude providing programs foi.

rained. For example, if a group of

10 in-service Indian teachers and 10 preservice Indian teach-
.

ers, and 2 career education specialists and 2 administrators

and 20. teachers who teach Indian children are identified in

T a cluster for joint,training, all must be admitted and be

able tnpursue credit courses and degrees.

2. Credits must be .ccopted.and transferred without restric-

a

tion.

3. Field based and clinical learning must be recognized with-

out prejudice as legitimate learning experiences.

B. Personne.14expert in the fieldfs required are available and have

demonstrated competency.

C. Expert personnel who are available can and will be assigned

to 'the project.

D. Innovative program approaches are accepted and encouraged.
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E, Consortial arrangements'are feasible and are recognized as.

being eq ally important to standard practices.

F. Progr m will receive support from the adminigtrative level

and creativ- directiOn from leaders knowledgeable about minority
,=

problems and potentials:.
.

These criteri appear reasonable for institutions with interest

iy1 and concern for pi oviding equal educational Opportunity for all

peopleyhowever'the er of institutions which can meet them and

also have the nee esources is small.

V. Summary Statement

The plight of Indi n people is the most severe of any minority

group in Atericat,Circu tances and understanding are huw-suCh-that

a major breakthrough is feasible and indeed prpbable. The key to a

major thrust forward is dramatically improved manpower d lopment

programs, particularly for personnel for children and youth. The

resources needed to substantially reduce the problems and to realize

the potentials of India people now exist.. To bring these resources

4' to bear on manpower development programs will require,a superior

quality of leadership; and dedication to new directions and new thrusts

:
heretofore not realized. The challenge is tooimportaut to ignore;

the opportunity is t .great not to realize.
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AttaChement A'

PERSPECTIVE ON THE INTERNATIONAL/INTERCULTURAL -

DIMENSION OF TEACHER EDUCATION

People In America and indeed.people throughout the world place

an awesome responsibility on schools. This reflects not only a pin-

pointing of responsibility but almost a naive faith in the capability

of education to provide learning 'experiences and opportunities which

indeed kill be 'responsive to any problem at any. point in time.

There are countless examples in the literature which,demonstrate

that the attainment of societal goals necessarily directs the means

for their attainment to converge on the schools. George Counts, in

attempting to reduce, the complexity of statements concerning goals of

free people4roughout the world, stated them simply as combining to

form two transcending go- val of liberty and survival of

civilization: From this more general level to a more specific c

Presideht Johnson stated that " conduct of our foreign policy will

advance no faster than the curric lum of our classrooit." Both Harold

Taylor and Stephen K. Bailey point4Out the '..^mplexiLies and responsi-

bilities of the age in which we live and conclude that we must edu-

cate people for world responsibility. A goal Is also stated implicit-
.

International Education Act: '.'an educational

citizens who are equipped withthe know-

ly in the hearings on the

system must today produce

ledge, seffsitivities, and competencies for functioning intelligently

in the vital and extensive areas where diverse cultures meet and must

accommodate without the biases and misinformation which generate fruit-

less tensiobS and devastating conflicts." To over simplify this very,
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complex problem, it can be stated that the major educational problem

in the world today is to create a society of people Who are tolerant

of peoples of different race, color, culture, faith, linguistic back-

ground and political idiology and thereby produce popular character-

istics which make feasible that government's', as Commager suggest,

"resort'to the council of reason to solve nations and in -rnational

diffiCulties:"

It is obiious that if we are to arrive at this level of civili-

zation, teacher education must have a new dimension. Charles Frankel

removed our optIon of having or not having an intercultural dimension

in teacher education whin he pointed out "they s a time when

Americans had 'a choice; to educate, orld responsiblity or not to

do so. This freedom of choice is no longer theirs.' Whatever they dd

they make a decision that has..1.4sternational impact -- schools educate

or miseducate for world responsibility but they cannot'avoid doing

one or the other."

In addition to pragmatic reasons for teacher education being in-
.

fused with an intercultural dimension, any one culture would be en-

riehed through a continuing process of new ideas, yalues_And approaches

which provide alternatives. 'Furthermore, man's personal Fulfillment

in a free society is dependent on fulfilling his moral commitment to

. upgrade the quality of life for all peoples. Leestma asserts that

ethnocentric education is obsoieteb admits that essentially it

.

continues.

The oals implicit, in these 'statements, can be' attained only

through the knowlddge,visdom, attitude and understanding that indeed

support them. This is the fabric of education. Unless teachers are
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prepared and helped to foster them through curriculum and their own

behavior, their - attainment is unlikely; failure to understand man's

interdependence may be his last_ modern mistake.

TeaatiersShould get an international dimension in ordef that the

,profession be able to train' teachers who are behavioral models of

internationalism and interculturalism through utilizationiof a meth

odologi of behavioral consequences and cognitive-affective dissonance

employed consistently ip the context of intercultural attitudes and.

behaviors. Professionally and specifically for teacher education pro- ..

gramsthe above statement reflects an aspiration which tills validity

and'virtue but nof'onewhich is operational to any extent. It may

well reflect .where Veare going; however, 'it -does not reflect how we'

arrived. Most Of our prsent.eaorts-in international, education that

relate to educating_people are based on a very broad and expanded def-
.1

IJatian_L-14.-4he71,
-e-s6citslogicai concept of cross-cultural experience.

This concept is simply that anyone, 'by understanding a Culture sub-

stantially diffetent,from his will gain not only an understanding of

that culture but also a betiei:understanding of his awn. Colleges

and-universities teach area studies, international studies," languages

and many other:courses with an international dr intercultimalilavor

or dimension., Planned and unplanned activities 'deSigned to provide

direct international or crosrultural
I

eXPerience are provided. Hope-

fully, all of these combine'to provide teachers with the possession

.of information and the wisdom to recognize-Internationalism as a con-'

cept ol'oneseif as a member of an international community. It meads

, 4behaving interdependently rather than independently.,

No simple answer will prbvide us witha key to why'we have had,

) 5 g
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,many notable failures in attempts to foster intercultural -educe-

tion. We cannot but be influenced by many of these notable failures,
,.

however. Commager's observation referring to Our approach the

problems of our relations to the rest of mankind is vital when-be
- -

stated "never in history, it can be confidently asserted, have so:

many been exposed to so much, with results so meager." We cannot:

help but be influenced by the rise of provincialism and by oppokir

tion to many major efforts to extend existing structures and pro-

V

grams to include, the international and interculturaldimeriSion; and
..

by the general lack of support -- financially, *ally, and prograin!;4
,

:
,-.

atically. .The increasing incidence, of cases of leOk of confidence
;

in society's institutions is directly related to ccodition i!bich\

-..%
%;.

has evolved.in which Our tolerance for gross incompetencrk,hia no

workable boundary and our penchant for compatibility.reducis

most potent organizations to low risk, single purpose entitie#. These

conditions often combine with the result being thatill new'thrusts

are constrained by lowest common denominator of comproaise'and

security. Om may 'deeply fear that the U.S. has lostmuch.of its

historical ability to institutionalize change and,has forced,change

to occur outside of the system rather than to become a part of it.

More pragmatically', however, perhaps we'have not learned one of

the lessons we teach in cross- cultural education. We seem to be re-

lying on facts as a means tO influence behavior 'contrary to the com-

pelling, evidence of John Useem and others that factual knowledge is

the least significant dimension of underitanding across cultures;

yet we, continue in-our approach by subsuming behaYioral changes from

simply proyiding people with more information and with abetter



. -quality of information. There is no dearth o information about the

need for a new intercultural dimension In teacher education or how.

to meet that need, but indeed there is a problem of strategy in most

of the approaches. we have followed. Further, in the U.S. our failures

in developing responsive4education for minorities, including Indian

people, are directly interrelated to the'following facts:

a. The research base for the intercultural dimension of teacher.

education is imprecise and underdeveloped and few institutions

are engaged in improving this base.

b. Many policy makers are incorrectly and dangerouSly assuming

that there is a direct correlation between levels of understand-

ing (as now measured). We are relying on people

eamoake judgements and decisions based on transcending princi-

ples and expecting,' because of demonstrated intelligence, that

._

they will do so. There is overwhelming evidence that many in-

telligent people dre still predisposed to maintain the status

;quo in spite1)f the fact that such boundaries may well result

in disaster:

c. Many df our professional organizations In education make de-

cisions On the basis of internal political expediency and have

A 4i116*

so emulated the behavior of the political structure that indeed

many of our organizations, with the greatest potential continue

to operate at the lowest common denominator of compromise.

d. Many. activities which are proposed and implemented with a

,
idesign to attenuate bias and prejudice indeed simply reinforce

existing biases and prejudice.
4

e. We'have.lost too much of our boldness and bri,phness.-

() 2 i8
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f. We have overemphasized creating specialists at the expense 3

of extending most disciplines topinclude the intercultural di-

mension.

These statements of failure are oversimplified but do give a

different premises from whidh,to begin to consider the basic quee-

,tion of "What do we do about it?"

Obviously, the first point that should be made is that develop-

ment in cross- cultural education will continue to proceed on a broken

front. The profession must continue the good practices it now has,

learn how to make them better, and incaese the number of people in-

fluenced by them. Secondly, those who are committed to some tran-

scending principles must make a more intense commitment andnOt be

discouraged by the lack of general acceptance of what is believed to

be of the utmost and urgent importance.

In addition to proceeding on this broken front, the single:most.

important new direction we, should consider is to reduce the popularly

be.lieved incompatibility of bicultural education with the foreign -and

`dbmestic policiei of the.United States. Many people continue to as-

interpret and therefore are not willing,to support at the program

or a political level improved bicultural education activities.-

The second most important direction is for leadership personnel

to be provided with a better Understanding of the interrela4onship

between intercultural education and the resolution of local, state,

regional and national problems,. 'The potential of c±eatipg in peoples

. a sense .of world responsibility is a long range goa'i; nevertheless',

it requires and it vitalness compels
o

each individual, each school,

each university and each goverriMent to look beyond itself and its
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own problems t9 its larger responsibility. This is no easy task,

because in spite of our best efforts in education, selfishness for'

what is closest to an individual or a group continues to constrain

many decision makers. Until many more leaders do understand and

support transce ding goals, we will continue with ethnocentric be-

haviOr. Kissinger upports this point in his statement "...America

has never been true to 'tself unless it meant something beyond it;

self. As we work for a wo ld at peace with justice, compassion and

humanity, we knoW that Americ in fulfilling man's deepest aspira-

tions, fulfills what is best wi' in it."

I'
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